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Digging Tools

Ames® D-Grip Wood Handle Digging Shovel
Make that next gardening project a little 
easier with an ergonomic D-grip that provides 
comfortable hand placement to grab tool. 
Durable and dependable, built with Ames 
heritage quality. Features tempered steel blades 
and North American hardwood handle for 
strength and durability.

8.75in L × 5.5in W x 42.25in H
AME2535800-2270 UPC 049206644755
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $31.29

Ames® D-Grip Wood Handle Drain Spade
Ergonomic D-grip that provides comfortable hand 
placement. North American hardwood handle 
for strength and durability. Designed for digging 
narrow trenches and cleaning out previously dug 
ditches. It is also great for transplanting live trees 
and shrubs. The 16-inch blade is long and narrow 
to dig into tight spaces.

7.5in L x 2.75in W x 47in H
AME2531700-2685 UPC 049206634152
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $36.89

Ames® D-Grip Wood Handle Garden Spade
Ergonomic D-grip that provides comfortable 
hand placement.. North American hardwood 
handle for strength and durability. Border spade is 
ideal for creating defined landscape borders. Also 
can be used for digging and transplanting trees 
and shrubs.

8.25in L × 2.75in W x 43in H
AME2593800-2685 UPC 049206634138
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $36.89

Ames® D-Grip Wood Handle Transfer Shovel
Make that next gardening project a little 
easier with an ergonomic D-grip that provides 
comfortable hand placement to grab tool. 
Durable and dependable, built with Ames 
heritage quality. Features tempered steel blades 
and North American hardwood handle for 
strength and durability.

 9.75in L x 5in W x 61.25in H
AME2535900-2270 UPC 049206644762
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $31.29

Ames® Long Fiberglass Handle Shovel
Tempered steel blade shovel with oversized 
cushion grip on a fiberglass handle for added 
comfort. A heavy-use tool for frequent jobs and 
yard maintenance. Suitable for transferring all 
materials such as dirt, mulch, or gravel. Great 
value to homeowners with any landscaping and 
gardening requirements.

Square Point - 9.75in L x 5in W x 61.25in H
AME25337100-2504 UPC 049206634084
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $34.39
Round Point - 8.75in L × 4.8in W x 61in H
AME25332100-2504 UPC 049206634008
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $34.39

Ames® Long Handle Round Point Floral Shovel
The Ames floral tool line is the perfect size and 
weight for working in the garden. Ideal for 
raised bed gardening. The tempered steel blade 
with power collar will dig in any soil condition. 
It has a North American hardwood handle for 
strength and durability with a comfort grip and a 
convenient hole for hanging.

2in L x 6in W x 52.875in H
AME2916100-1891 UPC 049206633957
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $25.99

Ames® Long Wood Handle Round Point Shovel
Make that next gardening project a little easier 
with  Ames long-handled digging shovel. This 
tool is durable and dependable to be utilized for 
general lawn and garden work. It is the most basic 
garden tool with a tempered steel blade suitable 
for digging, planting, cutting sod, and small roots.

60.5in H x 8.75in W × 5.5in D
AME2535600-2051 UPC 049206634015
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $28.29

Ames® Long Wood Handle Square Point Shovel
The Ames long-handle square point shovel 
is appropriate for transferring loose soil and 
materials.  It has an end grip that provides 
comfortable hand placement  to grab tool. The 
North American hardwood handle provides 
strength and durability to withstand years of use.

61in H x 9.75in W x 5in D
AME2535700-2051 UPC 049206634091
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $28.29

Ames® True Temper® Round Point Floral Shovel
The True Temper floral tool line is the perfect size 
and weight for working in the garden. Ideal for 
raised bed gardening, this shovel will get the job 
done right. The tempered steel blade with power 
collar will dig in any soil condition. Features a 
forward-turned step and poly end grip on a 
hardwood handle.

3.73in L x 5.75in W x 52.38in H
AME2617100-1832 UPC 049206108240
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $25.29

Ames® True Temper® Forged 
Manure Fork with Cushion End Grip
Ideal for transferring manure, mulch and other 
loose materials. Features several lawn, garden, 
agricultural and farm applications. It’s a great tool 
for picking or cleaning up bulky materials.

5 Tine - 6.61in L x 9.36in W x 60.25in H
AME2812300-2917 UPC 049206645196
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $39.99
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Rakes, Hoes & Cultivators

Ames® Steel Leaf Rake
Used for clearing leaves and debris from lawns. 
The flexible steel tines will pull out thatch for 
a healthier lawn. The steel head is bolted to the 
handle for a secure connection while raking. Long 
wood handle.

22in Tine - 2.5in L x 22in W x 65in H
AME2915612-1894 UPC 049206633902
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $25.99

Ames® Poly Leaf Rake
The Ames 30-inch poly leaf rake is designed to be 
lightweight and durable. The ribbed construction 
provides additional rigidity and strength to the 
rake head.  This rake is good for raking large 
quantity of leaves and other yard waste.

68.25in H x 30in W × 3in D
AME2915712-1561 UPC 049206633919
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $21.49

Ames® Welded Bow Rake
The Ames bow rake is designed to loosen and level 
soil.  The 16 steel tines work hard to break up hard 
compacted soil or mulch and spread the material 
evenly.  It is of good value to homeowners with 
smaller landscaping and gardening requirements.

63in H x 15.75in W × 2.75in D
AME2825300-1894 UPC 049206633711
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.99

Ames® Collector Series Poly Shrub Rake
Raking just got easier!  If you’re looking for 
something to easily rake around plants and 
foliage, try the Ames Collector Series shrub rake. 
Its optimized head design makes it easy to reach 
even the tightest spaces to collect leaves and 
debris without disturbing your live and growing 
plants and landscaping. The Ames Collector is 
ideal for removing debris from under shrubs, 
fences, trees and other tight places.

8.25in L × 1.75in W x 65.125in H
AME2915900-1367 UPC 049206633926
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $18.79

Ames® Double Play Bow Rake with Fiberglass Handle
The versatile, two-sided Ames bow rake is 
designed to loosen and level soil. The 16 steel 
tines work hard to break up compacted soil or 
mulch. The wider, thicker tines help to spread 
and level materials evenly. An excellent value 
to homeowners with any landscaping and 
gardening requirements.

15.75in L × 3.625in W x 64in H
AME28252100-2504 UPC 049206633704
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $34.39

Ames® True Temper® Steel Tine Lawn Rake
The True Temper lawn rake is ideal for thatching and removing lawn 
clippings or other garden debris. Its sturdy construction makes it a 
versatile tool that can also be used for weeding, 
leveling soil and leaf collection. All 18 tines 
contact the ground at one time, so leaves can be 
collected quickly and efficiently. 25 curved, metal 
tines and steel head are strong and durable.

48in Hardwood Handle - 18.5in L x 1.77in W x 
63.03in H
AME1789200-1372 UPC 049206178922
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $18.89

Ames® Wood Handle Garden Forged Cultivator
The Ames 4-tine cultivator is ideal for tilling 
and aerating in hard, rocky soil. The sharp, 
pointed tines dig deep into the soil. Great value 
to homeowners with smaller landscaping 
and gardening requirements. Features North 
American hardwood handles for strength and 
durability with cushion grips for comfort and 
control.
5in L × 4.375in W x 57.5in H
AME2853600-2026 UPC 049206633735
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $27.89

Ames® Action Hoe
Great for weeding and cultivating around live 
growing plants. It works by using a back and forth 
push-pull motion to cut weed roots deep under 
the surface. This tool cuts weeding in half the 
time. Long wood handle.

5.75in W × 3.67in D
AME2825800-2192 UPC 049206633650
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $29.99

Ames® Wood Handle Garden Welded Hoe
The Ames garden hoe is ideal for chopping, 
weeding, and clearing garden growth. The blade 
is serrated at the edges for cleaner cutting. Great 
value to homeowners with smaller landscaping 
and gardening requirements. Features North 
American hardwood handles for strength and 
durability with cushion grips for comfort and 
control.
6.25in L × 5.25in W x 57.25in H
AME2825700-1894 UPC 049206633759
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.99
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Ames® Wood Handle Hand Tools
Versatile hand tools for general gardening and planting. Steel tool 
blades with wooden handles. Handle features a convenient hang-up 
hole.

Cultivator - 3.5in x 2.6in x 11.02in / For Loosening Soil & Dislodging 
Weeds
AME2446300-265 UPC 049206132597
Min. Buy 20EA Retail $3.69

Transplanter - 2.2in x 1.3in x 12.8in / For Planting Seeds & 
Transplanting
AME2446200-265 UPC 049206132580
Min. Buy 20EA Retail $3.69

Trowel - 3.5in x 1.3in x 13.07in / For Planting, Transplanting, 
Weeding, Moving & Smoothing Soil
AME2446100-265 UPC 049206132566
Min. Buy 20EA Retail $3.69

Weeder - 1.5in x 1.63in x 12.25in / For Weeding & Small Root 
Removal
AME2447000-265 UPC 049206132610
Min. Buy 20EA Retail $3.69

Weeder - 14in x 1.5in x 2in / For Weeding & Small Root Removal
AME2445300-654 UPC 049206132504
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $8.99

Ames® Ergo Gel Grip Hand Tools
Features an ergonomic handle design with a soft gel-grip insert that 
cushions the hand and provides maximum comfort. The blade is made 
of a strong stainless steel for the most durability. These tools are great 
for gardening in tight spaces, as well as open gardens.

Cultivator - 11.5in H × 3.2in W × 2.8in D / For Loosening Packed Soil 
& Dislodging Weeds
AME2445200-654 UPC 049206132498
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $8.99

Transplanter - 13.5in x 2.5in / For Planting Seeds, Dividing & 
Transplanting - Includes a measurement scale to guide you in 
creating depth levels for planting.
AME2445100-654 UPC 049206132481
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $8.99

Trowel - 13in x 2in / For Planting, Transplanting, Weeding, Moving 
& Smoothing Soil
AME2445000-654 UPC 049206132474
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $8.99

Wheelbarrows & Carts

Ames® Lawn Buddy® Lawn Cart
Ideal for storing and transporting tools, supplies and refreshments 
around the house, garden or work area. The lid works well as both a 
sturdy seat and an easy to use handle. With 
a large internal storage area, this cart is 
designed for convenience. Four 7in diameter 
wheels and solid steel axles carry loads with 
minimal effort. Multi-use design is ideal for 
around the home or in the garden.

26.5in L x 15in W x 14in H
AME1123047100-5490 UPC 049206039247
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $75.49

Ames® True Temper® Poly Wheelbarrow
With 6 cubic feet of hauling capacity, the True Temper® RP625 is ideal 
for homeowners, landscapers and light construction work. This 6 cubic 
foot poly tray will never rust or corrode and is 
designed to provide years of service. Around 
the house or on the job, this is the right 
wheelbarrow for the job.

6cu ft Tray - 26.5in H x 29.5in W x 59.75in D
AMERP625-10194 UPC 049206111127
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $140.29

Jackson® Steel Tray Contractor Wheelbarrow
Heavy duty steel trays, professional grade steel undercarriages and 
strong hardwood handles add up to the 
toughest, most dependable wheelbarrows 
on the jobsite.

6cu ft Tray - 58.75in L x 25.5in W x 27in H / 
16in Tubed Tire / 60in Wood Handles
AMEM6T22-18120 UPC 027997010171
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $249.29

Replacement Parts

Harper® Lacquered Wood Handle
Durable, threaded metal tip. Threaded connection 
secures handle from being pulled out. Durable 
replacement handle.

1.125in Diam x 60in H
AME551-578 UPC 081789005516
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $8.39

Ames® M Series Wheelbarrow 
Replacement Handles
M Series hardwood replacement handles, drilled. 
One pair.

60in x 2.06in x 1.69in
AME00221100-3221 UPC 027997008178
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $44.29
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Weeding & Edging

Ames® Forged Dandelion Weeder
Great for removing dandelions and other weeds 
from lawns and landscape beds. The V-notched 
blade is sharp to cut the roots deep below the 
surface. A leather lanyard makes storage easy. 
Hardwood handle.

1.25in W × 1.25in D
AME2942100-1394 UPC 049206633681
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $18.99

Brooms & Brushes

Harper® Premium Red-End All Purpose Push Broom
Hardwood maple block broom head. Dual 
polystyrene bristles for maximum clean-up. 
Sweeps everything from dust to mid-weight 
debris, dirt, leaves and gravel. For use indoors 
or outdoors in dry conditions on smooth or 
rough surfaces.

24in W / Handle Sold Separately
AME3424A-2751 UPC 098991034302
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $39.99

Harper® Premium Red-End 
Heavy-Duty Street Push Broom
Hardwood maple block will not warp. 4.125in stiff, 
sweeping, synthetic bristles. Sweeps heavy gravel, 
wet grass, mulch and heavy dirt. Outdoors on wet 
or dry surfaces.

18in W
AME9418A-3244 UPC 098991094184
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $47.69

Harper® Premium Red-End Rough-Surface Push Broom
Hardwood maple block broom head. Stiff, 
sweeping, synthetic bristles. Sweeps heavy 
mulch, gravel, oil, dirt and soil. Outdoor use for 
wet or dry surfaces.

24in W / Handle Sold Separately
AME7924A-2751 UPC 098991876094
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $39.99

Harper® 100% Heavy Duty Corn Broom
Professional strength and sweeping power, 100% 
corn broom. Ideal for use on job sites, landscaping, 
seasonal clean-up and barns.

40in
AMEH100-1432 UPC 098991017336
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $22.99

Harper® Warehouse Corn Broom
Heavy-duty, mixed corn, fiber warehouse broom. 
Quality construction, head will not loosen or twist. 
For use on wet or dry debris. Reinforced four sew 
and wire band construction.

11in W
AME469-1429 UPC 081789004694
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.89

Harper® Smooth Sweep 
Indoor Upright Broom
Quality hardwood block with protective bumper. 
Fine, split-tip Polystyrene fibers designed for dry 
debris, dust and hair.

12in
AME10804A-1073 UPC 098991006835
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $17.49

Harper® Premium Soft Synthetic Brush
Soft split-tip polystyrene fiber is safe on all 
surfaces. Bristles pick up and sweep fine dust 
and debris on smooth surfaces and maintain 
shape. Resilient synthetic bristles effective 
for dusting. Good for woodworking shops, 
household and garage smooth surfaces

14in
AME4571-644 UPC 098991104579
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $10.49

Harper® Heavy-Duty Aluminum Dustpan
Heavy-duty, yet lightweight aluminum 
construction. Use indoors or outdoors on 
rough surfaces. Ideal for job sites, construction 
clean-up, workshops, basements, garage 
floors, patios and sidewalks.

17in
AMEH485-913 UPC 098991004855
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $14.89

Other Tools

Ames® True Temper® 10in x 10in Tamper
This tamper is ideal for tamping asphalt, gravel, 
stone, and dirt. The high quality hardwood handle 
is flexible and durable. The heavy 10.6lb steel head 
makes a great tool for heavy duty construction, 
industrial, and commercial applications. Durable 
42in hardwood handle that has a thicker section 
on lower area to provide additional strength.

AME1133700-3551 UPC 049206113374
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $48.79
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Snow Removal

Sprayers, Spreaders & Dusters

Ames® Union Tools® Snow Pusher Snow Shovel
Extra-wide pusher, ideal for clearing large areas of 
snow accumulation. Built to last and designed for 
easy use and fast snow removal. Features a strong, 
poly, D-grip, North American hardwood handle 
for strength and durability. Blade is made with 
high-density poly to withstand cold temperatures.

30in Wide Large Capacity Blade - 30in W x 4.5in 
L x 58in H
AME1602100-2257 UPC 049206160217
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $31.79

Union Tools® 24in Snow Pusher
This pusher is ideal for clearing light to medium 
accumulations of snow. It is designed for easy 
use and fast snow removal. Clear driveways and 
walkways in just a few passes! 24in wide, sturdy 
blade. North American hardwood handle for 
strength and durability. Strong poly D-grip. Poly 
blade won’t scratch surfaces.

Quarter Pallet Display
AME1630478-1611 UPC 049206163041
Min. Buy 14EA Retail $22.69

Ames® True Temper® 
Combo Snow Shovel
This 20-inch combo shovel moves a lot of snow 
in a short amount of time. It’s great for lifting 
and throwing snow but can also be used as a 
pusher. It features the patented VersaGrip® which 
accommodates multiple gloved hand positions.
18.5in L x 4in W x 51in H
AME1649800-2342 UPC 049206164987
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $32.29

Ames® True Temper® 
Combo Snow Shovel
This shovel blade is lightweight and ideal for both 
shoveling and pushing snow. Its steel wear strip 
extends the life of the blade and helps remove 
stubborn patches of snow and ice.

Strong Poly D-Grip Handle, 
Deep 18in Blade - 49.5in H x 18in W x 5in D
AME1627200-1619 UPC 049206162723
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $22.29

Ames® #12 Aluminum 
Scoop with D-Handle
The Ames aluminum scoop is ideal for the 
transport of all materials, loose and bulky. It is 
durable and lightweight for snow removal.

11.25in L x 15in W x 45.5in H
AME2672100-3165 UPC 049206633803
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $43.49

Bonide® Auto Mix Sprayer
Automatically mixes and applies. Connects directly to Bonide quart 
concentrate bottles. Twelve settings with three spray patterns. Flat 
fan for lawns, straight stream for tall trees, 
and gentle shower for tender foliage 
and blooms. Unused concentrate can be 
returned to the original container. Ideal for 
insecticide, fungicide, herbicide and fertilizer 
concentrates.

BND051-1276 UPC 037321000518
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $17.99

Bonide® Pump & Spray Dispenser
Durable and easy to use. Eliminates hand 
fatigue. Features a funnel mouth for fast and 
easy filling and a choice of a fan or a straight 
stream spray pattern. Great for pesticides, 
repellents, cleaners or simply water.

1.33 Gallon Capacity
BND055-1467 UPC 037321000556
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $21.49
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Hand Tools

Barebones Spade
The Spade works quickly and comfortably 
through both soft soil and rough ground. Ideal 
for digging, turning and spreading soil, prepping 
beds, and planting seedlings, the Spade is 
constructed with an ergonomic stainless steel 
blade and comfortable handle; a duo worthy and 
capable of a lifetime of use.

14.4in L x 3in W x 1.75in H
BBLGDN052-1448 UPC 819665010527
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $21.99

Barebones Square Hoe
Cut through stubborn roots, break up tough, 
sunbaked clay, and prep earth of all conditions 
for nesting new greens. The Square Hoe’s curved 
blade makes for easy trenching and soil care, while 
its gently-curved handle provides comfortable 
grip and movement for your hands and wrists.

13.6in L x 2.8in W x 5.25in H
BBLGDN054-1448 UPC 819665010541
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $21.99

Barebones Cultivator
The robust tines of the Cultivator rake through dense, rocky soil and 
remove weeds with ease. Its strong handle makes for comfortable 
clearing and grooming, while its stainless 
steel tines ensure years of heavy and 
efficient use.

12.5in L x 3in W x 2.25in H
BBLGDN053-1448 UPC 819665010534
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $23.99

Barebones Hori Hori Classic
Move from digging to planting to harvesting 
seamlessly with the Hori Hori Classic. Equipped 
with a heat-tempered, hollow back blade, full 
stainless steel tang, twine cutter, and comfortable 
walnut handle, the Hori Hori Classic is the ultimate 
gardening tool you can use for a lifetime.

12in L x 2in W x 1in H
BBLGDN046-1644 UPC 819665010466
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $29.99

Tool Only - 13.75in L x 2.5in W x 2.5in H
BBLGDN056-1973 UPC 819665010565
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $34.99

Barebones Hori Hori Ultimate Tool
Uniquely designed, multi-use tool is the perfect companion for all your 
outside escapades. Pound in tent stakes with the flat pommel base. 
Measure planting depth with the handy inch marks. Saw a branch or 
whittle some kindling with the rust-resistant, double-edged blade. But 
don’t forget about the Hori Hori Sheath. Durable waxed canvas and 
reinforced lining come together beautifully to sustain and preserve 
the Hori Hori. Its stainless steel belt clip supports easy carrying and 
accessibility, while the strong handle strap restricts the blade from 
slipping or moving. The Hori Hori Sheath’s open 
end allows for easy cleaning and prevents soil 
buildup, preserving the Hori Hori’s blade for years 
of continued use.

Tool With Sheath - 14.5in L x 4in W x 1.25in H
BBLGDN047-3287 UPC 819665010473
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $54.99

Barebones No. 6 Field Knife
An indispensable outdoorsman’s knife for 
wherever the journey takes you. The high carbon 
tempered steel blade, reinforced by a full tang, 
proves reliable and strong as you attend to the 
rituals of the outdoors, from making fire to setting 
up shelter and foraging. Purposeful details like an 
inlaid copper lanyard ring, waxed canvas sheath, 
and belt clip create a seamless experience and 
restore your focus on the moment.

10.5in L x 0.75in W x 1.5in H
BBLHMS2118-4930 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $74.99

Barebones Japanese Nata Tool
Clear brush, strip bark, plank wood, make kindling–all with one 
thoughtfully-crafted tool.  Inspired by a traditional Japanese implement 
and constructed with heritage-quality materials, 
our Japanese Nata Tool unites versatile function 
and refined durability. The stainless steel blade and 
a solid steel core that extends through the length 
of the hardwood handle lend stability and greater 
swinging weight yet it still packs thin and light, 
making it an essential addition to any collection.

19.5in L x 0.75in W x 2in H
BBLHMS2116-4273 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $64.99
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Pruners, Loppers & Shears

8in L x 2in W x 1in H
BBLGDN051-1841 UPC 819665010510
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $27.99

Barebones Metal Pruner
Stainless steel material with a darkened finish and 
copper accents. Extremely sharp for precise cutting. 

Sheath Included - 10in L x 3in W x 1in H
BBLGDN050-2498 UPC 819665010503
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $37.99

Barebones Artisan Pruning Shears
Extremely sharp for precise cutting.

8in L x 3.75in W x 0.5in H
BBLGDN049-1709 UPC 819665010497
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.99

Barebones Artisan Trimming Shears
A partner to the Artisan Pruning Shears, the 
narrow design of the Artisan Trimming Shears 
facilitate precision work. Rust and water-resistant.

8in L x 3in W x 0.5in H
BBLGDN048-1579 UPC 819665010480
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $23.99

Barebones Large Scissors
These durable, large garden shears have an 
ambidextrous grip that allows you to harvest leafy 
greens quickly. Wide handles accommodate a 
comfortable fit with or without gloves.

3.75in L x 8.75in W x 0.75in H
BBLGDN058-1709 UPC 819665010589
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.99

Barebones Small Scissors
The Barebones small scissors make shearing and 
maintaining your greens precise and comfortable. 
With an ambidextrous grip and wide handles, 
don’t leave these scissors out of your tool belt.

3.75in L x 7.25in W x 0.75in H
BBLGDN059-1448 UPC 819665010596
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $21.99

Axes & Sledgehammers

Barebones Field Hatchet
A tribute to a land rich with tradition, the Field 
Hatchet is rooted in heritage and enhanced 
by modern design. Crafted for precision, the 
blackened steel blade is complemented by 
the rich beechwood handle. Lightweight and 
compact, it proves indispensable in fireside work 
and field games. Includes sheath. Handle and 
head can be reset.

Handle: 17in L, Blade: 4in L x 3.5in H, Hammer: 
1in L x 1.25in H
BBLHMS2111-4273 UPC 842653121110
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $64.99

Barebones Pulaski Axe
Splitting wood in the fresh mountain air has never 
been so satisfying. Swing the weighted head with 
ease as its wide-angle, 1055 high carbon steel split 
blade keeps its edge time after time. The 1/3” solid 
steel core through the wood handle secures the 
head with a tightening hex bolt and connects it 
to the steel pommel end to help you maneuver 
easily around rooting and trenching.

24in L x 12in W, 5.55lbs
BBLHMS2112-9337 UPC 842653121127
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $141.99

Baskets, Tubs & Totes

Barebones Harvest Gathering Bag
Orchard style gathering bag with large opening 
at the bottom and clip closure for easy emptying. 
Large top opening for easy access. Made of waxed 
canvas material with vintage hardware, wide 
adjustable straps and waterproof liner.

18in L x 16.5in W x 5in H
BBLGDN068-4273 UPC 819665010688
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $64.99
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Digging Tools

Bond® Mini D-Handle Shovel
Durable heat-treated head. Comfortable non-slip 
grip. Strong, lightweight steel handle.

Classic
BONLH015-1203 UPC 034613000157
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $17.29

bloom® -  Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BONLH015BL-1182 UPC 034613048708
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $18.89

bloom® Trowel - Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple 
& Green
BONLH014BL-806 UPC 034613048630
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.89

Bond® Telescopic Hand Tools
Strong, lightweight steel handles adjust from 25in to 37in length. 
Features comfortable, soft, non-slip grip, durable, heat-treated heads 
and rust resistant powder coated paint.

Classic Trowel
BONLH014-806 UPC 034613000140
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.89

Bond® Long Handled Bulb Planter
Heavy gauge chrome plated steel. Now you can 
plant your bulbs without so much bending.

BON9501-1496 UPC 034613095016
Min. Buy 0EA Retail $23.99

Bond® Round Point Shovel
Tempered, heat-treated steel head for greater 
strength and longer life. Forward turned steps for 
secure footing. Sharpened blade edge penetrates 
tough ground with reduced effort.

58in Fiberglass Handle
BONLH002-2208 UPC 034613000027
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $31.59

Bond® Square Point Shovel
Tempered, heat-treated steel head for greater 
strength and longer life. Forward turned steps for 
secure footing. Sharpened blade edge penetrates 
tough ground with reduced effort.

58in Fiberglass Handle
BONLH003-2375 UPC 034613000034
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $33.99

Bond® D-Handle 
Fiberglass Round Point Shovel
Tempered, heat treated steel head for greater 
strength and longer life. Forward turned steps 
for secure footing on shovels. Sharpened edges 
reduce effort when breaking up tough dirt. Five 
year warranty.

BONLH043-1613 UPC 034613000430
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.79

Bond® Trenching Shovel
Made with tempered heat treated steel for greater 
strength and longer life. Sharpened blade edge 
that penetrates tough ground with reduced 
effort. Fiberglass handle has comfort grip that 
reduces fatigue and improves leverage.

Fiberglass Handle with D-Handle
BONLH025-2111 UPC 034613000256
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $28.89

Bond® Fiberglass Garden Fork
Tempered heat-treated steel head for greater 
strength and longer life. Sharpened edges reduce 
effort when breaking up tough dirt.

BONLH020-2272 UPC 034613000201
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $30.99
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Rakes, Hoes & Cultivators

Bond® Adjustable Steel Rake
Expands from 7.5in to 21in wide providing 
compact storage. Lock in any position for various 
project needs.

Exercise
BON2060-1397 UPC 034613120602
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $18.99

Bond® bloom® Poly Fan Rake
Strong poly head with wooden handle. Tool 
comes in vivid purples, greens and blues! Add a 
splash of color to outdoor gardening.

Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green - 24in L
BON2124BL-1040 UPC 034613048715
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $15.39

Bond® Telescopic Hand Tools
Strong, lightweight steel handles adjust from 25in to 37in length. 
Features comfortable, soft, non-slip grip, durable, heat-treated heads 
and rust resistant powder coated paint.

Culti-Hoe
BONLH016-806 UPC 034613000164
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $12.89

Cultivator
BONLH012-806 UPC 034613000126
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.89

Fan Rake
BONLH013-806 UPC 034613000133
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.89

Culti-Hoe 
BONLH016BL-806 UPC 034613048647
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.89

Bond® bloom® Telescopic Hand Tools
Strong, lightweight steel handles adjust from 25in to 37in length. 
Features comfortable, soft, non-slip grip, durable, heat-treated heads 
and rust resistant powder coated paint. 
Assorted colors of blue, purple, and green.

Fan Rake 
BONLH013BL-806 UPC 034613048623
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.89

Bond® 4-Tine Cultivator
Made with tempered heat treated steel for greater 
strength and longer life. Sharpened blade edge 
that penetrates tough ground with reduced 
effort. Fiberglass handle has comfort grip that 
reduces fatigue and improves leverage.

54in Fiberglass Handle
BONLH005-1725 UPC 034613000058
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $23.59

Bond® Bow Rake
Tempered, heat-treated steel head for greater 
strength and longer life. Sharpened blade edge 
penetrates tough ground with reduced effort.

60in Fiberglass Handle
BONLH006-2362 UPC 034613000065
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $33.79

Bond® Long Handle Hoe
Tempered, heat-treated steel head for greater 
strength and longer life. Sharpened blade edge 
penetrates tough ground with reduced effort.

54in Fiberglass Handle
BONLH004-1728 UPC 034613000041
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $24.69
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Hand Tools & Kneelers

Bond® bloom® Wood Handle Series Hand Tools
Durable hammertone finish. Comfortable foam cushion grip.

Rake - Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON555BL-322 UPC 034613005558
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $4.99

Transplanter - Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON552BL-322 UPC 034613005527
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $4.99

Trowel - Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON553BL-322 UPC 034613005534
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $4.99

Cultivator - Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON551BL-322 UPC 034613005510
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $4.99

Weeder - Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON550BL-322 UPC 034613005503
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $4.99

Culti-Hoe - Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON7164BL-603 UPC 034613071645
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $9.69

Cultivator - Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON7162BL-603 UPC 034613071621
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $9.69

Serrated Transplanter - Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON7161BL-603 UPC 034613071614
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $9.69

Trowel - Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON7160BL-603 UPC 034613071607
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $9.69

Bond® bloom® Hand Tools
Features carbon steel head. Contoured handles made in vivid colors 
so they are highly visible in the garden. Tool comes in vivid purples, 
greens and blues that make your garden grow! Add a splash of color to 
outdoor gardening.

Weeder - Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON7163BL-603 UPC 034613071638
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $9.69

Bond® Promo Hand Tools
Baked-on enamel finished blade. Tough plastic handle with thumb 
groove.

Cultivator
BON1501-170 UPC 034613015014
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.69

Transplanter
BON1502-170 UPC 034613015021
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.69

Trowel
BON1503-170 UPC 034613015038
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.69

Weeder
BON1505-170 UPC 034613015052
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.69

Bond® bloom® 
Transplanter Aluminum
Bloom’s Transplanter is made from durable cast 
aluminum construction. Polished finish cuts 
through and releases dirt with ease. Soft silicone 
grip is comfortable and easy on the hands. 

1.6in x 2.2in x 11.8in
BON7759BL-811 UPC 034613077593
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.99

Trowel - Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON7758BL-798 UPC 034613077586
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.79

Bond® bloom® Aluminum Hand Tools
Durable cast aluminum construction with a comfort silicone grip. 10 
year warranty.

Cultivator - Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON7757BL-811 UPC 034613077579
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.99
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Hand Tools & Kneelers

Bond® Easy Grip Hand Trowel
Durable and colorful plastic tools with hang-up 
hole.

Trowel
BON9706-480 UPC 034613097065
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $6.89

Bond® bloom® 
Adjustable Bulb Planter
Easy squeeze, plastic handle to release dirt. 
Comfortable, non-slip grip. Tool comes in vivid 
purples, greens and blues . Add a splash of color 
to outdoor gardening.
Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON8050BL-703 UPC 034613180507
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $9.59

Bond® Classic Bulb Planter
Powder coated hammertone finish with wood 
handle.

BON9509-419 UPC 034613095092
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $6.69

Bond® bloom® Kneeling Pad
Lightweight, soft and comfortable. Carry 
handle. Comes in vivid purples, greens and 
blues. Add a splash of color to outdoor 
gardening.

Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green - 
16.25in L x 7.25in W x 0.75in H
BON9580BL-460 UPC 034613095801
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $6.39

Bond® Extra 
Large Kneeling Pad
BON9581-692 UPC 034613095818
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $10.49

Bond® Multipurpose Gardening Tool
The perfect all-in-one tool for a variety of 
gardening needs. Dual edged with straight & 
serrated blades. Trowel/transplanter head has a 
weeder tip. Great for cutting, digging, weeding, 
planting & more.

BON6100-1533 UPC 034613061004
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $24.59

Bond® Stainless Steel Hand Tools
Ergonomic comfort grips. Stainless steel blade.

Cultivator
BON1901-908 UPC 034613019012
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.99

Extra Large Soil Scoop
BON1906-1331 UPC 034613019067
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $21.29

Hand Fan Rake
BON1908-863 UPC 034613019081
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $13.79

Hoe
BON1904-908 UPC 034613019043
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.99

Transplanter
BON1902-908 UPC 034613019029
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.99

Trowel
BON1903-908 UPC 034613019036
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.99

Weeder with Leverage Bar
BON1905-908 UPC 034613019050
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.99
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Pruners, Loppers  & Shears

Bond® Bypass Pruner
Lightweight oval steel handles provide leverage 
to slice through branches. Heat-treated blades to 
stay sharp longer.

24in L - 1.75in Cutting Capacity
BON5826-1418 UPC 034613058264
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $22.69

Bond® Bypass Pruner
Die cast aluminum construction. Adjust tension 
safety lock. 1/2in cutting capacity.

8in L - 0.5in Cutting Capacity
BON3104-908 UPC 034613031045
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.99

Bond® Drop Forged 
Pruner with Pouch
Precision ground blade with non-slip grips 
on handle. Includes pouch with secure latch 
for belt.

8in L - 0.75in Cutting Capacity
BON68WP-1422 UPC 034613000683
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.29

Bond® Professional 
Grade Bypass Pruner
Cuts with a clean, scissor-like action. High carbon 
steel heat-treated blades. Non-slip grips. 5/8in 
cutting capacity.

8in L - 5/8in Cutting Capacity
BON4830-1213 UPC 034613048302
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $17.39

Bond® Anvil Pruner
Non-slip grips. Finger guard for comfort. Carbon 
steel blades. 1/2in cutting capacity. 3 Year 
Warranty.
8in
BON3124-908 UPC 034613031243
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.99

Bond® 2pc Drop Forged Pruner Set
Heavy duty spring. Easily taken apart for 
sharpening or cleaning. Comfort cushion grip.

BON3108-1984 UPC 034613031083
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $26.99

Bond® bloom® Bypass Pruner
Heat treated blades to stay sharp longer. 
Lightweight, oval steel handles provide leverage 
to slice through branches. Five year warranty. Tool 
comes in vivid purples, greens and blues that 
make your garden grow! Add a splash of color to 
outdoor gardening.

Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green - 24in L x 
8.66in W / 1.75in Cutting Capacity
BON5826BL-1418 UPC 034613048579
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $22.69

Bond® bloom® Bypass & Anvil 
Pruner Combo Set
Heat-treated high carbon steel blades that that 
stays sharper longer.

Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON3105BL-1200 UPC 034613048999
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $16.39

Bond® bloom® Bypass Pruner
Alloy steel handle with heat-treated blades that 
stay sharp longer.

Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green - 6in L / 
0.5in Cutting Capacity
BON4851BL-955 UPC 034613048517
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.29

Bond® bloom® Bypass Pruner
Die cast aluminum construction. Adjust tension 
safety lock. 1/2in cutting capacity.

Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green - 8in L / 
0.5in Cutting Capacity
BON3104BL-908 UPC 034613048500
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.99

Bond® bloom® Bypass Pruner
Perfect size for small hands and close work. Cuts 
with a clean, scissor-like action. High carbon steel 
heat-treated blades to stay sharp longer.

Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green - 15in L / 
1.5in Cutting Capacity
BON3378BL-1236 UPC 034613048593
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.79
15in L - 1.75in Cutting Capacity
BON3378-1257 UPC 034613033780
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.99
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Bond® Precision Tip Pruner
Lightweight, floral pruner is ideal for houseplants 
and dead heading blooms.

BON3110-774 UPC 034613031106
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.39

Pruners, Loppers  & Shears

Bond® bloom® Straight Pruner
Carbon steel blade. Aluminum body. Comfort 
grip. Five year warranty. Add a splash of color to 
outdoor gardening.

Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON7174BL-1041 UPC 034613071744
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.59

Bond® 3pc Combo Set
This 3-piece pruning set includes (1) 24-inch 
bypass lopper, (1) 8-inch bypass pruner and (1) 
8.5-inch wave edge hedge shear. Quality steel 
construction for durability.

BON5945-2794 UPC 034613059452
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $39.99

Bond® bloom® 
2pc Lopper / Pruner Set
Die cast aluminum construction. Cuts with a 
clean, scissor-like action.
Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON4879BL-1489 UPC 034613048791
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $23.79

Bond® bloom® 
Bypass Pruner/Floral Shear Combo
Heavy duty springs. Comfort cushion grips. Alloy 
steel handles. Five year warranty. Tool comes in 
vivid purples, greens and blues that make your 
garden grow! Add a splash of color to outdoor 
gardening.

Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON4883BL-1352 UPC 034613048838
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $21.59

Bond® bloom® 
Wavy Blade Hedge Shear
Carbon steel construction. Wavy blade. Five year 
warranty. Tool comes in vivid purples, greens and 
blues that make your garden grow! Add a splash 
of color to outdoor gardening.

Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green - 18.15in 
L x 5.32in W
BON7156BL-1420 UPC 034613071560
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $22.79

Bond® Hedge Shears
Triangle steel tube handles with molded TPR 
grips. Straight edge blades.

10.5in Blades
BON6811-1882 UPC 034613068119
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $29.99

Bond® Hedge Shears
Non-stick coated blades. Great for lawn edging 
and trimming. High carbon steel.

19.5in L
BON3012-1257 UPC 034613030123
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.99

Bond® Grass Shears
Three position, non-stick coated blades. Great 
for lawn edging and other trimming work. 
High carbon steel. 180 degree.
BON3485-1161 UPC 034613034855
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $18.59

Bond® Grass Shears
Five position, non-stick coated blades. 
Heavy-duty TPR construction with comfort 
grips. High carbon steel blades. Consumer 
friendly in “Touch & Try” packaging.

BON8401-1418 UPC 034613084010
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $22.69

Bond® Turbo Folding Saw
High carbon steel blade which folds easily into handle for safe storage. 
The heat-treated blades to stay sharp longer. Features a push and pull 
back cutting action “turbo blade” that 
provides optimal cutting efficiency.

7.5in L
BON8202-1563 UPC 034613082023
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $22.39
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Pruners, Loppers  & Shears

Bond® bloom® Floral Shear
Features an alloy steel handle and non-stick 
coated blades.

Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green - 6in L
BON4853BL-956 UPC 034613048531
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.29

Bond® bloom® Household Shears
Features rust resistant stainless steel blades. 
Contoured handles made in vivid colors so they 
are highly visible in the garden.

Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON8131BL-454 UPC 034613048562
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $7.29

Bond® Stainless Steel 
Household Shear
Great for garden and kitchen. Many uses. Non 
rust stainless blades.

BON8131-470 UPC 034613081316
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $6.69

Baskets, Tubs & Totes

Bond® bloom® Garden Bucket
Comfortable and super-strong handles. 
Flexible body. Frost and UV proof. Made 
from 100% food grade plastic.

Small - Assorted Colors: Blue, Green & 
Purple / 2.6gal Capacity / 12.6in Diam x 
8.3in H
BON7378BL-665 UPC 034613073786
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $9.99

Leaf & Yard Cleanup

Large - 32gal Capacity - 21in Diam x 25in H - 
Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON4911BL-1465 UPC 034613049118
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $22.39

Bond® bloom® Collapsible Garden Bag
Pop-up bag design. Polyester material with carrying handles. Ideal for 
collection of leaves and lawn clippings. Also makes a great laundry 
basket.
Medium - Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & 
Green / 20gal Capacity
BON5900BL-1090 UPC 034613059001
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.29

Bond® bloom® Leaf Scoops
Great for picking up or spreading leaves. Durable 
construction. High impact plastic. Adjustable 
handle.

Assorted Colors: Blue, Purple & Green
BON2110BL-734 UPC 034613078354
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $10.79

Weeding & Edging

Bond® Telescopic Hand Tools
Strong, lightweight steel handles adjust from 25in 
to 37in length. Features comfortable, soft, non-
slip grip, durable, heat-treated heads and rust 
resistant powder coated paint.

Weeder
BONLH017-806 UPC 034613000171
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.89

Bond® Wiggle Weeder
Made with tempered heat treated steel for greater 
strength and longer life. Sharpened blade edge 
that penetrates tough ground with reduced 
effort. Fiberglass handle has comfort grip that 
reduces fatigue and improves leverage.

54in Fiberglass Handle
BONLH022-1592 UPC 034613000225
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $21.79
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Buckets, Tubs & Totes

Tub Trugs
The medium sized Tubtrug holds almost 
7 gallons and comes in assorted colors. 
It is perfectly sized for carrying liquids 
and is very well suited for bending 
under sink spouts to act as a plant 
waterer or cleaning agent container. It 
also works great for mopping.

Medium - 6.8gal
BOSG414-1030 UPC NA
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $15.09

Tub Trugs
The Tubtrug comes in assorted colors 
and is perfectly sized to handle the 
smallest chores right on up to what 
most adults can comfortably carry. Flex 
it flat to sweep into, mix potting soils, 
carry water, beverages and ice on the 
deck, or toss it to the kids and have 
them clean up their room.

Large - 9.9gal
BOSG424-1306 UPC NA
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $19.19

Bosmere® BosNeeleze Luxury Kneeling Pads
Light weight and easy to put on. Waterproof to keep your knees dry 
in wet conditions with a durable quick dry neoprene outer skin with 
a memory foam cushion inner for ultimate 
comfort. When they get dirty you can wipe 
them clean with a damp sponge.

Assorted Colors - Blue, Green & Red
BOSG127-1648 UPC 501355420125
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $24.99

Kneelers

Bosmere® BosNeeleze Luxury Kneeler
Portable and hard wearing. Designed 
to be used in the home and garden. 
Specially made for comfort with multi-
layered materials. Waterproof and easy 
to clean with damp rag.
Assorted Colors - Blue, Green & Red - 
20in L x 12in W x 3in H
BOSG125-1648 UPC 501355420105
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $24.99

Bosmere® Kneeling Mat
Designed to make kneeling in the garden 
and around the house more comfortable. It 
will guard your knees against sharp objects. 
Can also be used as a seat pad and can be 
hung up when not in use.

Assorted Colors: Blue, Green, Pink & 
Purple - 15in L x 8in W x 3in H
BOSG123-414 UPC 501355407123
Min. Buy 24EA Retail $6.09

Bosmere® Folding Kneeler Seat
Steel frame construction that folds easily for 
storage. Comfort pads on both kneeler and 
seat

24in L x 10in W x 19.5in H
BOSN470-2815 UPC 501355414470
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $41.99

Wheelbarrows & Carts Sprayers, Spreaders & Dusters

DDI® Backyard Expressions Garden Cart
The Backyard Expressions Garden Cart W/ 
Sides has been designed to make your life 
as a gardener much easier! The cart is easy 
to maneuver, has a large 38in x 20in bed 
area and can carry up to 600 lbs. Get yours 
today!

Colored - 38in x 20in x 35in
DDI905901-11813 UPC 681129059010
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $156.99

Centurion® 1-Touch 
Battery Sprayer Mister
Centurion’s Quart Battery Powered Sprayer allows 
you to conveniently mist your plants without 
having to constantly pump. Spray patterns is 
adjustable on the fully rotating spray nozzle 
from straight stream to fine mist, or 
anything in between.
32oz
CEN1575-1604 UPC 845049015758
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $24.99
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Rakes, Hoes & Cultivators

Bully Tools® Poly Leaf Rake
24in width makes for quick cleanup. Commercial 
grade. Fiberglass handle. Comfortable rubber grip. 
Durable poly head built to last. 100% American made. 

24in W x 72in H
BLY92624-2042 UPC 735390926240
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $29.29

Bully Tools® 24-Tine 
Thatching & Leaf Rake
24in width makes for quick cleanup. Fiberglass 
handle. Comfortable rubber grip. Heavy-duty 
steel tines. 100% American made.

25in W x 63in H
BLY92312-2597 UPC 735390923126
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $36.99

Bully Tools® Bow Rake
Ribbed teeth for added strength. Heavy-duty 10 
gauge steel. Fiberglass handle. Comfortable rubber 
grip. 100% American made.

14in W x 58in H
BLY62310-2299 UPC 735390623101
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $31.99

16in W x 66in H
BLY92379-2764 UPC 735390923799
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $38.89

Bully Tools® 4-Tine Cultivator
Easily cultivates soil for planting. Fiberglass handle. 
Comfortable rubber grip. Heavy-duty steel tines. 
100% American made.

5.5in W x 54.5in H
BLY92334-2522 UPC 735390923348
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $35.49

Bully Tools® Garden 
Hoe Long Fiberglass Handle
Weeds and cultivates soil in your garden. 
Fiberglass handle. Comfortable rubber grip. 100% 
American made.

12gauge
BLY92353-2319 UPC 735390923539
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $32.99

Bully Tools® Warren Hoe Long 
Fiberglass Handle
Ideal for cultivating soil between plants to create 
rows in your garden. 100% American made. 

12gauge
BLY92354-2320 UPC 735390923546
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $32.99

Bully Tools® One-Piece Poly Scoop
Great for scooping mulch, grain and other 
materials. Made from high quality poly. D-handle 
grip. 100% American made.

17in L x 14in W Scoop x 42.75in H
BLY92801-2177 UPC 735390924000
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $29.99

Bully Tools® Professional Grade Closed 
Back Round Point Shovel
14 gauge steel. Extended length ferrule. Features a 
closed back to reduce debris build-up.  Fiberglass 
handle. Comfortable rubber grip. 100% American made.
9in W x 59.25in H
BLY82515-3208 UPC 735390825154
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $44.99

Bully Tools® Professional Grade Round 
Point Shovel
14 gauge steel. Extended length ferrule. Fiberglass 
handle. Comfortable rubber grip. 100% American made.

9in W x 59.25in H
BLY62515-2069 UPC 735390625150
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $29.49

Bully Tools® Round Point Shovel 
Fiberglass D-Grip
Round Point Shovel Fiberglass D-Grip is used for 
easily cutting through tough soil and small roots, 
perfect for all digging and planting needs. 100% 
American made.

14 gauge
BLY62510-2069 UPC 735390625105
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $29.49

Bully Tools® Professional Grade Square 
Point Shovel
14 gauge steel. Extended length ferrule.  Fiberglass 
handle. Comfortable rubber grip. 100% American made.

9.5in W x 59.25in H
BLY62525-2069 UPC 735390625259
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $29.49
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Hand Tool

Bully Tools® Poly Hand Scoop
Multipurpose scoop, ideal for scooping pet foods, 
birdseed, safety salt, etc. 100% American made.  
6in - 32oz
BLY92161-459 UPC 735390921610
Min. Buy 7EA Retail $7.29

Snow Removal

Bully Tools® Combination 
Snow Shovel
Perfect for snow removal. Fiberglass with wide 
d-grip handle. Designed for less strain and 
improved leverage, making any shoveling job 
easier. 100% American made.

22in W x 56in H
BLY92814-2436 UPC 735390928145
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $33.99

Bully Tools® Snow Pusher
Perfect for snow removal. Fiberglass with wide 
d-grip handle. Designed for less strain and 
improved leverage, making any shoveling job 
easier. 100% American made.

27.5in W x 57in H
BLY92813-2572 UPC 735390928138
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $35.99

Sprayers, Spreaders & Dusters

Chapin® Upside Down Multi-Use 
Trigger Sprayer
A durable, poly construction, multi-purpose 
spray that’s ideal to use in your home and garden 
activities. Allows you to spray in any position 
including upside down.

32oz Capacity
CHM1105-358 UPC 023883011055
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $4.99

Chapin® Multi Purpose Trigger 
Hand Sprayer / Mister
Multi purpose plastic hand sprayer with trigger 
handle. Nozzle adjusts from stream to a mist 
depending on the project at hand.

32oz Capacity
CHM1055-336 UPC 023883010553
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $4.69

Chapin® In-Line Fertilizing Injection System
4-inch opening for easy filling. Variable rate adjustment allows for 1 to 
10 oz. of product per gallon. Translucent tank for monitoring usage. 
Ideal for liquid fertilizer. Easily connects to 
hose spigot or irrigation system with standard 
hose fittings. Rigid inlet tube with filter for 
debris-free mixing. Drain plug with valve to 
quickly empty the tank after each use.

1gal Capacity
CHM4710-6921 UPC 023883047108
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $95.99

Chapin® Professional All Purpose 
Hose End Sprayer with Metering Dial
The Professional All Purpose sprayer fits onto any hose end and offers 16 
mixing ratios, durable brass mixing head and sprays up to 100 gallons. 
A built-in anti-siphon feature prevents backflow. 3 
simple steps: Fill, Set, Spray. It automatically mixes 
liquid concentrate with water.

Sprays up to 100gal of metered product
CHMG362-2065 UPC 023883000011
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $28.99

Chapin® Plant & Rose Powder Duster
Easy to use plant duster with a large orifice pick up tube that provides 
less chance of clogging. Features an 8in yellow barrel with a 16oz 
powder capacity, 2in filler opening and a 
5in poly fan/ spreader nozzle.

16oz Capacity
CHM5000-1059 UPC 023883050009
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.99
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Chapin® Hand Crank Spreader
This spreader is durable and adjustable for seed, fertilizer and salt/ice 
melt applications. The easy-crank, scoop design is lightweight, easy to 
use and maintain. Ideal for small areas where a larger spreader can’t go. 
Durable poly hopper, trigger gate control, 
thumb gate adjustment and enclosed gears 
make this a great spreader to keep on-hand 
for all-season use.

1.6L / .3gal Capacity
CHM8706A-1261 UPC 023883087067
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $17.39

Chapin® Home & Garden Sprayer
Multi-purpose sprayer for herbicides, pesticides, fertilizers and general 
cleaning. In-tank removable filter - this filter catches anything that gets 
in the strainer basket when filling and attaches to the inlet filter at the 
piston. Polyethylene tanks, which are non-corrosive to most fertilizers, 
herbicides and pesticides, yet lightweight and 
durable. Poly ergonomic pump handle designed 
for fatigue-free pumping. Adjustable cone-to-
straight spraying nozzle.

1gal Capacity
CHM16100P-1448 UPC 023883161002
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $19.99

2gal Capacity
CHM16200-1908 UPC 023883162009
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $26.99

Chapin® SureSpray™ Lawn & Garden Sprayer
Multi-purpose sprayer for herbicides, pesticides, fertilizers and general 
cleaning. Funnel top for easy filling. Nitrile Seals - a synthetic rubber 
copolymer of acrylonitrile (ACN) and butadiene. Poly ergo handle 
designed for fatigue-free pumping. Polyethylene tanks, which are non-
corrosive to most fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides, yet lightweight 
and durable. SureSpray Anti-Clog filter, patented in-tank filter that 
keeps debris from entering the hose, shut-off and nozzle.

1gal Capacity
CHM20000-1572 UPC 023883200008
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $22.99

2gal Capacity
CHM20002-2080 UPC 023883200022
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $29.99

3gal Capacity
CHM20003-2810 UPC 023883200039
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $39.99

Chapin® SureSpray™ Lawn & Garden Sprayer
Multi-purpose sprayer for herbicides, pesticides, fertilizers and general 
cleaning. Features SureSpray anti-clog filter, translucent tank and a 
funnel top for easy filling. Poly ergo handle is designed for fatigue-free 
pumping. Polyethylene tank is non-corrosive to 
most fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides, yet is 
lightweight and durable. Cup included.

1gal Capacity
CHM20010-1757 UPC 023883200107
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $24.99

2gal Capacity
CHM20020-2378 UPC 023883200206
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $33.99

Chapin® Multi Purpose 
Hand Sprayer
Hand sprayer for herbicides, pesticides, fertilizers 
and general cleaning. Nitrile seals. Adjustable 
plastic cone nozzle. SureSpray Anti-clog filter. 
Polyethylene tanks which are non-corrosive, yet 
lightweight and durable.

48oz Capacity
CHM1002-1077 UPC 023883010027
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.79

Chapin® Premier Pro 
Extended Performance Poly Sprayer
Patented anti-clog filter prevents debris from the bottom of the tank 
from entering the discharge assembly. Equipped with Viton seals and 
gaskets in key areas. Directional pressure relief system; automatically 
and manually releases tank pressure. 4in large diameter opening. 
Adjustable brass nozzle with Viton gasket. Die cast 
pump handle. Heavy duty curved brass extension 
wand. Metal spray handle with Lock-on feature to 
allow for continuous spraying.

1gal Capacity
CHM21210XP-6439 UPC 023883212100
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $88.99

2gal Capacity
CHM21220XP-7305 UPC 023883212209
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $100.99

Chapin® SureSpray™ Deluxe Sprayer
Features anti-clog filter to prevent clogging. 
Measure cup for dry hands mixing - stores on tank. 
Funnel top opening for no mess filling. Adjustable 
nozzle. Translucent bottle for easy fluid level 
check. Auto/manual pressure relief valve. Curved 
brass extension wand and reinforced hose. Spray 
shield to protect plants from unwanted overspray.

2gal Capacity
CHM26020-3609 UPC 023883260200
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $50.99

Chapin® ProSeries Backpack Sprayer
Sprayer with deluxe features for the landscape and turf professional. 
Three stage filtration - strainer basket, filter in piston cylinder and 
filter in shut-off. 4in wide opening with strainer/filter basket. Padded 
shoulder straps to accommodate a full backpack comfortably for 
hours. Equipped with piston pumps and Viton Seals in necessary key 
areas. Viton is a brand of synthetic rubber and 
fluoropolymer elastomer commonly used in 
O-rings and other molded or extruded goods. 
Shut-off with padded cushion grip, built-in filter, 
Viton® Seals. Wands clips onto base rail to store 
the extension wand when not in use. 3pc nozzle 
pack includes a fan, cone and adjustable brass.

4gal Capacity
CHM61800-8724 UPC 023883618001
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $119.99
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Corona® Premium Stainless Steel 
ComfortGEL® Weeder
Our new line of premium grade stainless steel hand tools is built to work 
as hard as you do for the long haul. This fully featured line comes with 
ComfortGEL® grips, large diameter reinforced 
square tangs for maximum strength, welded 
joints and robust tool heads and blades. 
2-prong end for piercing soil, extracting weed 
at root. Serrated edge for cutting weeds and 
weed roots.

CRNCT3354-896 UPC 038313335403
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $15.39

Corona® Premium Stainless Steel 
ComfortGEL® Trowel
Our new line of premium grade stainless steel 
hand tools is built to work as hard as you do for 
the long haul. This fully featured line comes with 
ComfortGEL® grips, large diameter reinforced 
square tangs for maximum strength, welded joints, 
robust tool heads and blades, integrated bag 
ripper, flat-ended tamper handle/grip and depth 
marker. Finger guard protects hand during digging.

CRNCT3314-920 UPC 038313331405
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $15.79

Corona® Premium Stainless Steel ComfortGEL® Scoop
Our new line of premium grade stainless steel hand tools is built to work 
as hard as you do for the long haul. This fully featured line comes with 
ComfortGEL® grips, large diameter reinforced 
square tangs for maximum strength, welded 
joints and robust tool heads and blades. 
Large scoop for transporting more soil, ice 
melt and pet food. Finger guard protects 
hand during use.

CRNCT3364-1044 UPC 038313336400
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $17.89

Hand Tools & Kneelers
Corona® ErgoGrip™ Garden Tools
Die-cast aluminum alloy heads are lightweight and will not corrode. 
Anti-slip thumb rises and finger guards for greater stability and control. 
Ergonomic poly grips minimize hand stress. Limited warranty.
Cultivator - Penetrate soil easily with tapered cast aluminum tines.
CRNCT3730-701 UPC 038313037307
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.99
Hoe/Cultivator - Convenient 2-in-1 tool for weeding and cultivating.
CRNCT3740-701 UPC 038313037406
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.99
Transplanter - Serrated 2.375in wide blade with bag ripper.
CRNCT3720-701 UPC 038313037208
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.99
Trowel - Graduated 2.875in wide blade with bag ripper.
CRNCT3710-701 UPC 038313037109
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.99
Weeder - Easier weeding with 6in serrated blade and forked tip.
CRNCT3750-701 UPC 038313037505
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.99

Corona® Cast Aluminum Transplanter
Narrow profile ideal for flowerpots. Marked 
and graduated for depth. Lightweight, 
one-piece, polished aluminum alloy. 
Cushioned grip.
CRNCT3020I-560 UPC 038313010201
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $9.69

Corona® Cast Aluminum Trowel 
With No Planting Depth Mark
Wide 3” blade. Lightweight, one-piece, polished 
aluminum alloy. Cushioned grip.

3in blade
CRNCT3010I-560 UPC 038313010102
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $9.69

Corona® Comfort Fork
Lightweight, one-piece, polished aluminum 
alloy. Cushioned comfort tool grip. Designed 
and built for professional grade applications. 
Limited lifetime warranty. Fork features three 
rigid straight tines to penetrate the ground.

CRNCT3040I-560 UPC 038313010409
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $9.69

Corona® Comfort Hand Cultivator
Basic hand tools for a broad range of 
applications. One-piece aluminum alloy heads 
are lightweight and durable. Cushioned, non-
slip grips for comfort. Three angled tines set 
1.25in apart to break and mix up soil while 
avoiding damage to plants. Limited warranty.

CRNCT3030I-560 UPC 038313010300
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $9.69

Corona® Comfort Hand Weeder
Comfort Hand Tool made of strong, 
lightweight cast aluminum. Comfortable 
cushioned grips make these tools easy to 
spot in a flower bed.

CRNCT3050I-560 UPC 383130210502
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $9.69

Corona® Weeding Tool
Weeding tool for flower and vegetable beds, 
cracks in paved walkways and walls. Simple hook 
design cuts weeds with a push, removes with a 
pull. 9 inches long and 5 inches wide.

9in x 5in
CRNWD2200DC-662 UPC 038313722005
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $10.29
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Corona® Premium Stainless Steel 
ComfortGEL® Cultivator
Our new line of premium grade stainless 
steel hand tools is built to work as hard as 
you do for the long haul. This fully featured 
line comes with ComfortGEL® grips, large 
diameter reinforced square tangs for 
maximum strength, welded joints and robust 
tool heads and blades.

CRNCT3334-937 UPC 038313333409
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $15.99

Corona® Premium Stainless Steel 
ComfortGEL® Hoe/Cultivator
Our new line of premium grade stainless 
steel hand tools is built to work as hard as 
you do for the long haul. This fully featured 
line comes with ComfortGEL® grips, large 
diameter reinforced square tangs for 
maximum strength, welded joints, robust 
tool heads and blades, dual working heads 
- 2 tools in 1, sharp hoe to break up clumpy 
soil and cultivator for weeding

CRNCT3344-937 UPC 038313334406
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $15.99

Corona® Premium Stainless Steel 
ComfortGEL® Transplanter
Our new line of premium grade stainless steel hand tools is built to work 
as hard as you do for the long haul. This fully featured line comes with 
ComfortGEL® grips, large diameter reinforced 
square tangs for maximum strength, welded 
joints, robust tool heads and blades and 
depth gauge for precise holes. Finger guard 
protects hand during digging. Ideal for 
transplanting smaller plants.

CRNCT3324-904 UPC 038313332402
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $15.49

Corona® Kneelo® Kneeler
Generously sized with contoured foam edges with 
a deep core of shocking absorbing EVA foam. Has 
an outer layer of water-resistant durable neoprene 
and is lightweight and easy-grip for 
carrying.

Gooseberry
CRNGKNGOO-2012 UPC 810256011329
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $29.59

Moss
CRNGKNMOSS-2012 UPC 810256011336
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $29.59

Navy
CRNGKNNAVY-2012 UPC 810256014962
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $29.59

Plum
CRNGKNPLUM-2012 UPC 810256014931
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $29.59

Corona® Kneelo® Knee Pads
Ultra-cushion memory foam technology with a deep core of shocking 
absorbing EVA foam. Has an outer layer of water-resistant durable 
neoprene and adjustable hook and loop straps.

Berry
CRNGKNKPADBERRY-2012 UPC 810256016881
Min. Buy 6EA  Retail $29.59

Cobalt
CRNGKNKPADCOB-2012 UPC 810256016898
Min. Buy 6EA  Retail $29.59

Eucalyptus
CRNGKNKPADEUC-2012 UPC 810256011930
Min. Buy 6EA  Retail $29.59

Gooseberry
CRNGKNKPADGOO-2012 UPC 810256011916
Min. Buy 6EA  Retail $29.59

Moss
CRNGKNKPADMOSS-2012 UPC 810256011909
Min. Buy 6EA  Retail $29.59

Navy
CRNGKNKPADNAVY-2012 UPC 810256014955
Min. Buy 6EA  Retail $29.59

Plum
CRNGKNKPADPLUM-2012 UPC 810256014948
Min. Buy 6EA  Retail $29.59

Poppy
CRNGKNKPADPOP-2012 UPC 810256011923
Min. Buy 6EA  Retail $29.59

Slate
CRNGKNKPADSLA-2012 UPC 810256014245
Min. Buy 6EA  Retail $29.59
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Pruners, Loppers & Shears

Corona® ComfortGEL® Anvil Pruner
Branch & stem pruner with ComfortGEL® grips 
for superior comfort and less hand fatigue. Most 
suitable for cutting hard, dead wood up to 3/4 in. 
Non-stick blade. ShockGUARD® bumpers.

0.75in
CRNAP3334-1175 UPC 038313033347
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.05

Corona® ComfortGEL® 
Bypass Pruner
Narrow handle design provides optimal fit 
for smaller hands. Branch & stem pruner with 
ComfortGEL® grips for superior comfort and less 
hand fatigue. ShockGUARD® bumpers. Built-in 
thorn stripper

.5in
CRNBP3324-1079 UPC 038313033248
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $1.79

Corona® ComfortGEL® Bypass Pruner
The Corona® Bypass Pruner with ComfortGEL grip 
was made with your green thumbs in mind. The 
ergonomically shaped grips maximize comfort 
and control and the specially coated non-stick 
blades provide smooth cutting performance. 
Integrated Shock-Guard® bumpers reduces strain 
and fatigue. Bypass design for pruning live, green 
growth. Suitable for right and left-handed use. 
Limited warranty.

0.75in Diam Cutting Capacity
CRNBP3214D-1293 UPC 038313032142
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $21.69

Corona® DualLINK™ 
ComfortGEL® Bypass Pruner
DualLINK Branch & stem pruner employs 
compound lever providing added power while 
reducing cutting effort. ComfortGEL® grips for 
superior comfort and less hand fatigue. Full steel 
chassis. Coated, non-stick, high carbon steel blade.
3/4in Diameter Cutting Capacity
CRNBP4314D-1758 UPC 038313143145
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $27.39

Corona® FlexDIAL® ComfortGEL® Bypass Pruner
Adjustable grip fits to hand size and reduces 
fatigue during repetitive cuts. Anodized 
aluminum dial ranges from one for smaller hands 
to eight for large hands. Maximize comfort and 
control with soft, ergonomically shaped grips. 
Specially coated non-stick blades provide smooth 
cutting performance. Limited warranty.

0.75in Diam Cutting Capacity
CRNBP4214D-2499 UPC 038313142148
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $34.79

Corona® Ergo-Action 
Forged Bypass Pruner
Forged high-carbon steel forms a stronger, 
more durable tool cutting up to 3/4in diameter. 
Featuring contoured handles with comfortable 
non-slip grips and an ergonomic angled pruning 
head for added comfort and reduced hand stress.

CRNBP3640-1678 UPC 038313136406
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.99

Corona® MaxForged® Aluminum 
Bypass Pruner
Lightweight, forged aluminum construction. 
Straight, non-angled head. Easy to replace, 
high-carbon steel blade. Slant-ground, narrow-
profile hook with self-cleaning sap groove. 
Shock-absorbing bumper. Blade and spring are  
interchangeable with Felco® 2.

1in Diam Cutting Capacity
CRNBP6250-3536 UPC 038313008307
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $48.99

Corona® MaxForged® Aluminum 
Bypass Pruner
Lightweight, forged aluminum construction. 
Forged steel blade and hook. Bypass cutting for 
closer, cleaner and healthier cuts. Separate steel 
hook instead of one-piece aluminum hook. 
Weight is 9oz. Blade and spring fit Felco® 11.

1in Diam Cutting Capacity - 8.5in L
CRNBP4250-2422 UPC 038313642501
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $33.59

Corona® MaxForged® Classic Cut® Bypass Pruner
The smallest of the Classic Cut hand pruners. 
Resharpenable, high-carbon steel bypass blade. 
Fully heat-treated, forged steel alloy construction. 
Slant-ground, narrow-profile hook. High-precision 
pivot bolts and locking nuts keep blades and hooks 
aligned. Non-slip grips for greater control. Limited 
lifetime warranty. Replacement parts available.

0.5in Diam Cutting Capacity
CRNBP3130-2050 UPC 038313000080
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $31.79

Corona® MaxForged® 
Classic Cut® Bypass Pruner
Resharpenable, replaceable, high-carbon steel 
blades. High-precision pivot bolt and locking nut 
keeps blade and hook aligned. Fully forged steel 
construction for maximum strength. Non-slip 
grips for greater control. Limited lifetime warranty.
1in Diam Cutting Capacity
CRNBP3180D-2512 UPC 038313000806
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $34.89
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Corona® MaxForged® DualCUT Bypass Pruner
The Corona® Max Forged DualCUT Pruners may seem simple on the 
surface, but don’t be fooled. These pruners were made for quick cuts 
with maximum leverage so they only stop working when you do. 
Agricultural and landscaping professionals alike turn to this pruner 
because it stands the test of time. Enhanced 
performance with large cuts due to patented 
blade and hook design delivers 20% more cutting 
power. Power and precision cuts with dual cutting 
zones. Internal spring, no lost parts or clogging. 
Shock-absorbing integrated bumper. Centralized 
lock for right or left-handed users. Comfortable 
handle with contoured soft grip. Easy to resharpen.

1in Cutting Capacity
CRNBP7100D-2710 UPC 038313171001
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $37.69

Corona® MaxForged® ProCut® 
Bypass Pruner
Replaceable, resharpenable Dual Arc™ blade. 
Advanced blade technology and high-
performance blade coating reduce cutting effort 
by 25% when compared to titanium-coated or 
non-coated blades. Comfortable handle with 
contoured soft grip. Limited lifetime warranty.

1in Cutting Capacity
CRNBP7200-2710 UPC 038313107208
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $37.69

Corona® Professional ClassicCUT® Bypass Pruner
The Corona Max Forged ClassicCUT® Pruners are crafted out of forged 
steel for the professional gardener. Their strength 
and durability means everyday use isn’t a 
problem. If you need to get job done day in and 
day out, you can depend on these pruners. Fully 
heat-treated, forged steel alloy construction blade 
designed for easy cutting up to 3/4in diameter. 
Slant-ground, narrow-profile hook. Sap groove 
keeps blades from sticking
3/4in
CRNBP3160-2141 UPC 038313000608
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $33.29

Corona® RatchetCUT™ ComfortGEL® Bypass Pruner
The Corona® RatchetCUT Ratchet Pruner with ComfortGEL grip 
puts cutting power within your hands. The four-gear ratchet system 
provides multiple, full-leverage cuts for less stress and fatigue. High 
carbon, non-stick, coated steel blades cut through branches and dead 
wood with ease. RatchetCUT Branch and stem 
pruner employs ratcheting action for easier, more 
comfortable multi-cuts through tough, thick 
branches. ComfortGEL® grips for superior comfort 
and less hand fatigue. Full aluminum chassis. 
Coated, non-stick high carbon steel blade.

0.75in Diam Cutting Capacity
CRNRP4224D-2499 UPC 038313142247
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $34.79

Corona® ComfortGEL® 
Bypass Lopping Shear
Soft, ergonomically shaped grips for maximum 
comfort, fit and control. Integrated shock-guard 
bumpers reduces strain and fatigue. Specially 
coated, non-stick blades helps maintain maximum 
sharpness. Enhanced cutting performance.

1.5in Diam Cutting Capacity
CRNSL3264-2257 UPC 038313032647
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $33.99

Corona® Dual Compound Action Tree Pruner
Tempered steel conventional saw blade. Pruning 
head with 3x cutting power features a compound 
action pulley system and rope drive. Die-cast zinc 
alloy pruning head with non-stick tempered steel 
blade cuts up to 1in. Overall length extends up to 
12ft with twist-lock adjustment. Limited warranty.

15in Blade - Reaches up to 12ft
CRNTP3841-5523 UPC 038313538415
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $86.99

Corona® EasyCut Compound 
Action Anvil Lopper
Resharpenable, non-stick coated steel blade for 
cutting dead wood. Replaceable blade and anvil. 
Extra-long foam grips for comfort on fiberglass 
handles. Weight is 3lb 10oz. Limited warranty.

1.5in Diam Cutting Capacity - 24in Handles / 
31in Overall Length
CRNFL3420-3124 UPC 038313044381
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $47.29

Corona® EasyCut Compound Action Bypass Lopper
Resharpenable, non-stick coated steel blade. Fiberglass handles with 
extra-long foam grips for comfort. Limited warranty.

1.5in Diam Cutting Capacity - 24in Handles / 
32in Overall Length
CRNFL3460-3124 UPC 038313044367
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $47.29

1.5in Diam Cutting Capacity - Extended 
Handles - 21in to 33in Long
CRNFL3470-3323 UPC 038313034702
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $50.29

Corona® Bypass Lopper
Resharpenable, carbon steel bypass blade. Self-
aligning pivot bolt. Lightweight, high-strength 
aluminum handles with non-slip grips. Shock 
Stop® bumper. Limited warranty.

1.5in Diam Cutting Capacity - 29in L
CRNSL4150-2794 UPC 038313041502
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $38.79

Corona® MaxForged® DualCUT Bypass Lopper
The Corona® Max Forged DualCUT Bypass Loppers give you precision 
and control while trimming small stems or 
maximum power while cutting large branches. 
Made from high-quality steel and designed with 
contoured soft grip, these quality bypass loppers 
make cutting easy. Easy to resharpen. No-fail 
metal end cap. Patented Power Zone with full 
2incut. 31in long steel handles give maximum 
leverage. Limited lifetime warranty.

2in Diam Cutting Capacity - 32in L
CRNSL7180-4471 UPC 038313071806
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $61.99
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Corona® ComfortGEL® Hedge Shear
Soft, ergonomically shaped grips for maximum 
comfort, fit and control. Integrated ShockGuard® 
bumpers reduces strain and fatigue. Specially 
coated, non-stick blades helps maintain maximum 
sharpness. Enhanced cutting performance.

9in Blades - 13in Handles
CRNHS3244-2339 UPC 038313032449
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $35.39

Corona® Compound Action 
Aluminum Handle Hedge Shear
Compound action multiplies cutting power. 
High carbon steel blades are fully heat-treated. 
Top blade is serrated and features a limb cutting 
notch. Lightweight, strong aluminum handles 
with ergonomic grip. Weight is 38oz. 1 year limited 
warranty.

9in Blades - 11.5in Handles
CRNAH4220-2050 UPC 038313042202
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $31.79

Corona® Hedge Shear 
With Wood Handle
Fully heat-treated for strength. Precision-made 
pivot bolt. Limb notch. Top-grade hardwood 
handles. Comfortable, non-slip grips. Weight is 2lb 
3oz.

8.25in Blades - 9.5in Hardwood Handles
CRNHS3911-3024 UPC 038313839116
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $41.99

Corona® ClassicCUT® Grass Shear
Professional scissor cutting action. Resharpenable, 
forged steel alloy blades. Fully heat-treated for 
strength. Comfortable, non-slip grip. Cuts tough 
sod and ground cover.

4.5 in
CRNGS6750D-2512 UPC 038313000059
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $34.89

10in Curved Blade - For Small to Medium Branches
CRNRS7265D-2238 UPC 038313072650
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $33.99

Corona® MAX RazorTooth® Folding Pruner Saw
Each RazorTooth saw® blade goes through four manufacturing 
processes for maximum durability and hardness, friction reduction 
and making extremely fast and efficient cutting. Saw blade with triple-
ground impulse hardened teeth for 2.5x more material removed per 
stroke. SK5 steel blade contains more carbon, which means harder steel, 
allowing blade to stay sharper longer. Chrome-
plated blade reduces friction and improves 
efficiency. Limited lifetime warranty.

7in Curved Blade - For Small to Medium 
Branches
CRNRS7245-2050 UPC 038313072452
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $31.79

7in Straight Blade - For Small to Medium 
Branches
CRNRS7041-2050 UPC 038313004071
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $31.79

Corona® Floral Scissors
Great for cutting an assortment of plants and 
flowers. Stainless steel blades are resharpenable. 
Serrated blade for easy, clean cuts. Ergonomic 
grips for comfort. Weight is 3oz. Limited warranty.

3in Blades - 8in L
CRNFS4000-838 UPC 038313240004
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $13.49

Corona® Hydroponic Scissor
Stainless steel blades with double beveled 
tapered tips for precision cuts. Durable handle 
offers lightweight comfort and performance. 
Handle and blades can be sterilized to limit cross 
contamination. 2in blade.

2in blade
CRNFS4130-1060 UPC 038313041335
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $16.39

Corona® MaxForged® 
Thinning Shear
Resharpenable, straight, narrow blades for tight 
spaces. Forged steel alloy construction. Scissor 
cutting action. Suitable for left and right-hand 
use. Non-slip grips. Limited lifetime warranty.

1.75in Blades
CRNFS4350-2050 UPC 038313002176
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $31.79

Corona® Pump-Action Grass Shear
Hard, chrome-plated, high-carbon steel blades are 
fully heat-treated. Adjustable tension control for 
maximum shearing. Cast steel body construction. 
Foam grip for comfortable use. Limited warranty.

13.5in L
CRNGS3760-1300 UPC 038313637606
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.29

Corona® Swivel Grass Shear
Versatile three-position blade - vertical for edging, 
horizontal for trimming, angled for hard-to-reach 
areas. Precision-ground, high-carbon steel blades. 
Durable chrome plating. Easy-to-set thumb lock. 
Limited warranty.

5.5in Blade
CRNGS3750D-1465 UPC 038313005559
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $24.69
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Corona® MAX Long Straight Snip
Long, straight pointed blade for wide range of 
applications. Corrosion resistant stainless steel 
blades prevent rusting, are easier to clean and 
reduce germ build-up. Blades, spring, and handle 
coated for rust prevention. Unobtrusive leather 
strap lock. Weight is 4oz. Limited lifetime warranty.

6.5in L - 1.75in Blades
CRNAG4930-795 UPC 038313049300
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.29

Corona® Long Straight 
Snip Stainless Steel
Long, straight, pointed blade for a wide range of 
applications. Corrosion-resistant stainless steel 
blades prevent rusting, are easier to clean and 
reduce germ build-up. Unobtrusive leather strap 
lock.

CRNAG4930SS-893 UPC 038313049317
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $13.89

Corona® ComfortGEL® Floral Snip
Fully heat-treated blades maintain sharpness. 
Volute spring resists dirt build-up and clogging. 
Thorn stripper for stems up to 3/8in diameter. 
Maximize comfort and control with soft, 
ergonomically shaped grip. Limited warranty.

1.75in Blades
CRNFS3204-1357 UPC 038313032043
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $27.69

Corona® ComfortGEL® Micro Snips
Compact, sharp stainless steel blades with 
double-beveled tapered tips for precision cuts. 
Handle and blades can be sterilized with alcohol 
to limit cross contamination and to remove sap. 
Heavy-duty spring for reliable performance. Full 
stainless steel core. Maximize comfort and control 
with soft, ergonomically shaped grips. Built-in 
lock. Limited warranty.
1.75in Blades
CRNFS3214D-1055 UPC 038313132149
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.39

Corona® Hydroponic Micro Snips
Compact, sharp stainless steel blades with double-beveled tapered 
tips for precision cuts. Handle and blades can be 
sterilized with alcohol to limit cross contamination 
and to remove sap. Heavy-duty spring for reliable 
performance. Durable handle with soft-touch 
feel for lightweight comfort and performance. 
Double-sided lock for left or right-hand use. 
Adjustable pivot bolt for personal comfort. 
Limited warranty.

2.3125in Blades
CRNFS4120-1148 UPC 038313041229
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $17.79

Corona® Hydroponic Finger Micro Snips
Sharp, stainless steel blades and tip allows for precision cutting. Handle 
and blade can be sterilized to limit cross contamination. Spring in the 
handle helps to open the blades after each cut. Durable ABS-plastic 
handle for lightweight comfort and 
performance. Large finger hole in the 
handle for comfort with push-bottom 
thumb lock for safety. Limited warranty.

1.25in Blades
CRNFS4110-481 UPC 038313041113
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $7.39

Corona® Short Straight Snip 
Tempered Steel
Short, straight, blunt-nosed blade for a wide range 
of applications. Fully heat-treated steel blades for 
strength. Blades, spring and handle coated to 
prevent rust. Unobtrusive leather strap lock.

CRNAG4910-718 UPC 038313049102
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $10.99

Corona® Sharpening Tool
Ideal for sharpening all blades (excludes saw blades). Easy to use 
instructions are on back of the packaging. Easy to fit in pocket. Non-slip 
grip for easy use. Limited warranty.

5in Super Carbide File
CRNAC8300-795 UPC 038313083007
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $12.29

Corona® Nylon Scabbard With Sharpener Pocket
Corona universal tool pouch. Durable Cordura 
nylon construction. Universal design fits hand 
pruners and folding saws. Easy to carry using 
metal clip or belt loops. Front pocket for 
sharpener storage to keep tools sharp in the field. 
(Sharpening tool sold separately).

6.75in
CRNAC4510-871 UPC 038313045104
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.89

Corona® Leather Scabbard
Top grain leather construction. Stitched and 
riveted for durability. Belt clip and loops included. 
Universal design fits most hand pruners and 
folding saws up to 8in. Limited lifetime warranty.

5in Pouch Depth
CRNAC7220-1141 UPC 038313000813
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $17.69
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Corona® ExtendaHandle Garden Tools
Lightweight, steel handle extends from 18in to 34in 
for extra reach, simply twist to adjust. Heads are 
fully heat-treated for enhanced durability. Protective 
coatings resist chipping and rust. Comfortable non-
slip grips. Convenient hanging rings for easy storage. 
Limited warranty.
Trowel
CRNGT3080-969 UPC 038313030803
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $14.99

Digging Tools

Corona® ExtendaHandle Garden Tools
Lightweight, steel handle extends from 18in to 34in for extra reach, 
simply twist to adjust. Heads are fully heat-treated for enhanced 
durability. Protective coatings resist chipping and rust. Comfortable non-
slip grips. Convenient hanging rings for easy storage. Limited warranty.

3-Tine Hoe
CRNGT3090-969 UPC 038313030902
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $14.99

Cultivator
CRNGT3070-969 UPC 038313030704
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $14.99

Hoe/Cultivator
CRNGT3060-969 UPC 038313030605
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $14.99

Rake
CRNGT3050-969 UPC 038313030506
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $14.99

Baskets, Tubs & Totes

Corona® Hip-Trug
Designed to leave both hands free for working, 
reducing damage to plants. It eliminates bending 
down to a basket on the ground and clips easity 
to belt, pocket or waistband.

Moss - Large
CRNGKNLGTRUGMOSS-2012 UPC 810256016362
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $29.59

Navy - Large
CRNGKNLGTRUGNAVY-2012 UPC 810256016386
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $29.59

Hand Tools & Kneeler Sprayers, Spreaders & Dusters

Gardman® Fold Away Kneeler
Heavy-duty multi-use as garden seat or 
kneeler. Extra strong handles and stitching. 
Fold flat for easy storage.

Green, Black - 22in L x 11in W x 19in H
WSPR616-3458 UPC 745487006168
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $49.99

Nema Globe™ Nematode Sprayer
Pre-calibrated hose-end sprayer for all Nema 
Globe nematode pouches. Fits standard garden 
hose. Simply insert nematode pouch.

20gal
EFI4003520-1436 UPC 817504004003
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.99
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Delta® Wide Mouth Sprayer
EnviroKind® Wide Mouth Multi Purpose is an 
innovation in spray bottles that eliminates the 
need for a funnel.   The 40% larger neck opening 
allows for easy pouring and fewer spills. The 
wide mouth, multi purpose bottle has check off 
grids and graduation scales for identifying and 
measuring contents.
32oz
DLTFG32WM112-236 UPC 042854032882
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.49

Delta® Sprayer 
Wide Mouth Spray Bottle
The 40% larger neck opening allows for easy pouring 
and fewer spills. The wide mouth multi-purpose 
bottle has check off grids and graduation scales for 
identifying and measuring contents.

24oz
DLTFG24WM112-227 UPC 042854024887
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.39

Delta® Spraymaster
The sprayer contains improved chemically 
resistant components, and we’ve added a padded 
end cap so that the sprayer rests even more 
comfortably in your hand. Delta’s Spraymaster 
continues to offer high output performance in a 
powerful package of great design and heavy duty 
chemical resistant material construction.

32oz
DLTFG32SM112-686 UPC 042854932007
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $9.99

Delta® Orbital Sprayer
Finally, a trigger sprayer that sprays in any position, including upside-
down, sideways and upright. Adjust the pattern 
from fine mist to narrow stream. Industrial quality 
sprayer, made with recycled resin.

32oz
DLTFG32ORB112-282 UPC 042854032981
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $4.19

24oz
DLTFG24ORB112-265 UPC 042854024986
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.89

Delta® Sprayer Envirospray Extra 
Output Sprayer
Graphics on the spray bottle to include check off 
grids for identifying contents, safety information, 
and graduation scales for measuring 
dilutions.

24oz
DLTFG24ENVIRO144-216 UPC 428548243330
Min. Buy 44EA  Retail $3.19

Delta® Hanging Plant Sprayer
The Hanging Plant Sprayer allows for easy 
watering of any hard to reach hanging plant. The 
32 oz bottle holds a substantial amount of water, 
and the long extender hose provides the medium 
to deliver the water to the hard to reach plant.

32oz
DLTFG32DI312-415 UPC 042854732614
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $6.09

Delta® Cristal Décor Sprayer
These spray bottles were designed to meet the needs and wants 
of a variety of consumers. The sprayer has a sleek, modern look and 
the strong, durable performance you 
expect from Delta sprayers. The bottles 
are designed to be more stable than 
conventional bottles, and their handy 12 
oz size makes them maneuverable and 
versatile for many purposes.

12oz
DLTFG12CC112-173 UPC 042854712029
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.59

Delta® Plant Care Pressure Sprayer
Continuous spraying after quick priming. Features 
a metal plunger rod and lever-lok for big spraying 
job convenience with a fully adjustable spray 
pattern. The bottle is made of specifically thick, 
virgin resin for strength and durability across a 
wide range of chemicals. Trigger sprayer is BPA free.

48oz
DLTFG48PC16-909 UPC 042854648700
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $13.19

Delta® Plant Care Sprayer
Recycled resin trigger spray bottle, used for plant 
care or cleaning. Bottle features check off grids for 
identifying contents and handy graduation scales 
for diluting liquids.

16oz
DLTFG16PC124-220 UPC 042854616785
Min. Buy 24EA Retail $3.29
32oz
DLTFG32PC112-260 UPC 042854632785
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.79

Delta® Sprayer Plant Care 
Fine Mist Bottle
Delivers a better-than-aerosol spray quality that 
sets brands apart. It’s a next generation, trigger-
based, dispensing technology that eschews 
conventional propellant gases and pressurized 
containers. Its very fine mist combined with 
continuous spray functionality covers large areas 
quickly, evenly and in all directions from first to last 
drop. Superior ergonomics and 360° dispensing 
make it a delight to use. A standout feature is the 
low noise performance – a necessary requirement 
in some instances and a preferred feature for a 
wide range of applications.

10oz
DLTFG300MLFLORA112-1002 UPC 042854300301
Min. Buy 12EA  Retail $14.59

24oz
DLTFG700MLFLORA112-1002 UPC 042854700019
Min. Buy 12EA  Retail $14.59
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DRAMM® Little Buddy 
Stainless Steel Hydroponic Clipper
Features 3in fine tip, stainless steel blades for 
precision cutting. Made with TPR rubber for a 
durable and lightweight feel, these clippers have 
a spring-action design allowing for quick, easy 
and accurate trimming and shaping. The locking 
mechanism allows for safe and easy storage. 
Available in bright yellow for high visibility. Great 
for deadheading tiny dead flowers, like fustias, 
petunias, etc. Made in Taiwan.
Carded - Yellow Only
DRM1018037-938 UPC 036434180377
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.99

DRAMM® ColorPoint™ Bypass Pruner
Designed for pruning woody stems.. 5/8” cutting capacity. Stainless 
steel blade. Comfortable rubber grips and ergonomically designed for 
all-day comfort!

Assorted Colors: Red, Orange, Yellow, 
Green, Blue and Berry
DRM1018040-1523 UPC NA
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $21.99

Display Box
DRM1028040-1523 UPC NA
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $21.99

DRAMM® ColorPoint™ 
Compact Pruner
Perfect for trimming woods stems and perennials. 
1/4” cutting capacity. Stainless steel blades. 
Ergonomically designed.

Assorted Colors: Red, Orange, Yellow, 
Green, Blue and Berry
DRM1018010-913 UPC NA
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $13.19

Display Box
DRM1028010-913 UPC NA
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $13.19

DRAMM® ColorPoint™ Compact Shear
Ideal tool for cutting flowers and trimming back 
plants. Fine point for detailed cutting. Stainless 
steel blades. Ergonomically designed.

Assorted Colors: Red, Orange, Yellow, 
Green, Blue and Berry
DRM1018020-913 UPC 036434180209
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $13.19

Display Box
DRM1028020-913 UPC 036434280206
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $13.19

DRAMM® ColorPoint™ Compact Pruner and Shear
Combo includes 6ea of the Compact Bypass 
Pruners and 6ea Compact Shear. The pruner is 
designed for pruning wood stems and the shear is 
ideal for cutting flowers and trimming back plants. 
Both tools have corrosion resistant stainless steel 
blades and a non-slip, comfort grip handle

Display Box - Assorted Colors: Red, Orange, 
Yellow, Green, Blue and Berry
DRM1028019-913 UPC NA
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $13.19

DRAMM® Bypass Pro™ 
Pruner Display Box
Prune small plants, branches and shrubs 
effortlessly with the new Bypass Pro™ Pruner. 
This professional grade pruner is equipped with 
a blade adjustment gear, allows adjustment for 
blade gap maintenance.

DRM1028090-1523 UPC NA
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $21.99
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EarthEdge® Stadium Cushion
Ideal for sporting events or as cushions for tractor 
lawn mowers. Its smaller size also accommodates 
situations where the larger kneeling pads may not 
be applicable. Made of NBR rubber - up to 20% 
recycled material. Impregnated with Microban to 
avoid mold and mildew. Washable, resists industrial 
chemicals , grease and oil. Negligible volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs). Made in the USA.
10in L x 15in W x 1in H
EEDEE000247-684 UPC 817666020132
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $9.99

EarthEdge® The Super Cushy Pad
Cut-out carry handle. Floats (in case it falls off 
the dock or out of the boat or kayak). Extremely 
comfortable. Made of NBR rubber - up to 20% 
recycled material. Impregnated with Microban to 
avoid mold and mildew. Washable, resists industrial 
chemicals , grease and oil. Negligible volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs). Made in the USA.

15in x 20in x 2in
EEDEE00092605-2127 UPC 817666020026
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $29.99

15in x 20in x 2in - 15pc Display
EEDEE00092615D-31275   UPC 817666020026
Min. Buy 1EA       Retail NA

EarthEdge® The Pad
Built-in handle, easy to carry and easy to store. 
Premium kneeling pad and knee saver. Made 
of NBR rubber - up to 20% recycled material. 
Impregnated with Microban to avoid mold and 
mildew. Washable, resists industrial chemicals, 
grease and oil. Negligible volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs). Made in the USA.

15in x 20in x 1in H
EEDEE00026110-953 UPC 817666020019
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $13.99

15in x 20in x 1in H - 30pc Display
EEDEE00026130D-27344   UPC 817666020019
Min. Buy 1EA        Retail NA

EarthEdge® The Body Pad
Features two handles for easier transportation. Lying on hard surfaces 
to work under cars, lawn mowers, boats, sinks and other “tight” places 
is not only uncomfortable, but can irritate muscles and joints, causing 
soreness for days. With the EarthEdge Body Pad, you can work anywhere 
you need to remain on your back for as long as necessary without 
feeling stiff and sore. Made of NBR rubber - up to 20% recycled material. 
Impregnated with Microban to avoid mold and mildew. Washable, 
resists industrial chemicals , grease and oil. Negligible volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs). Made in the USA.

18in L x 40in W x 0.75in H
EEDEE00012510D-2176   UPC 817666020125
Min. Buy 10EA     Retail $31.99

EarthEdge® Anti Fatigue Mat
An innovative mat to prevent feet and leg fatigue and achiness. 
The Anti-Fatigue Mat can be a lifesaver for people who spend hours 
standing on hard surfaces, plumbers, carpenters, production workers, 
cashiers, etc. Made of NBR rubber - up to 20% recycled material. 
Impregnated with Microban to avoid mold and mildew. Washable, 
resists industrial chemicals , grease and oil. Negligible volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs). Made in the USA.

2ft L x 3ft W x 0.75in H
EEDEE000187-6425 UPC 817666020187
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $89.99

3ft L x 5ft W x 0.75in H
EEDEE000188-12228 UPC 817666020194
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $169.99

Sprayers, Spreaders & Dusters

Jack’s Classic® Hozon Brass Siphon Mixer
Time-tested, accurate proportioning device designed for small scale 
growers for the dispensing of fertilizers, insecticides, fungicides and 
other water soluble chemicals through a 
hose. Proportions at the rate of 1 gallon of 
concentrate to 16 gallons of water or 8 ounces 
of concentrate per gallon of water. One gallon 
of concentrate is dispensed in 3-5 minutes. 
Features heavy-duty brass construction and 
requires a minimum of 3.5 psi.

JRP70010-2331 UPC 819441000001
Min. Buy 0EA Retail $32.99
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EarthWay® Deluxe Residential Broadcast Spreader
This fully assembled spreader with folding handle will be ready 
to go from box to lawn in seconds and stores easily. The easy use 
gauge and lever assembly allows the user 
complete control over the application of 
material, coupled with the Ev-N-Spred/Side-
SPRED Control 3-hole shut off ensures even 
distribution when switching from full pattern 
to partial pattern.

80lb Capacity
EAR2050SU-9628 UPC 052732205055
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $125.99

EarthWay® Estate Residential Broadcast Spreader
This spreader is equipped with 9in (22cm) high-
flotation tires that roll easily over rough surfaces. 
The rustproof poly hopper holds 65lbs of material 
and The Ev-N-Spred/Side-SPRED Control 3-hole 
shut off ensures even distribution when switching 
from full pattern to partial pattern. Fully assembled 
in the box this unit comes ready to work.

65lb Capacity
EAR2030PPLUS-13023 UPC 052732020306
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $170.99

EarthWay® Estate Residential Broadcast Spreader
The fingertip rate control provides easy control 
and balance of material application unmatched 
in the industry. 10” pneumatic stud type tires 
brings smooth operation to the homeowner. 
Fully assembled, with a folding handle, ready to 
go from box to lawn in seconds and stores easily.

85lb Capacity
EAR2050P-15224 UPC 052732205093
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $198.99

EarthWay® Homeowner Broadcast Spreader
The fingertip rate control provides easy control 
and balance of material application unmatched in 
the industry. The Ev-N-Spred/Side-SPRED Control 
3-hole shut off ensures even distribution when 
switching from full pattern to partial pattern. 
10” pneumatic stud type tires brings smooth 
operation to the homeowner. Fully assembled, 
with a folding handle, ready to go from box to 
lawn in seconds and stores easily.
65lb Capacity
EAR2030-5931 UPC 052732203006
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $77.99

EarthWay® Nylon Bag Seeder/Spreader
The nylon construction allows for the bag to remain upright when 
filling yet collapse for easy storage. From the contoured base for fitting 
around your hip, the adjustable shoulder strap and a long crank handle, 
this is designed with comfortable operation in mind. The Exclusive 
Rocking Agitator provides smooth, even material feeding to the 
distribution plate. Our high speed direct drive 
gear box allows the operator to adjust the spread 
width between 8’/215cm-12’/457cm by simply 
changing the crank rate.

20lb Capacity
EAR2750-5045 UPC 052732275003
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $66.99

EarthWay® Precision Garden Seeder
Takes the guesswork out of planting any row 
crop. Install one of the six precision seed 
plates that best fits your seed, adjust the 
depth of planting on the ground opener, 
your 30” long row marker for the desired 
width, fill the seed hopper with seeds and 
begin pushing in your well tilled soil.

Row Crop Planter
EAR1001B-14854 UPC 052732100121
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $193.99

EarthWay® Earthshaker 
Hand Spreader
Hand held spreader with dial for spreading seed, 
salt, fertilizer and ice melt. Simply pour your 
material from a larger bag into the screw top 
container and spread as much as you like.

5lb
EAR17012-1715 UPC 052732170124
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $22.99

EarthWay® Ergo Hand Held Spreader
Do your small areas or need occasional spot 
spreading, look for an EarthWay Hand Operated 
Spreader.  The 14124 is an ergonomic hand 
spreader for use with seed, fertiliser, ice melters, 
and any granular material.
4lb
EAR14124-1715 UPC 052732141247
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $22.99

100lb Capacity
EAR2170-30255 UPC 052732217003
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $394.99

EarthWay® Commercial Broadcast Spreader
Heavy-duty “Diamond” chassis and super-duty, 
high-speed gearbox. This mix of high performance 
and great price gives the commercial user, or the 
homeowner with a large lawn, the capabilities of 
handling large areas easily. Designed from the 
ground up for easy operation and long trouble-
free service. The Ev-N-Spred/Side-SPRED Control 
3-hole shut off ensures even distribution when 
switching from full pattern to partial pattern.

50lb Capacity
EAR2150-26347 UPC 052732215009
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $343.99
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Fiskars® Softgrip Pruner
Great for making clean cuts on green, living 
growth, this smaller bypass pruner is designed for 
comfortable use by gardeners with smaller hands. 
The razor-sharp, precision-ground blade stays 
sharp, and a low-friction coating makes every cut 
even easier and helps resist rust. Additionally, an 
ergonomically designed Softgrip handle helps 
reduce hand fatigue during extended use.

FIS3750411001-1101 UPC 046561179434
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $18.29

Fiskars® Pro Bypass Pruner
Fully hardened, precision-ground steel blade stays sharp, even through 
heavy use. Low-friction coating helps blade 
glide through wood, prevents the blades from 
gumming up with sap and debris and helps 
the blades resist rust. Self-cleaning sap groove 
keeps the blade from sticking for easy operation. 
All-steel design provides excellent durability 
for lasting value. Non-slip grips. Easy-open lock 
protects the blade during transport and storage.

FIS3910911013-1287 UPC 046561191092
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $17.49

Fiskars® PowerGear2 Softgrip Bypass Pruner
Power through branches up to 3/4 inch thick with a pruner featuring 
patented PowerGear technology that gives you up to 3X more power 
on every cut. Patented design with modified gears and cam mechanism 
optimizes your cutting power through the middle 
of the branch, the toughest part of the cut. Fully 
hardened bypass-style steel blade includes an 
UltraBlade coating that bonds to the blade for 
an edge that stays sharp 5X longer. Contoured, 
rolling handle fits the shape and natural motion of 
your hand for comfortable use and reduced hand 
fatigue. Full lifetime warranty.

FIS3750911002-2837 UPC 046561292799
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $41.99

Fiskars® Floral Pruner
Smaller than a traditional pruner, but with more cutting capacity than 
a snip, Fiskars® Floral Pruner is ideal for working with cut flowers, as 
well as tasks essential to encouraging healthy growth, such as cutting, 
light pruning and deadheading. Featuring a small bypass pruner blade 
design with a cut capacity up to 1/2 in., this pruner has fully hardened, 
precision-ground, steel blades that stay sharp through heavy use - great 
for pruning florals and green growth like roses or berry bushes. A low-
friction coating helps the blade glide through cuts, preventing it from 
gumming up with sap and debris, and helping it resist rust. Ideal for 
cut flowers or making floral arrangements, additional features include 
a stem stripper for removing leaves or thorns 
on various-sized stems, as well as a built-in wire 
cutter. An Easy Action(TM) spring gently opens 
the blades after each cut to help reduce hand 
fatigue, while Softgrip® touchpoints enhance 
comfort and control. An easy-open lock protects 
the blade when not in use. 

2.25in W x 7.25 L x .75in H
FIS3992611003-882 UPC 046561006679
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.59

Fiskars® Stainless Steel Pruner
A durable design offers lasting performance when 
cutting stems and light branches. This stainless-
steel pruner features a tough design that stands 
up to hard use in the garden. The fully hardened, 
stainless-steel blade stays sharp for performance 
that lasts. Includes a handle hang hole for easy 
storage. Easy-open lock protects the blade during 
transport and storage.

1/2in Diam Cutting Capacity
FIS3792001005-807 UPC 046561179205
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $11.99

Fiskars® Designer Stainless Steel 
Bypass Pruner - Pink
Features ambidextrous design along with 
lightweight and durable fiberglass composite 
construction with a cut capacity of 1/2 inch.

FIS3792001004-816 UPC 046561679200
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.99

Fiskars® Power Lever Anvil Pruner
Anvil blade design is ideal for pruning dry, dead growth when dead-
heading flowers, stripping small logs or cutting 
back branches that died over the winter. Power-
Lever technology maximizes leverage to make 
cutting up to two times easier than traditional 
tools. Razor-sharp, precision-ground blade cuts 
with less resistance than thicker blades and stay 
sharp for lasting value. Cut capacity: 5/8 inch. 
Lifetime warranty.

10in
FIS3950511001-1666 UPC 046561100155
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $24.69

Fiskars® Ratchet Pruner
This heavy-duty, ultra-durable pruner features a ratchet design to make 
cutting tough stems and branches easy. Simply insert the branch between 
the blade and anvil and squeeze. The ratchet design compounds force 
with a few squeezes to power through the branch without straining 
your hand. A fully hardened, precision-ground 
blade stays sharp, and a low-friction blade coating 
makes every cut easier, prevents the blade from 
gumming up with sap and debris and helps the 
blade resist rust. For lasting value, this pruner’s 
tough design includes a steel exoskeleton and a 
rugged DuraFrame handle.

0.75in Cutting Capacity
FIS3668911003-2239 UPC 046561266899
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $32.99

Fiskars® PowerGear™ Bypass Pruner
Gives you up to 3.2x more power on every cut; 
powers through tough stems and branches 
better than traditional pruners. Makes cutting 
dramatically easier than it is with other tools. Fully 
hardened steel blade stays sharp, even through 
heavy use.

0.75in Cutting Capacity
FIS3910411001-2527 UPC 046561291044
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $35.79
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Fiskars® PowerGear2™ Bypass Lopper
The first time you try our PowerGear®2 Lopper, you’ll be amazed — 
but it’s not magic, it’s gears. Fiskar’s patented-pending technology 
multiplies your leverage to give you up to 3X more power on every cut. 
This means you can power through thick branches that you wouldn’t 
be able to cut with traditional loppers. The updated design includes 
modified gears and an innovative cam mechanism to optimize your 
cutting power in the middle of the cut where the branch is thickest and 
you need it most. Low-friction coating helps the blade glide through 
wood, prevents the blade from gumming up with sap and debris 
and helps the blade resist rust. Rounded ergonomic handles with 
Softgrip touchpoints enhance comfort and control and the tough steel 
construction with riveted handles offers lasting durability.

25in L / 1.75in Cutting Capacity
FIS3947711001-3750 UPC 046561294779
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $46.99

32in L / 2in Cutting Capacity
FIS3948011005-4564 UPC 046561294809
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $60.99

18in L - 1.5in Cutting Capacity
FIS3947511002-2614 UPC 046561196257
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $38.69

Fiskars® Power-Lever® Extendable Bypass Lopper
Ideal for cutting thick branches. Power-Lever® technology multiplies 
leverage to give you up to two times more cutting power than 
traditional single-pivot loppers. Extendable handles make cutting high 
branches or cutting at awkward angles easy. Fully hardened, precision-
ground steel blade stays sharp, even through 
heavy use. Low-friction coating helps the blade 
glide through wood, prevents the blade from 
gumming up with sap and debris and helps the 
blade resist rust. Softgrip® touchpoints enhance 
comfort and control. Steel construction provides 
lasting durability.

25in - 37in L / 1.75in Cutting Capacity
FIS3916811009-2772 UPC 046561191689
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $37.99

Fiskars® PowerGear® Anvil Super Pruner / Lopper
PowerGear® gear technology multiplies leverage to give you up to 
three times more power on every cut. Powers through thick branches 
that traditional loppers and pruners can’t. Makes cutting dramatically 
easier than it is with other tools. Fully hardened 
steel blade stays sharp, even through heavy 
use. Low-friction coating helps the blade glide 
through wood, prevents the blade from gumming 
up with sap and debris and helps the blade resist 
rust. Rugged DuraFrame® construction provides 
superior strength and reduced weight.

15in L / 1.25in Cutting Capacity
FIS79726997J-2227 UPC 046561179724
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $27.99

Fiskars® Folding Saw and Pruner Set
Non-stick coated, hardened bypass steel pruning 
blade reduces friction while the triple-grind 
saw blade cuts on the push and pull stroke for 
smooth, clean and healthy cuts. The non-slip 
soft grip handles on both tools reduces stress on 
your hands and the corrosion-resistant blades 
withstand exposure to the elements. Saw blade 
remains safely locked into position during use!

FIS3956401003-2033 UPC 046561195649
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $29.99

Fiskars® POWER TOOTH® Soft grip® Folding Saw
The POWER TOOTH® Soft grip® Folding Saw features a razor-sharp, 
triple-ground blade that makes aggressive cuts to help you power 
through thick branches faster. The saw blade locks in two different 
open positions, so whether you’re making overhand 
cuts or undercuts, you still have maximum cutting 
power and control. Soft grip® touchpoints provide a 
comfortable, secure grip no matter which way you’re 
cutting, and our pruning saw even folds and locks for 
space-saving storage and safe transportation.

10in Blade Length
FIS3904701004-1732 UPC 046561190477
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $26.99

7in Blade Length
FIS3906801001-1508 UPC 046561190682
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $22.99

Fiskars® Pruning Stik® Tree Pruner
Ideal for cutting high branches without climbing a ladder, making low 
cuts without bending or kneeling or reaching into dense or prickly 
shrubs. Rope-free design gives you two-handed control and eliminates 
snags and tangles. Power-Stroke™ chain-drive gearing provides 
maximum cutting power. Actuating ball at the end of the pole lets you 
extends your reach even farther. Fully hardened, precision-ground steel 
blade stays sharp, even through heavy use. Low-friction coating helps 
the blade glide through wood, prevents the blade from gumming up 
with sap and debris and helps the blade resist rust. Quick-release thumb 
lock provides easy adjustment of the cutting 
head angle. Lightweight aluminum pole weighs 
less than two pounds to minimize fatigue during 
extended use. Replacement blade kit available 
(item 71008218). Replacement head assembly 
available (item 71007316). Maximum cutting 
capacity: 1-1/4” diameter. Lifetime warranty.

5ft
FIS92346935K-4918 UPC 046561192341
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $68.99

Fiskars® Pruning Stik® Extendable Tree Pruner
Our Pruning Stik® Tree Pruner makes it easy to cut high or low with a 
level of control traditional pruners with exterior ropes can’t match. A 
long, lightweight pole lets you cut high branches without the hassles 
and dangers of using a ladder, make low cuts without sore knees from 
kneeling or back strain from bending and easily reach Into dense, 
prickly shrubs or tight spots. For the reach you need to cut your highest 
branches, the pole extends all the way to 12’ and locks securely. The rope-
free design means you can use both hands to maximize your power and 
accuracy, and an easy-to-grip sliding handle makes the pruning action 
smooth and simple. An actuating ball at the end of the pole lets you 
reach even farther and still prune with precision, an 
Included 15” saw blade makes it easy to take down 
thicker branches, and the cutting head rotates up 
to 230º to let you prune and saw at tough angles. 
The fully hardened, precision-ground blade stays 
sharp, and a low-friction, rust-resistant coating 
makes every cut easier.  

7.9Ft - 12Ft
FIS92406935K-9030 UPC 046561192402
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $127.99

Fiskars® Bow Saw
Lightweight and super-sharp, our bow saw makes 
clearing brush and pruning quick and easy. 
It features a fully hardened, precision-ground 
steel blade with a rust-resistant coating, a safety 
tension lever for added control and a lightweight 
tubular-steel frame for easy use.

21In
FIS3702901003-680 UPC 046561100636
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.99
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Fiskars®  Power-Lever GripEase Hedge Shears
Fiskars Power-Lever Softgrip Hedge Shears feature compound 
lever technology that multiplies your leverage to give you up to 
two times more cutting power than traditional single-pivot shears. 
Fully hardened, precision-ground steel blades feature a serrated 
edge to grip while cutting and a patented self-
sharpening design ensures that every cut is clean 
and crisp. A rust-resistant, low-friction coating 
makes every cut even easier, shock-absorbing 
bumpers reduce jarring vibrations and durable 
steel handles with Softgrip touchpoints offer a 
secure, comfortable grip.

10in
FIS3918141011-2580 UPC 046561491819
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $36.59

Fiskars® Wavy-Blade Hedge Shears
With Adjustable Blades
Feature a unique undulating blade design that grips for precise cuts. 
These shears also include a tension control knob, so you can adjust 
the blades for cutting especially dense branches 
and stems. Fully hardened, precision-ground steel 
blades stay sharp, and a low-friction, rust-resistant 
coating makes every cut easier. Shock-absorbing 
bumpers absorb jarring vibrations, and durable 
steel handles feature non-slip grips for more 
control.

22in L / 8in Blade Length
FIS3917911001-1739 UPC 046561191795
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $25.99

Fiskars® Power-Lever® Telescoping Hedge Shears
Ideal for trimming and shaping hedges and decorative shrubs.  
Power-Lever® technology multiplies leverage to give you up to two 
times more cutting power than traditional single-pivot hedge shears. 
Gator-Blade® serrated blades grip branches and stems for clean cuts. 
Self-sharpening design keeps the blades performing at their best. Fully 
hardened, precision-ground steel blades make clean cuts and the 
blades cut all the way to the tip. Low-friction coating helps the blades 
glide through wood, prevents the blades from gumming up with sap 
and debris and helps the blades resist rust. Shock-
absorbing bumpers help reduce the jarring 
conclusion at the end of cuts. Steel construction 
provides lasting durability. Extendable handles 
make high, hard-to-reach or awkward cuts easy. 
Locks flip up to extend the handles and flip down 
to securely lock the handles at the perfect length.

10in Blade Length / 25in - 33in L
FIS91696935J-2637 UPC 046561191696
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $37.99

Fiskars® Grass Shears
These grass shears make it easy to quickly edge or trim back decorative 
grasses around obstacles in your yard or garden. Fully hardened, 
precision-ground steel blades make clean cuts and stay sharp, a die-
cast handle is strong and durable, and 
non-slip grips on the lower handle 
improve control.

5.5in Blades
FIS3922901001-1342 UPC 046561192297
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $18.99

Fiskars® Shear Ease® Grass Shears
Shear Ease® Grass Shears include a patented mechanism that prevents 
the blades from jamming or sticking when you’re trimming back grass 
around garden beds, along fence lines or around other obstacles and 
borders in your yard. The fully hardened, precision-ground blades 
also rotate a full 360 degrees to give you clean, precise cuts, even 
at awkward angles. The lightweight 
loop-handle design offers easy use and 
excellent control.

5in Blades
FIS92146964J-1622 UPC 046561192143
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $24.99

Fiskars® Softouch® Swivel Grass Shears
Designed for clean, precise cuts when trimming around borders, 
with a spring-action design for easy use. The Softouch® Swivel Grass 
Shears make it easy to quickly edge or trim back 
decorative grasses around obstacles in your yard 
or garden, and a spring-action design opens the 
blades after each cut to help reduce hand fatigue. 
The fully hardened, precision-ground blades also 
rotate 180 degrees to give you clean, precise cuts, 
even at awkward angles. The lightweight loop-
handle design with Soft grip® touchpoints offers 
easy use and excellent control.

FIS3921711002-1683 UPC 046561921712
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.99

Fiskars® Long Handled Swivel Grass Shears
The innovative design of our grass shears makes trimming your 
ornamental grasses easier than ever. A long shaft completely eliminates 
kneeling and bending, so you can get the job done without sore 
knees or an aching back. The blades swivel for 
convenience, and a smooth-cutting mechanism 
makes every snip virtually effortless. The fully 
hardened, precision-ground steel blades stay 
sharp and hold the grass up for clean cuts, 
the ergonomically designed handle offers 
comfortable use, and the lightweight aluminum 
shaft provides lasting durability.

4-1/2in Blade Length / 36in Handle
FIS92107935J-3320 UPC 046561192105
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $44.99

Fiskars® Power-Lever® Grass Shears
Power-Lever® Grass Shears feature compound lever technology that 
multiplies your leverage to give you up to two times more cutting 
power than traditional single-pivot shears. Fully hardened, precision-
ground steel blades feature a serrated edge to grip while cutting, 
aluminum handles are lightweight for easy handling without sacrificing 
durability, and non-slip grips offer control.

5in Blades
FIS78206935J-1753 UPC 046561178208
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $22.99

Fiskars® Multipurpose Garden Shears
Cut open a wide range of heavy-duty garden materials Including 
fertilizer bags, landscape fabric, screens and more with the multi-
use Fiskars® Multipurpose Garden Shears. From cutting bed lining to 
adding mulch, prepping and maintaining a strong foundation is key 
to a healthy garden and can Involve a variety of arduous tasks – all of 
which rely on retaining blade sharpness. This versatile tool features 
ergonomically sculpted handles and fully hardened, precision-ground, 
steel blades that cut all the way to the tip and stay sharp through heavy 
use. Other features Include a power notch to 
cut light rope, wire and twine cutters, a pointed 
awl tip for piercing small holes In cardboard 
and leather, and a bottle opener. The shears can 
also be taken apart, leaving you with a titanium-
enhanced knife for cutting large objects. A sheath 
for safe transport and storage comes with a built-
in tape cutter and ceramic scissors sharpener.

FIS3569221009-1283 UPC 046561006693
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $21.99
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Fiskars® Multipurpose Garden Snips
Easily slice open soil bags and cut wire, netting, landscape fabric and 
more with the multi-use blades of Fiskars® Multipurpose Garden Snips. 
From adding fertilizer to setting up trellises, prepping and maintaining 
a strong foundation is key to a healthy garden and can Involve a variety 
of arduous tasks – all of which rely on retaining blade sharpness. This 
versatile tool features fully hardened, precision-ground, stainless steel 
blades that cut all the way to the tip and stay sharp through heavy use. 
An outer, serrated edge is ideal for sawing twine or light rope, while 
the other straight edge cuts open boxes and bags 
with precision and ease. An Integrated wire cutter 
also prevents blade damage. Additionally, an Easy 
Action™ spring gently opens the blades after each 
cut to help reduce hand fatigue, while Softgrip® 
touchpoints enhance comfort and control. An 
easy-open lock and rugged, nylon sheath with 
belt loop ensures reliable storage and portability.

FIS3992201001-1565 UPC 046561006501
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $21.99

FIS3992411001-1039 UPC 046561006594
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.99

Fiskars® Non-stick Micro-Tip® Pruning Snips
Fiskars® Non-stick Micro-Tip® Pruning Snips feature precise blades that 
cut all the way to the tip for clean, healthy cuts on plants in tight spaces. 
Non-stick blade coating helps reduce jamming, while fully hardened, 
precision-ground, stainless steel blades stay sharp through heavy use. 
Awarded the Arthritis Foundation’s Ease of Use? Commendation for 
a design that’s ideal for those with arthritis or limited hand strength. 
Easy Action™ spring-action design gently opens 
blades after each cut to help reduce fatigue, while 
Softgrip® touchpoints enhance comfort & control. 
Full lifetime warranty.

2pk
FIS3992411002-2015 UPC 046561006600
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $32.99

Fiskars® Micro Tip Pruning Snips
Precision blades cut all the way to the tip for 
clean, healthy cuts in tight spaces. Fully hardened, 
precision-ground stainless steel blades stay 
sharp. Awarded Arthritis Foundation’s Ease of Use 
commendation. Easy action spring for ease of use. 
Soft grip touchpoints for comfort. Lifetime warranty.

FIS3992401003-991 UPC 046561006549
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.99

Fiskars® Curved Micro-Tip Pruning Snips
Curved blades on Fiskars® Curved Micro-Tip¨ Pruning Snips improve 
reach and precision, making it ideal for intricate snips. Precise, Micro-
Tip¨ blade design cuts all the way to the tip for 
clean, healthy cuts in tight spaces. Fully hardened, 
precision-ground steel blades stay sharp longer - 
even through heavy use. Simple, take-apart design 
makes it easy to clean, while an integrated spring 
and bumper keeps the tool intact during cleaning, 
transport or storage. Full lifetime warranty.

6.75in
FIS3992501001-1047 UPC 046561006655
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $17.99

Fiskars® Micro-Tip® Pruning Shears
Shape and trim plants and flowers to encourage healthy growth with 
the precision blades on Fiskars® Micro-Tip® Pruning Shears. Perfect for 
reaching into tight spaces for intricate snips, these pointed blades cut 
all the way to the tip for clean, precise, healthy cuts and feature fully 
hardened, stainless steel blades with a precision-
ground edge for long-lasting sharpness - even 
through heavy use. Extra-large handle loops leave 
plenty of space for gardeners with larger hands or 
those wearing gloves, while Softgrip® touchpoints 
enhance comfort and control. An included blade 
cover protects the blades when not in use.

3.75in W x 7in L x .75in H
FIS3992301001-991 UPC 046561006525
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.99

Fiskars® Non-Stick Titanium Soft grip® Scissors
Non-stick, titanium-enhanced blades offer improved cutting 
performance, and a Soft grip® handle provides comfortable use. Great 
for all-purpose cutting in the office or the home. These versatile scissors 
feature non-stick, titanium-enhanced stainless-
steel blades that cut cleanly through materials with 
sticky adhesives and stay sharp through heavy use. 
A lightweight design and ergonomically sculpted 
handle provide excellent cutting control, and Soft 
grip® helps reduce hand fatigue.

8in L
FIS1541301001-632 UPC 020335038325
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $10.49

Fiskars® Premier 8” Bent Scissors
Ideal for cutting a wide variety of materials 
including denim, silk and multiple layers of fabric. 
High grade, precision ground, stainless steel 
blades offer a lasting sharp edge that cuts all the 
way to the tip. Ergonomic handle is sculpted to 
fit your hand, maximizing cutting control and 
sensitivity. Bent handle design keeps material flat 
for mistake-free cutting.

8in
FIS1945101045-1063 UPC 078484094518
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $16.99

Fiskars® Performance 8” Straight Scissors
Durable, hardened stainless steel blades make 
clean cuts and stay sharp. Contoured handles 
designed to fit your hand. Handles contain 30% 
post - consumer recycled plastic. Ideal for cutting 
a variety of materials including paper, cardboard 
and more.

8in
FIS1424901014-430 UPC 020335026575
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $7.29
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Cultivator - Ideal for Loosening soil, removing weeds and aerating 
soil.
FIS3736401001-302 UPC 046561173647
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $4.99

Trowel - Ideal for digging when planting, taking up plants, turning 
up earth and more.
FIS3736201001-302 UPC 046561173623
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $4.99

Fiskars® 200S Scratch Hand Tools
Featuring steel heads that won’t snap off or loosen over time. A rust-
resistant coating provides lasting strength. In addition, a lightweight, 
teardrop-shaped handle helps reduce fatigue. Includes a hang hole for 
convenient storage.

3pc Set - Includes Trowel, Transplanter & Cultivator
FIS3737701001-815 UPC 046561173777
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $13.49

Transplanter - Ideal for transplanting small plants and flowers.
FIS3736301001-302 UPC 046561173630
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $4.99

Fiskars® 200s Cultivator Hoe
Ideal for loosening, aerating and shaping tough 
soil. Lightweight, ergonomically shaped handle 
feels natural in your hand and helps reduce fatigue. 
Sharpened hoe blade breaks up hard soil easily. 
Pointed cultivator tines quickly break up soil. 
Handle hang hole offers easy storage. Full lifetime 
warranty. Steel head won’t break while digging in 
dense soil. Rust-resistant coating provides lasting 
strength and value.

7in W x 12.25in L x 2.75in H
FIS3738101002-754 UPC 046561173814
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $10.49

Fiskars® 200S Hand Weeder
Ideal for removing dandelions, thistles and other 
invasive plants. Lightweight, ergonomically shaped 
handle feels natural in your hand and helps reduce 
fatigue. Steel head won’t break while digging in 
dense soil. Sharpened forked tip helps you remove 
weeds from the root. Rust-resistant coating provides 
lasting strength and value. Handle hang hole offers 
easy storage. Full lifetime warranty.

12in L
FIS3736001001-302 UPC 046561173609
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $4.99

Cultivator 
FIS3842401007-742 UPC 046561170240
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $10.49

Fiskars® Ergo Hand Tools
An ergonomic design makes digging easier than ever! Designed for 
easy use and lasting durability, these tools feature a special handle 
design that reduces hand and wrist fatigue. The cast-aluminum head 
resists rust and won’t snap off while you’re digging, no matter how 
tough your soil is. Additionally, the handle features a hang hole for 
convenient storage.
Transplanter
FIS3842301001-742 UPC 046561170233
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $10.49
Trowel
FIS3842201001-754 UPC 046561170226
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $10.49
Weeder
FIS3842001001-742 UPC 046561170202
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $10.49

Fiskars® FiberComp® Hand Tools
Lightweight for easy handling and durable for lasting value. Single-
piece, rustproof FiberComp® design will never loosen or bend. In 
addition, a handle hang hole makes storage convenient.
Cultivator
FIS79776931J-107 UPC 046561179779
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.79
Transplanter - Features gradation marks on the blade for easy 
depth measurement.
FIS79796931J-107 UPC 046561179793
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.79
Trowel - Features a large head to carry away more dirt every time 
you dig in
FIS79786931J-107 UPC 046561179786
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.79
Soil Scoop - 1 Cup Capacity / Ideal for digging and transporting soil.
FIS70686935J-153 UPC 046561170684
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $2.49

Fiskars® Seed Planting Trowel
Promotes more precise planting & measuring 
of seeds a process that can be critical for 
successful germination and healthy growth. 
Includes built-in removeable stylus and 
grooved for controlled, precise seed dispersal 
and debossed, full-length 
measurements for measuring 
plant spacing and depth.

FIS3401101001-359 UPC 046561806705
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $5.89

newnew
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Fiskars® Pro Folding Utility Knife
The Fiskars® Pro Folding Utility Knife is a reliable, do-it-all addition to 
your tool kit and it folds for compact storage and portability. A dual-
locking blade system prevents accidental blade release. But a secure 
blade doesn’t sacrifice blade change speed. Just press and sweep 
the blade-release button and you’re ready to slide in a new blade, 
which glides in before clicking to a stop. Easy-
one-handed, deployment means you can safely 
reach for your knife and keep working without 
interruption. Ergonomic design, including deep 
grooves and contouring, accommodates multiple 
grips. A reinforced metal end provides reliable 
resistance against pounding and drops. Includes 
one CarbonMax™ utility blade that lasts 24X 
longer than standard utility blades.

FIS7700301001-1257 UPC 611618600102
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $20.99

Rakes, Hoes & Cultivators

Fiskars® Poly Shrub Rake
Slim head makes it easy to clean between shrubs, fences, flowers and 
more. Lightweight design makes every stroke effortless, while a durable 
resin head features unique 1/2in tines that are designed to flex without 
breaking. Aluminum handle reduces weight 
without sacrificing strength, with added 
length to help improve posture and reduce 
back fatigue. Unique teardrop-shaped shaft 
provides exceptional comfort and control.

8in, 4/cs
FIS96615935J-1573 UPC 046561196615
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $19.99

Leaf & Yard Cleanup

Fiskars® Kangaroo Pouch Yard 
Waste Container
Unique pop-up design holds itself open and 
frees your hands. Stores in compact 2in-3in stack. 
Durable, vinyl coated polyester construction. 
Tear and mildew resistant; lightweight; heavy 
corrosion resistant steel spring.

10gal Capacity
FIS94046974J-1171 UPC 046561194048
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.99

Baskets, Tubs & Totes

Fiskars® Garden Bucket Caddy
This Garden Bucket Caddy makes it easy 
to carry all of your essentials when you’re 
out in the garden. It fits snugly on a five-
gallon bucket, freeing up the internal 
space for dirt, yard waste or supplies. 
Deep, large pockets provide ample space 
for tools, gloves, beverages and even a cell 
phone. Sturdy canvas construction is light, 
durable and easy to clean.

FIS3942401002-1080 UPC 046561194246
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $13.99

Fiskars® Big Grip Hand Tools
The Big Grip hand tools feature extra-large handles with Soft grip® for 
excellent control and comfort. Extra-large, polished cast-aluminum 
heads resist rust and won’t snap off. In addition, a 
handle hang hole simplifies storage.

Garden Knife - Ideal for a variety of garden 
tasks, including digging, breaking up growth, 
weeding, opening bags and more. Multi-
functional plated-steel head includes a 
sharpened blade edge, serrated blade edge 
and a forked tip.
FIS70796935J-856 UPC 046561170790
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $11.99

Fiskars® Folding Product Knife
Folds for convenience and compact storage. 
Push-button lock makes it easy to close, while 
keeping it secure when open. Curved tip allows 
for easy access to stalks and stems 
through dense growth without 
damaging surrounding plants.

FIS3401401001-1187 UPC 046561806736
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $19.69

newnew

Fiskars® Harvesting Knife
Fixed blade knife includes sheath 
and belt loop for storage, safety & 
convenience.

FIS3401501001-1336 UPC 046561806743
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $21.99

newnew

Fiskars® Hori Hori Garden Tool
Whether weeding, planting, splitting or 
transplanting, the Hori Hori Gardening Tool does 
it all. Contains stainless steel blade, ergonomic 
handle, forked tip, and  serrated 
edge. Includes sheath with belt loop 
for reliable storage and portability.
FIS3401301001-1394 UPC 046561806729
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $22.99

newnew

Fiskars® Hori Hori Planting Tool
Whether weeding, planting, splitting or 
transplanting, the Hori Hori Gardening Tool does 
it all. Contains stainless steel blade, 
ergonomic handle, forked tip, and  
serrated edge

FIS3708801002-2833 UPC 046561708801
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $37.99

newnew
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Other Tools

Fiskars® Clearing Hatchet
9inch hatchet-like blade is ideal for chopping roots, vines, small 
branches, palms and more in your yard and garden. Blade curve offers 
pull-cutting - great for removing suckers and clearing vines. One-
handed use leaves your other hand free to grab 
and pile cuttings, unlike other tools that require 
a two-handed grip. Hardened steel blade stays 
sharp through heavy use. Rust-resistant, low-
friction coating glides through tough materials 
without sticking. Contoured Softgrip¨ handle 
features a sculpted profile to fit the natural shape 
of your hand.

18in
FIS3850811006-3349 UPC 046561802325
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $54.99

Fiskars® Clearing Tool Garden Machete
15inch blade is ideal for clearing large areas of brush, cutting thick 
branches, powering through fibrous palms and more in your yard and 
garden. Curved blade profile helps prevent the blade from sticking in 
dense growth. One-handed use leaves your other hand free to grab 
and pile cuttings, unlike other tools that require 
a two-handed grip. Hardened steel blade stays 
sharp through heavy use. Rust-resistant, low-
friction coating glides through tough materials 
without sticking. Contoured Softgrip¨ handle 
features a sculpted profile to fit the natural shape 
of your hand.

15in
FIS3850911006-2833 UPC 046561802349
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $41.99

Fiskars® Billhook Clearing Tool
Designed for fast, powerful performance, the Billhook offers a better way 
to tame the fast-growing vegetation in your yard and garden, especially 
in tight spaces. The ultra-sharp, rust-resistant blade is thoughtfully 
shaped for a wide range of tasks, helping to speed your work while 
leaving one hand free to pile cuttings. The comfortable performance 
handle design features an intelligent texture 
pattern and lets you choke up for precision work, 
grip the middle for general use or grip the end 
to swing with maximum force. The design also 
includes a sharpened blade curve for quick pull-
cuts, a sharpened tip for scraping and dividing, 
and a fine serrated edge for sawing ornamental 
grasses and other plants.

13in L with 6in Hooked Blade
FIS3850611002-2508 UPC 046561802288
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $41.99

R

FEED
YOUR
MACHINES

Other Tools

2.2gal
SRCSUR22G1-3013 UPC 864209000205
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $39.99

Surecan Gas Can
Flexible rotating nozzle. Self-venting. Thumb trigger. Durable design. 
Child proof cap. Minimal spillage. Ease of use. Total flow control. Tether 
for nozzle cap. Hand grips at the bottom.

5.0gal
SRCSUR50G1-4053 UPC 864209000212
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $49.99

Surecan Diesel Can
Flexible rotating nozzle. Self-venting. Thumb 
trigger. Durable design. Child proof cap. Minimal 
spillage. Ease of use. Total flow control. Tether for 
nozzle cap. Hand grips at the bottom.

5.0gal
SRCSUR50D1-4053 UPC 858173006004
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $49.99
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Digging Tools

Flexrake® Classic D-Handle Tool
Modeled after hard to find antiques from a time when tools were 
painstakingly crafted by hand, Classic features quality craftsmanship 
and details like beautiful oak handles and 
high grade carbon steel blades.

Digging Spade - 40in Oak Handle
FLXCLA107-3039 UPC 017849001075
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $44.69

Digging Fork - 40in Oak Handle
FLXCLA106-3039 UPC 017849001068
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $44.69

Flexrake® Classic Series Floral Shovel
Classic series Floral Shovel with 42 inch handle 
with D-grip. Handcrafted quality. Durable 
carbon steel blade, heavy gauge steel head and 
nostalgic craftsmanship. Powder coated head 
and hand finished.

42in Oak Handle
FLXCLA114-1993 UPC 017849114447
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $29.29

Flexrake® Classic Long Handle Tool
Modeled after hard to find antiques from a time 
when tools were painstakingly crafted by hand, 
Classic features quality craftsmanship and details 
like beautiful oak handles and high grade carbon 
steel blades.

Floral Shovel
FLXCLA099-2094 UPC 017849099720
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $29.99

Round Point Shovel
FLXCLA101-2311 UPC 017849101720
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $33.99

Hand Tools & Kneelers

Flexrake® Classic Hand Tool
Modeled after hard to find antiques from a time when tools were 
painstakingly crafted by hand, Classic features quality craftsmanship 
and details like beautiful oak handles and high grade carbon steel 
blades.

Cultivator
FLXCLA333-716 UPC 017849333725
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $10.49

Dandelion Weeder
FLXCLA329-716 UPC 017849329728
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $10.49

Fork
FLXCLA324-716 UPC 017849324723
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $10.49

Planter - Striking Style
FLXCLA104-1419 UPC 017849001044
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.89

Tiller - Striking Style
FLXCLA105-1426 UPC 017849001051
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.99

Trowel
FLXCLA323-716 UPC 017849323726
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $10.49

Rake
FLXCLA336-878 UPC 017849336726
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $12.89

Flexrake® Classic Leather Tool Holster
Handcrafted quality leather, stitched and riveted 
for durability. Features belt clip and belt loop. Fits 
most garden hand tools.
9in Capacity
FLXCLA348-1491 UPC 017849348729
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $21.89

Flexrake® Classic Garden Bench & Kneeler
Modeled after hard to find antiques from a 
time when tools were made larger for better 
stability in the garden. Features a woven resin 
wicker seat covering. Easy to fold and store.

Wicker Pattern
FLXCLA103-4762 UPC 017849103724
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $69.99
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Rakes, Hoes & Cultivators

Flexrake® Classic Long Handle Tool
Modeled after hard to find antiques from a time 
when tools were painstakingly crafted by hand, 
Classic features quality craftsmanship and details 
like beautiful oak handles and high grade carbon 
steel blades.

Bow Rake - 48in Oak Handle
FLXCLA801-2375 UPC 017849801729
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $34.89

Cultivator - 48in Oak Handle
FLXCLA860-2366 UPC 017849860726
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $34.79

Garden Hoe - 48in Oak Handle
FLXCLA830-2375 UPC 017849830729
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $34.89

Leaf Rake - 48in Oak Handle / 24in W Head
FLXCLA100-2208 UPC 017849100723
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $32.49

Shrub Rake - 48in Oak Handle / 8in W Head
FLXCLA102-2106 UPC 017849102727
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $30.99

Flexrake® Classic Series 
Single Prong Cultivator
This Classic series tough grade single prong 
cultivator that is made with high quality heat 
treated steel and features a beautiful 54-inch oak 
hand-turned handle. Heavy grade steel head. 
Hand finished. Nostalgic craftsmanship. Classic by 
Flex rake. Garden Tools rooted in tradition.
54in Oak Handle
FLXCLA111-2196 UPC 017849111330
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $32.29

Flexrake® Steel Leaf Rake
Modeled after hard to find antiques from a time 
when tools were painstakingly crafted by hand, 
Classic features quality craftsmanship and details 
like beautiful oak handles and high grade carbon 
steel blades.

48in Hardwood Handle - 19in W Head
FLX1W-1385 UPC 017849190113
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.29

Flexrake® Steel Shrub 
Rake With Wood Handle
Usable in all seasons and all regions of the country, 
shrub rakes are able to reach into those little nooks 
and crannies in every landscape environment. 
This shrub rake has a 48 inch wood handle and 8 
inch wide American steel shrub rake head.

48in Wood Handle with 8in Wide Rake Head
FLX3W-1148 UPC 017849190311
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $16.69

Weeding & Edging

Flexrake® Classic Series
T Handle Weed Digger
This Classic series tough grade weed digger is 
made with high quality heat treated steel head and 
features a beautiful 40” oak “T” style handle. Heat 
treated for strength. Oak hand turned handles. 
Nostalgic craftsmanship. Hand finished. Classic by 
Flexrake®. Garden Tools rooted in tradition.

40in Oak Handle
FLXCLA109-2097 UPC 017849010992
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $30.79

Flexrake® Hula-Ho Weeder
High carbon, heat treated wiggle blade. 54in 
handle with comfort molded grip to make easy 
work of your garden weeds. Made in the U.S.A.

54in AlumiLite Handle
FLX1000A-2427 UPC 010781107997
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $35.39

Flexrake® Hula-Ho® Weeder
When the Hula-Ho® was first introduced in 1961 “The weeder with 
the wiggle” forever changed the way gardeners weed, aerate, mulch 
and cultivate their gardens. Quite simply, the 
heat treated, self-sharpening Hula-Ho blade 
works beneath the surface of the soil. The almost 
effortless back and forth “hula” motion cuts weeds 
at the roots. Meanwhile, the weeds and soil blend 
to create a healthy mulch. This Hula-Ho® garden 
weeder and cultivator features a 54” premium 
grade hardwood handle. Made in the USA.

54in Hardwood Handle
FLX1000L-1731 UPC 010781104996
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $25.29

Flexrake® Mini Hula-Ho®
The heat treated, self-sharpening Hula-Ho® blade works beneath the 
surface of the soil. The almost effortless back and forth “hula” motion 
cuts weeds at the roots. Meanwhile, the weeds and soil blend to create a 
healthy mulch. This Hula-Ho® mini garden weeder and cultivator with 10” 
wooden handle and cushion grip is a terrific 
tool for small space gardening and all those 
tight areas in your yard. Made in the USA.

14in Wood Handle
FLX500W-1425 UPC 017849005004
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $20.99

Flexrake® Classic Long Handle Tool
Triangle weeding hoe that is excellent for getting 
into and around your small bedding plants and 
garden vegetables. It’s compact design makes 
small garden projects a breeze.

Triangle Weeder
FLXCLA110-2396 UPC 017849110227
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $35.29
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Pruners, Loppers & Shears

Flexrake® Classic Bypass Pruner
Tough grade bypass shear is made from drop 
forged construction with a heat treated blade and 
9in overall size. Features resharpenable blade and 
non-slip grips

9in
FLXCLA317-1477 UPC 017849317725
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $21.69

Flexrake® Classic Bypass Lopper
Tough grade bypass lopper with oak handles 
and a 2in cutting capacity heat treated blade. 
Resharpenable blade.

2in Diam Cutting Capacity
FLXCLA315-2992 UPC 017849315721
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $43.99

Flexrake® Classic 
Aluminum Bypass Pruner
Tough grade aluminum bypass shear features 
lightweight construction with a heat treated blade 
and a 9in overall size. Features adjustable tension 
blade. Resharpenable blade and non-slip grips.

3/4in Cutting Capacity
FLXCLA350-1445 UPC 017849350722
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $21.29

Flexrake® Rachet Bypass Shear
The basic design of garden cutting tools has not 
changed since the early 1900s. Traditional tools 
with high-grade carbon steel blades and beautiful 
oak handles.

3/4in Cutting Capacity
FLXCLA115-1862 UPC 017849115550
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $27.39

Flexrake® Classic 
Bypass Ratchet Pruner
Tough grade bypass ratchet shear is made with 
durable heat treated carbon steel blades, a 9in 
overall size and a comfort grip handle. Features 
resharpenable non-stick blades and non-slip grips.

3/4in Cutting Capacity
FLXCLA349-1634 UPC 017849349726
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $23.99

Flexrake® Floral Scissor
The basic design of garden cutting tools has not 
changed since the early 1900s. Traditional tools 
with high-grade carbon steel blades and beautiful 
oak handles.

1/2in Cutting Capacity
FLXCLA116-1826 UPC 017849116656
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $26.89

Flexrake® Classic Folding Pocket 
Pruning Knife
Tough grade folding pruning knife is great for 
pruning, grafting and floral cuttings. Tough grade, 
heat treated carbon steel blade.

FLXCLA322-1261 UPC 017849322729
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $18.49

Flexrake® Classic Pruning Saw
Tough grade pruning saw with a 10in, heat 
treated, curved blade, non-stick blade surface and 
oak handle is sure to meet all your pruning needs.

10in
FLXCLA320-1468 UPC 017849320725
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $21.59

Flexrake® Classic Hedge Shear
Tough grade hedge shear with oak handles and 
a 9in, strong, heat treated carbon steel blade. 
Resharpenable blade.

9in
FLXCLA311-2409 UPC 017849311723
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $35.39
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Pruners, Loppers & Shears

Gardener Select® Anvil Pruning Shear
Upper Blade: High carbon SK-5 steel, Polished 
finish. Lower Anvil: aluminum cutting board.
Metal body with molded PVC grips

8in
GSAJH733EC-803 UPC 049121374874
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $13.39

Gardener Select® Bypass Lopper
Upper Blade: High carbon SK-5 steel, non-stick PTFE 
coated blade. Lower Blade: Middle carbon S50C 
steel, Chrome Plating Plastic connecting. Aluminum 
tube with anodized finish & PP plastic handles
18in
GSAJH117438-1514 UPC 049121374966
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $22.59

Gardener Select® Bypass Lopper
Upper blade: High carbon SK-5 steel, Black 
finished. Lower Blade: Forged. Oval tubular 
steel handles. PP Non-Slip Grips.

24in
GSAJH1160L60-2683 UPC 049121374959
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $39.99

Gardener Select® Bypass Pruner
Upper Blade: High carbon SK-5 steel, Non-
Stick PTFE coated blade  Lower Blade: Middle 
carbon 50C steel, Black finished Aluminum 
handle with PVC grips

8.5in
GSAJH729-534 UPC 049121374836
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $8.99

Gardener Select® Premium Bypass Pruner
Upper Blade: High carbon SK-5 steel, Polished 
finish. Lower Blade: High carbon SK-5 steel, 
Black finished. Forged aluminum handle/
anodized finish & PVC coating

8.5in
GSAJH7006-1314 UPC 049121374850
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $21.99

Gardener Select® Ratchet Pruning Shear
Upper Blade: High carbon SK-5 steel, Non-
Stick Teflon coated blade Nylon/fiberglass 
handles & Soft TPR grips

8.5in
GSAJH700AC-705 UPC 049121374867
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.79

Gardener Select® Floral Shear
Upper Blade: Stainless Steel Lower Blade: 
Stainless Steel PP Plastic Handles

7.5in
GSAJH721A-606 UPC 049121374843
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $9.99

Gardener Select® Fruit Shear
Upper Blade: High carbon SK-5 steel, Black 
finished, curved blade Lower Blade: High 
carbon SK-5 steel, Black finished, curved 
blade ABS Plastic handle with Soft TPR Grips

7.5in
GSAJH803AT-606 UPC 049121374881
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $9.99

Gardener Select® Hedge Shear
Upper blade: High carbon SK-5 steel, 
Black finished. Lower Blade: High carbon 
SK-5 steel, Black finished. Oval tubular 
aluminum handles. PP Non-Slip Grips. 
Connect handle: die-casting aluminum  
Blade size: 8” x 3.5mm.

8in
GSAJH1164A61-2423 UPC 049121374973
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $35.99

Gardener Select® 
Multi Function Scissors
Blades: Stainless Steel 420J2 PP/fiberglass 
Plastic handles with Soft TPR grips
8in
GSAJH8231-859 UPC 049121374898
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.29
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Hand Tools & Kneelers

Gardener Select® 
Hand Held Scoop
Carbon Steel, Chrome Surface, Rubber Wood 
Handle with TPR Grip

15in
GSAPC1861R5091G-703  UPC 049121374904
Min. Buy 6EA      Retail $11.71

Gardener Select® 
Hand Held Transplanter
Carbon Steel, Chrome Surface, Rubber Wood 
Handle with TPR Grip

12.75in
GSAPC1861R102G-351  UPC 049121374928
Min. Buy 6EA   Retail $5.89

Gardener Select® 
Hand Held Trowel
Carbon Steel, Chrome Surface, Rubber Wood 
Handle with TPR Grip

12.5in
GSAPC1861R101G-361 UPC 049121374911
Min. Buy 6EA   Retail $5.99

Gardener Select® 
Hand Held Cultivator
Carbon Steel, Chrome Surface, Rubber Wood 
Handle with TPR Grip

12.5in
GSAPC1861R6013G-365 UPC 049121374935
Min. Buy 6EA     Retail $5.99

Gardener Select® 
Transplanter / Weeder
Carbon Steel, Chrome Surface, Rubber Wood 
Handle with TPR Grip

14.75in
GSAPC1861R1025G-364    UPC 049121374942
Min. Buy 6EA       Retail $5.99

Sprayers, Spreaders & Dusters

Jacto PJB-8C Backpack Sprayer
The PJBC combines technology with ease of use, in a comfortable 
lightweight design and will be the battery backpack sprayer of choice 
for herbicide applications. The 4 gallon PJB-16 is 
perfect for day to day use by everyone from the 
busy farmer or rancher, to the landscaper and 
market gardener or a homeowner with a larger 
acreage. The PJB-8C is the 2 gallon little brother 
and designed as a shoulder carry and is perfect for 
around the home use and garden.

2gal
JAC1230663-17083 UPC 789666081193
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $214.99

Jacto XP-16 Backpack Sprayer
Comfort and Strength. Blue versions available to 
eliminate chemical mix-ups.

4gal
JAC1210812-8351 UPC 789666087523
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $105.99

Jacto XP-312 Backpack Sprayer
Our XP Series - Backpack sprayers are ultra-comfortable and lightweight 
professional-grade sprayers. Jacto’s XP range was born from our 
tradition of serving the needs of farmers in some 
of the most forbidding environments in the world. 
Jacto’s robust XP models require less pumping 
to achieve maximum operating pressure than 
just about any other sprayer you can find and 
just 8 pumps for 45 psi. The Jacto XP is an easy-
pumping, high pressure marvel of engineering!

3gal
JAC1210806-7894 UPC 789666087520
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $99.99

Jacto XP-416 Backpack Sprayer
Our XP Series - Backpack sprayers are ultra-comfortable and lightweight 
professional-grade sprayers. Jacto’s XP range was born from our 
tradition of serving the needs of farmers in some 
of the most forbidding environments in the world. 
Jacto’s robust XP models require less pumping 
to achieve maximum operating pressure than 
just about any other sprayer you can find and 
just 8 pumps for 45 psi. The Jacto XP is an easy-
pumping, high pressure marvel of engineering!

4gal
JAC1210807-8351 UPC 789666087511
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $105.99
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Weeding & Edging

Garden Weasel®  Weasel Garden Claw
Weasel Garden Claw works hand-in-hand with Garden Weasel 
Cultivator to maintain your garden beds all season long. Garden Claw 
is especially useful early in the gardening season to turn the first soil of 
the year. Just place Garden Claw in any soil, even 
if it hasn’t been cultivated since the Fall, and turn 
the handle to easily cultivate packed soil. Garden 
Claw is versatile, medium-duty, and works great 
on many different types of soil. The comfort-grip 
handles feel good in the hand, and the spiral turn 
action offers 4 actions in 1: cultivating, loosening, 
aerating and weeding.

38in
GWE91316-2053 UPC 810053890028
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $28.99

Garden Weasel®  Weasel Claw Pro
Weasel Claw Pro works hand-in-hand with Garden 
Weasel Cultivator to maintain your garden 
beds all season long. Weasel Claw Pro features 
repositionable cultivating tines for weeding or 
cultivating tight areas or wider expanses. Great for 
heavy soils, including clay.

38in
GWE91334-2537 UPC 810053890035
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $34.99

Garden Weasel® Weasel Weed Popper Step & Twist®
Weeds are fierce competitors for essential sunlight, 
nutrients and moisture. The Weasel Weed Popper 
Step & Twist makes it easy to remove many 
weeds, including dandelions, by using its unique 
plug-ejecting feature. Simply push the tines onto 
the weed, press down with your foot, twist the 
handles, and pop out the weed instantly, roots 
and all – with no chemical treatments!

38in
GWE95204-1840 UPC 810053890134
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $28.99

Garden Weasel® Weasel Edger-Chopper
Sculpt your lawn safely and easily with the Weasel 
Edger-Chopper. The ergonomic comfort-grip 
handle, extra wide footplate and carbon steel 
blade will give you professional looking landscape 
at a fraction of the cost. 

38in
GWE91714-2411 UPC 810053890110
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $32.99

Digging Tools

Garden Weasel®  Weasel Bulb Planter®
Plant bulbs with ease and reduce bending and 
stooping. T-Bar grip and pointed blade allow for 
maximum penetration. Cores pop out with ease.

40in
GWE91350-2146 UPC 810053890042
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $29.99

Garden Weasel® Core Aerator
Helps bring new life to lawns with compact soil. Symptoms of compact 
soil include: thin turf, with poor color, and bare patches that do not 
respond to watering or fertilizer. Compact soil 
creates a barrier that keeps water and air from 
reaching grass roots and providing vital nutrients. 
The Weasel® Core Aerator also stimulates root 
growth by “pruning” the roots, as well as providing 
lawn surface nutrients. Lifetime Warranty. Double 
welded construction. Wide center footplate. 
Overall height = 40”.

40in
GWE91818-1876 UPC 810053890127
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $26.99

Hand Tools & Kneelers

Garden Weasel® Multi-Use 
Transplanter Display
Contains 12 pcs.

12pc
GWE91360-11941 UPC 810053890059
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $12.99

Garden Weasel® Weasel Medium Nut Gatherer®
Picks up objects ¾” to 2” in size such as pecans, 
large acorns, sweet gum balls, hickory nuts and 
other similar sized objects. Does not pick up 
small acorns. Capacity is approximately 1 gallon. 
The Weasel® Weasel Nut Gatherer is an easy to 
use rolling pick up tool, for nuts and more. No 
bending over. Saves time.

47.5in
GWE95314-2899 UPC 810053890141
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $39.99

Other Tools

Rakes, Hoes & Cultivators

Garden Weasel® Cultivator
The Original 5-way tool loosens and cultivates 
with 3 interchangeable rotary bladed wheels.

54.5in
GWE90206-2289 UPC 810053890011
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $32.99
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Pruners, Loppers & Shears

Ironwood Tool Co. Quick Release Bypass Pruner
The Quick Release Bypass Pruner is perfect for small limbs and all 
varieties of flowers. This bypass pruner is designed with a never-fail lock. 
The hardened carbon steel blades hold a sharp edge for years to come. 
Blade and spring are replaceable. Made with 
chrome plated carbon steel. Features ergonomic 
TPR non-slip grips for comfort.

7in - Perfect for Smaller Hands
IRWIW1411-1578 UPC 853812006162
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $24.99

8in
IRWIW1412-1892 UPC 853812006179
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $29.99

Ironwood Tool Co. Long Needle Nose Pruner
Ideal for flowers, herbs, grasses, harvesting 
crafts and bonsai. High carbon steel blades with 
corrosion resistance. Quick release, never-fail lock. 
Deep sap grooves for longer pruning. Replaceable 
blades, spring and bumpers. Double bumpers 
and ergonomic handles. 8oz weight.

8.25in L - 5/8in Cutting Capacity
IRWIW1500-1906 UPC 853812006216
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $29.99

Ironwood Tool Co. 
Mini Ratchet Pruner
Designed for the little hand this mini-pruner cuts 
like the big guys. If most pruners are too big for 
your hands, these are for you. Made strong with 
nylon handles and triple-tempered, non-stick 
coated blades for easy cuts.

IRWIW1401-1202 UPC 853812006193
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.99

Ironwood Tool Co. 
Heavy-Duty Ratchet Pruner
Ideal for those tougher pruning jobs that appear 
in all gardens.

IRWIW1405-1747 UPC 853812006063
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $29.99

Ironwood Tool Company 
Transmission Gear Bypass Lopper
4-stage extending aluminum handles. Extends 
from 19” to 32”. Real Rubber non slip grips. Special 
designed blade and jaw for non-slip cutting. 
Nonstick coating on high carbon steel blade.

Extends from 19in to 32in
IRWIW1420-3438 UPC 853812006292
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $53.89

Ironwood Tool Co. 
Telescoping Ratchet Lopper
Made in the USA. The telescopic handles, 
combined with our six tooth ratchet system, gives 
you amazing leverage. Real rubber, non-slip grips.

2.5in Cutting Capacity
IRWIW1425-9047 UPC 853812006049
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $116.99

Ironwood Tool Co. All Metal Ratchet Lopper 1.5” Cut
These loppers only weigh two pounds but they are definitely not 
feather-weights when it comes to performance. The ratchet gear allows 
you to cut limbs and small trees up to 1.5 inches 
thick with very little effort. As you walk up the 
ratchet gear it forces the blade through gradually, 
making a smooth cut that is healthy for your trees 
and shrubs, and easy on you. They are made of a 
strong steel. This metal takes an extreme amount 
of torque while still maintaining its light weight. 

25 x 1.5 x 3 in
IRWIW1423-4547 UPC 853812006315
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $63.99

Ironwood Tool Co. 
Pruner Sheath - Holster
Nylon sheath with spring steel pant clip and belt 
loop for attaching. Fits most pruners. 9in long.

IRWIW1414-478 UPC 853812006148
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $6.69

Ironwood Tool Co. Singing Shears
Hand held shear with leather holster. Non-stick 
coating for smooth cuts and easy clean up.  
Strong stainless steel handle, self sharpening 
carbon steel blades. Great for topiaries, border 
grass and most foliage.

11.75in L x 3.13in W x 1in H
IRWIW1433-1122 UPC 853812006186
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.99

Ironwood Tool Co. 
Needle Nose Secateurs
The perfect tool for herbs, flowers and houseplants. 
Real rubber handles for a comfortable grip no 
matter what the conditions. The blades are coated 
with a non-stick coating.

IRWIW1400-829 UPC 853812006070
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $14.99

Ironwood Tool Co. Hedge Shears
Our tempering process allows the blades to meet 
in more areas which gives our hedge shears a 
much larger cutting capacity and much stronger 
blades.

IRWIW1410-2858 UPC 853812006032
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $49.99
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Ironwood Tool Co. Pistol Grip Curve Saw
Blade will easily cut limbs up to 6.5in in diameter. 
Impulse hardened teeth. Steeper pitch angle and 
curved blade for faster cutting. Tri-edge tooth 
pattern cuts on the draw stroke. Durable metal 
handle. Replaceable blades. Scabbard included. 
Lightweight - less than 1 lb.

13in blade
IRWIW5330-3572 UPC 853812006305
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $49.99

Ironwood Tool Co. Folding Saw
The fastest and lightest cutting saw on the market. 
Metal on metal lock, 4mm tooth pitch, integrated 
rake teeth and a hard chrome finish.

IRWIW5210-2065 UPC 853812006025
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $35

Ironwood Tool Co. Deluxe Diamond Sharpener
The 400 grit diamond, electroplated, round side 
works well for a badly worn or damaged edge. 
The 600 grit fine side is to maintain a polished 
edge. The tapered design allows easy sharpening 
of all Ironwood Tools without blade removal. Slip 
resistant TPR comfort grip.

10in
IRWIW1490-1262 UPC 853812006155
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $18.99

Ironwood Tool Co. Extension Pole
Extension pole with an ergonomic grip, heavy-
duty oval aluminum construction and pin-lock 
extension system. Weighs just over 4lbs and 
extends from 6’3” to 16’4”. For use with IW7500 
saw head, IW1720 lopper head and IW7KIT.

IRWIW1700-5036 UPC 853812006483
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $74.08

Ironwood Tool Co. Geared
Anvil Lopper
Cuts up to 1.5 inches. 4 pulley system with 
rotation gear multiples power up to 20x. For 
use with the IW1700 Extension Pole.

IRWIW1720-2798 UPC 853812006497
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $41.15

Rakes, Hoes & Cultivators

Specialty Tools

Ironwood Tool Co. Adjust-O-Rake
Tines adjust from 7.5in to over 24in. Nickel 
cadmium to prevent rust. Tines and handle are all 
steel constructed.

IRWIW1549-1191 UPC 853812006001
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $19.99

Leaf & Yard Clean Up

Ironwood Tool Co. Hand Rake
Pick up 2 to 3 times as much with these 
helping hands. Saves back strain. Makes 
picking up leaf piles quick and easy.

Yellow
IRWIW1470-517 UPC 853812006018
Min. Buy 24EA Retail $9.99

Ironwood Tool Co. Pruning Saw
High carbon steel blade with laser impulse 
hardened teeth. With a sharpened hook on the 
top and bottom. Aggressive rake slots allow to cut 
faster and reduce heat transfer. For use with the 
IW1700 Extension Pole and IW7KIT handle.

IRWIW7500-3358 UPC 853812006506
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $49.39

Ironwood Tool Co. Adapter Kit
Two great pieces to give versatility to your Saw 
and Extention Pole. The IW7500-1 converts the 
IW7500 saw into a hand saw. It also fits the IW1700-
1 for short handle functions for the threaded 
adapter. For use with the IW1700 Extension Pole 
and IW7500 Pruning Saw. 

IRWIW7KIT-1119 UPC 853812006534
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.46
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Rakes, Hoes & Cultivators

Lewis Tools® Yard Butler™ Rotary Cultivator
If you have ever weeded vegetable rows or flower beds, this 
indispensable tool is for you. The Yard Butler Rotary Cultivator loosens 
and cultivates the soil at the same time it chops and cuts existing 
weeds, all faster and with less effort than other methods. The ninja like 
intertwined wheels create multiple mini shears 
that break up soil, removing and cutting weeds. 
The detachable blades can be configured so you 
can till between rows and around plants. The 
extendible steel handle eliminates bending and 
back strain. The heavy duty powder coated steel 
is guaranteed to last a lifetime.

8in W x 34in - 53in H with Extendable Handle
LEWRC3-3356 UPC 033607512003
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $48.29

Lewis Tools® Yard Butler™ World’s Greatest Rake
The name says it all. This professional grade rake with “spring-back” 
tines is the best ever invented. This amazing rake has been the secret 
of landscapers for the past 30 years. Its 20 free-
floating, cold rolled, spring steel tines are so stiff 
it will pick wet leaves up off your driveway but so 
flexible it can rake directly over bedding plants. A 
perfect garden groomer. With a light weight but 
heavy duty wooden handle your only problem 
will be getting it back after you have lent it to the 
neighbor.

20 Tine - 18in W x 66in H
LEWLT20-2497 UPC 033607012206
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $35.69

Digging Tools

Lewis Tools®  Yard Butler™ Compost Aerator
The Yard Butler™ Compost Aerator helps you 
transform yard and kitchen waste into perfect 
garden compost. The “harpoon” design turns and 
mixes the compost and is much easier to use 
than a pitchfork or shovel. It easily introduces 
the oxygen needed for microbes and faster 
decomposition. The 37 inch tall handle eliminates 
bending over. The heavy duty powder coated 
steel is guaranteed to last a lifetime.
10in W x 37in H
LEWCA36-2366 UPC 033607360369
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $33.79

Lewis Tools® Yard Butler™ Core Aerator
The Yard Butler™ Lawn Coring Aerator revitalizes old lawns while 
using less water and fertilizer. By removing two plugs 3” inches long, 
this manual lawn plug aerator and de-thatcher reduces compaction 
and thatch to let air, water, and fertilizer down 
to the root zone. At the same time it stimulates 
root growth by pruning‚ the roots. As an added 
benefit, the removed cores deposit valuable 
micro-organisms on the lawn surface. This also 
strengthens drought and heat tolerance in 
your turf. The heavy duty powder coated steel 
handheld lawn corer is built for a lifetime of use.
10in W x 37in H
LEWD6C-2706 UPC 033607009473
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $38.59

Lewis Tools® Yard Butler™ 
Spike Aerator
Four 3-inch spikes penetrate and loosen 
compacted soil. Spike aeration loosens soil and 
thatch to let air, water, and fertilizer down to the 
roots. Spike aeration also stimulates root growth 
by separating the roots. Your lawn will look better 
with less water and fertilizer. Lifetime warranty.
LEWM7C-2706 UPC 033607009381
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $38.59

Lewis Tools® Yard Butler™
Roto Digger Garden Auger
Let these garden augers do the digging work for you. Just attach to any 
cordless drill 3/8 inch or larger; they dig holes with the ease of a power 
tool. These garden augers are unsurpassed for planting bulbs, bedding 
plants and seedlings, installing pvc sprinkler lines under sidewalks, deep 
watering, aerating and fertilizing trees and shrubs, 
and weeding. Save time and energy with Yard 
Butler’s garden augers. Solid steel construction for 
durability and reliability.

24in Long - Digs Holes Up To 2.75in W x 22in D
LEWRP3-2029 UPC 033607007035
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $31.39

30in Long - Digs Holes Up To 1.75in W x 28in D
LEWRD2-1944 UPC 033607007028
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $27.69

Lewis Tools® Yard Butler™ Roto Digger
Attach to any cordless drill 3/8 inch or larger and 
quickly dig holes up to 16in deep and 1.25in 
wide. Great for installing PVC sprinkler lines under 
sidewalks; deep watering, aerating and fertilizing 
trees and shrubs; and insecticide applications and 
termite treatments.

18in H
LEWREA4-1438 UPC 033607007042
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $22.89

Hand Tools & Kneelers

Lewis Tools® Yard Butler™ Garden Kneeler & Seat
Helps stop back pain and sore knees while gardening. Kneel in 
cushioned comfort or turn over to sit at proper height for gardening 
and a multitude of other household chores. 
Both sides of the frame have 3/4in thick 
foam for comfort. In the kneeler position, the 
extended arms make getting up and down 
easier. Folds for easy storage.

24in L x 11in W
LEWGKS2-4529 UPC 033607521005
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $64.99
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Weeding & Edging

Lewis Tools® Yard Butler™ Step Edger
Yard Butler Step Edger, Uniquely Designed Blade 
& Long Handle Make Edging Far Easier & More 
Effective. Step Perpendicular To Cut Straight 
Down, Or Position Your Foot Sideways For A 
Rocking Motion.

9in W x 37in H
LEWEDGE180-3237 UPC 033607180004
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $46.49

Lewis Tools® Yard Butler™ Rocket Weeder
Unique gripping action pulls out even the biggest 
toughest weeds, root and all without damaging 
the surrounding turf or ground cover. Rocking 
action grabs the weed and gets the whole 
root. Eliminates the weeds without chemicals. 
Features an ergonomic handle and easy ejector 
to dispense weed.

LEWRKT1000-3381 UPC 033607510009
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $48.29

Wheelbarrows & Carts

Millside Industries® 2-Wheel Metal Push Cart
Ideal for garden centers, greenhouses and nurseries. Easily hauls 
anything that needs relocated. The long, easy-grip, metal handles 
provides effortless movement and turning and the 2in high cargo lip 
around deck helps to keep items in place. 
Each cart has a deep green powder-coated 
finish for durability. Can carry 300lbs.

24in x 48in Deck / 16in Pneumatic Tires
MSI2WGC-19729 UPC 774996013626
Min. Buy 0EA Retail $252.99

Millside Industries® Plastic Double Deck Cart
Deck is made of an attractive green, high impact 
polypropylene material. The deck has a 4in high 
cargo lip all the way around to helps keep items 
in place. All the metal framework has a black 
powder-coated finish for durability.

20in x 38in Deck / 4in x 10in Pneumatic Tires
MSI03562-21118 UPC 774996035628
Min. Buy 0EA Retail $270.99

Millside Industries® Metal Deck Wagon
Ideal for garden centers, greenhouses and nurseries. Easily hauls 
anything that needs relocated. The long easy-grip metal handle and 
metal anti-tip steering provides effortless movement and turning and 
the 2in high cargo lip around deck helps to keep items in place. Each 
cart has a deep green powder-coated finish for durability.

20in x 38in Deck / 4in x 10in Flat Free Tires
MSI20X38WFF-17600 UPC 774996080581
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $225.99

24in x 48in Deck / 4in x 10in Flat Free Tires
MSIEFRWGFF-18525 UPC 774996080574
Min. Buy 0EA Retail $237.99

24in x 48in Deck / 4in x 10in Pneumatic Tires
MSIEFRWG-16672 UPC 774996021225
Min. Buy 0EA Retail $213.99

Millside Industries® Plastic Deck Wagon
Deck is made of an attractive green, high impact polypropylene 
material. The poly anti-tip steering provides effortless turning and the 
handle is long with a comfort-grip. The deck has a 4in high cargo lip all 
the way around to help keep items in place. All the metal framework 
has a black powder-coated finish for durability.

20in x 38in Deck / 4in x 10in Flat Free Tires
MSI03548FF-13893 UPC 774996080628
Min. Buy 0EA Retail $178.99

20in x 38in Deck / 4in x 10in Pneumatic Tires
MSI03548-11115 UPC 774996035482
Min. Buy 0EA Retail $143.99

Millside Industries® Flat Free Wheel
Replacement wheels with white hub. 10in with 
5/8in bearings.

4in x 10in
MSI02211FF-2315 UPC 774996080659
Min. Buy 0EA Retail $29.99
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Pruners, Loppers & Shears

Felco® F2 Pruner
The original Felco design. Solid-forged metal alloy 
handles are complemented by a Swiss, precision, 
hardened, replaceable cutting blade and an anvil 
blade with a sap groove. A hardened bolt and 
nut assure exact adjustment of both the anvil 
and cutting blades. A rubber cushion and shock 
absorber provide smooth working and soft closing.
1in Cutting Capacity / 8.5in L
FELF2-5228 UPC 783929100012
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $84.59

Felco® F11 Pruner - Narrow Blade
The same design as the F2 pruner, but the blade is attached with screws 
instead of rivets, making the blade easier to replace. Suitable for every 
type of pruning with its ergonomic hand-fitting 
design. Superbly balanced, offering a large cutting 
capacity. Narrow pointed anvil blade allows easy 
access to twiggy branches and assures a close cut 
to the trunk. Precision alignment of cutting and 
anvil blade is due to adjustable locking segment. 
Shock absorbers reduce fatigue of wrist.

1in Cutting Capacity / 8.25in L
FELF11-5155 UPC 783929100104
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $83.29

Felco® F13 Multi Purpose Pruner
Multi purpose patented pruning shear. Held as 
single-handed pruning shear, but extra long 
blade handle allows the use of both hands when 
cutting extra thick branches. Comfortable, light, 
sturdy handles made of forged aluminum. Blade 
and screw-mounted anvil blade are made of 
high-quality hardened steel.

1.18in Cutting Capacity / 10.6in L
FELF13-6121 UPC 783929100173
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $98.99

Felco® 14 One-hand Bypass Pruning Shear
Ergonomic model. Designed for right-handed pruning. Ideal for smaller 
hands but also comfortable and powerful for larger hands. Bypass 
pruning shears. Handles in forged aluminum with lifetime guarantee. 
Angled cutting head. Blade and counter blade constructed of hardened 
steel. Adjustable closing lock for safe transport 
and storage. Screw-mounted counter blade for 
easy replacement. Blade with wire cutting notch. 
Counter blade with sap groove. Locking segment 
nut for easy adjustment of cutting head. Tool 
adjustment key included for cutting head and 
closing lock adjustment.

F14 - 7.1in L x .71in W 6.9oz
FEL1114-4538 UPC 783929404554
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $73.39

Felco® F-4 Basic Pruner
Designed for right-handed pruning. Bypass 
pruning shear. Best-suited for larger hands. 
Handles in forged aluminum with lifetime 
guarantee. Blade and counter blade constructed 
of hardened steel. Riveted extra strong anvil 
blade. Blade with wire cutting notch. Counter 
blade with sap groove. Bolt and nut for adjusting 
cutting head.
8.3in L, 7.8oz, 1in cutting capacity
FELF4-4458 UPC 783929100029
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $71.99

Felco® F7 Rotating Handle Pruner
Designed for the professional, the rotating handle 
revolves on its axis, allowing the fingers to move 
naturally, thereby reducing the blisters and hand 
fatigue that so often accompany prolonged 
pruning work.

1in Cutting Capacity / 8.25in L
FELF7-6629 UPC 783929100050
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $106.99

Felco® F6 Small Hands Pruner
Designed for those with smaller hands or those 
who may prefer a smaller, lighter pruner. Every bit 
as sturdy and powerful as all other Felco models. 
Ideal for small pruning work such as grape vines, 
shrubs and young trees. It is the choice of florists. 
Cutting and anvil blades are not riveted. The 
shorter blades facilitate closer cutting to the stem 
of the plant.
0.75in Cutting Capacity / 7.25in L
FELF6-5063 UPC 783929100043
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $84.89

Felco® F8 Ergonomically Designed Pruner
A superbly designed pruning shear for the professional. Both cutting 
and anvil blades are not riveted and the narrow, pointed blade design 
allows for close pruning. Light alloy handles are 
shaped to act as an extension of the forearm. The 
anvil blade handle is designed to prevent the 
pruner from sliding through the hand. This hollow 
ground, Swiss, precision, hardened steel blade 
features a wire-cutting notch. The blades are set 
on dowel pins for easy maintenance.

1in Cutting Capacity / 8.25in L
FELF8-5250 UPC 783929100067
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $84.89

Felco® F9 Ergonomically Designed Pruner
A superbly designed pruning shear for the professional. Both cutting 
and anvil blades are not riveted and the narrow, pointed blade design 
allows for close pruning. Light alloy handles are 
shaped to act as an extension of the forearm. The 
anvil blade handle is designed to prevent the 
pruner from sliding through the hand. This hollow 
ground, Swiss, precision, hardened steel blade 
features a wire-cutting notch. The blades are set 
on dowel pins for easy maintenance.

Left-Handed Version of the Felco® F8 Pruner - 
1in Cutting Capacity / 8.25in L
FELF9-5250 UPC 783929100074
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $84.89

Felco® 160S One-hand Pruner 
Model for Smaller Hands
Designed for right-handed pruning. Bypass 
pruning shears. Best-suited for smaller hands. 
Handles in fiberglass composite and are 
recyclable. Blade and counter blade constructed 
of hardened steel. Blade with wire cutting notch. 
Counter blade with sap groove. Bolt and nut for 
adjusting cutting head.

FEL11160S-2925 UPC 783929100555
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $47.29
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Felco® F31 Anvil Pruner
The Felco® F31 pruner is the result of intensive 
research and development of pruning technology. 
Cutting blade is beveled on both sides for easy 
clean-cut pruning. The adjustable brass anvil blade 
is coated in nonstick Xylan for easy cleaning and 
can be repositioned to line up with the cutting 
blade. Handles are forged from robust aluminum 
alloy and are ergonomically shaped.
1in Cutting Capacity / 8.25in L
FELF31-4404 UPC 783929100579
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $71.29

Felco® F-5 Economy Pruner Steel 
Handles With Rubber
The FELCO 5  basic model has heavy duty steel 
handles that deliver all the necessary power when 
a precise cut is needed. The tapered cutting head 
provides easy access and greater reach to make 
pruning branches safe and efficient.

8.9in L, 10.9oz, 1in cutting capacity
FELF5-2880 UPC 783929100036
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $46.59

Felco® 211-60 Two-hand Loppers
Two-handed loppers with 23.6inch handles. Bypass pruning action. 
Curved cutting head with hooked counter blade. Blade and counter 
blade constructed of hardened steel. Screw-mounted blade and 
counter blade for easy replacement. Handle in aluminum with robust I 
beam construction. Interchangeable lightweight 
aluminum handles available in three lengths: 
15.7in, 19.7in and 23.6in. Toothed nut for easy 
adjustment of cutting head. Tool adjustment 
key included for cutting head and closing lock 
adjustment. Rubber shock absorbers for more 
comfort to protect hands, wrists and arms. 
Counter blade with sap groove.

23.6in handles
FEL1121160-7676 UPC 783929102023
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $114.59

Felco® 630 13in Curved Pull Stroke Saw
Curved pull-stroke saw. A universal tool designed for right and left-
handed users. Chrome-plated blade constructed of hardened steel. 
Screw-mounted and replaceable blade. Impulse 
heat-treated tooth points, 7 TPI (tooth per in) 
Concave blade shape that saws without clogging. 
Light handle constructed of two materials that 
offers strength, comfort and safety. Replaceable 
blade. Sheath with innovative saw lock, 
detachable belt loop, and leg strap. Spare parts 
available.

4in cutting capacity
FEL11630-5068 UPC 783929100708
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $75.59

Felco® F600 Folding Miracle Saw
Reliable, rust resistant chromed blade made of 
steel. Impulse heat treatment of the teeth. Clean, 
precise cut. All parts can be replaced. Conical blade 
shape cuts without clogging. The set and shape of 
the teeth prevents sap build-up. Maintenance free. 
Comfortable, non-slip handle.

6.3in Blade / 13.75in L
FELF600-2294 UPC 783929100265
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $35.69

Felco® F310 Thinning Shear
Picking and trimming snips equipped with two 
long, slender tab-notched blades which ensure 
easy access to vines that require pruning and 
fruits that need picking, for example, bunches of 
grapes.

0.39in Cutting Capacity / 7.2in L
FELF310-1527 UPC 783929100388
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $24.99

Felco® 980 Maintenance Spray
The only lubricating spray you will need for 
maintaining your pruning shears, loppers and 
cable cutters. A couple of short blasts of FELCO 
980 precisely targets rust, dust and sap. It quickly 
cleans, lubricates and protects the cutting head so 
you can count on the continual high performance 
of your FELCO tool.

1.89oz
FEL13980-1088 UPC 783929400471
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $16.29

Felco® Leather Holster with Belt Loop and Clip
The FELCO 910 is a hard-wearing genuine leather holster that provides 
the ultimate convenience wherever your pruning takes you. Combines 
practicality and style so you always look professional. A loop or clip 
attachment to your belt lets you choose exactly 
what is right for you. Assures maximum protection 
and safe transport of your pruning shears as well 
as keeping you shielded from the cutting edge. 
Extremely comfortable to use from the start and 
becomes molded to your tools as the leather 
weathers and ages

9.25in L x 3.5in W, 3.9oz
FELF910-1163 UPC 783929400679
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $17.69

Felco® Leather Holster For Belts 
Loop Only
Leather Holster with belt loop only.

9.25in L x 3.5in W, 2.8oz
FELF919-967 UPC 783929400709
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $14.39

Felco® Leather Holster With Belt 
Clip Only
The conical FELCO 912 leather holster is extremely 
lightweight and self-contained.

6.1in L x 2.95in W, 2.3oz
FELF912-926 UPC 783929400686
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $14.29
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Replacement Parts

Felco® Replacement Cutting Blade
2-3 For Felco® F2, F4 & F11 Pruners

2-3 For Felco® F2, F4 & F11 Pruners
FEL23-1397 UPC 783929400013
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $21.79

Felco® Replacement Cutting Blade
6-3 For Felco® F6 & F12 Pruners

6-3 For Felco® F6 & F12 Pruners
FEL63-1357 UPC 783929400037
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $20.99

Felco® Replacement Cutting Blade
7-3 For Felco® F7 & F8 Pruners

7-3 For Felco® F7 & F8 Pruners
FEL73-1438 UPC 783929400044
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $22.39

Felco® Replacement Spring Kit - 2pk
2-91 For Felco® F2, F4, F7, F8, F9, F10 & F11 Pruners

2-91 For Felco® F2, F4, F7, F8, F9, F10 & F11 
Pruners
FEL291-448 UPC 783929400181
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $6.99

Snow Removal

Rugg® Pathmaster Select Snow Shovel
Straight vinyl covered steel handle. Molded 
d-grip. Non abrasive, safe for all surfaces. Made in 
the USA. 
18in Poly Combo Blade - 52in x 18in x 3.75in - 
2.9lbs
RUG26PDXS-1190 UPC 089217802607
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.99
20in Poly Pusher Blade - 49in x 20in x 5in - 
2.6lbs
RUG34PDS-878 UPC 089217633409
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.99

Rugg® Pathmaster Select Standard 
Snow Shovel
Straight vinyl covered steel handle. 18in poly 
standard blade. Molded d-grip. Non abrasive, safe 
for all surfaces. Made in the USA. 49in x 18in x 7in. 
2.6lbs.

18in Poly Blade
RUG27PBG-763 UPC 089217276132
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.49

Rugg® Pathmaster Ultra BackSaver® 
Snow Shovel
Original BackSaver® design. Lite-Wate™ aluminum 
handle. Foam grip on handle. Riveted wear strip. 
Large D-grip. Made in the USA.
18in Poly Combo Blade
RUG26PBSLWS-2132 UPC 089217462610
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $28.49

Rugg® Pathmaster Ultra Snow Shovel
Lite-Wate™ aluminum handle. Foam grip on 
handle. Riveted wear strip. Large D-grip. Made 
in the USA. 18in poly combo 52in x 18in x 3.75in. 
3.2lbs.

18in Poly Combo Blade
RUG26PLWS-1723 UPC 089217642616
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $22.99

Leaf & Yard Cleanup

Rugg® Leaf Scoops
Durable poly leaf scoop set. The multi-purpose 
tool that makes yard work fast and easy. Made 
in the USA.

RUGPPLS1012-445 UPC 089217664700
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $6.59
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Kneelers

Embossed SAFEFOAM™ All Purpose 
Gardern Cushion
Built with Tommyco top quality T-foam for added 
durability.

14.5in x 1in x 13.5in
TOM55015-927 UPC 055816550157
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $10.79

Tommyco® Basic NBR Form All 
Purpose Garden Kneeler
Built with high quality NBR foam that is water 
resistant for easy cleaning and easy to carry.

8in x .75in x 14.5in
TOM12003-349 UPC 055816120039
Min. Buy 20EA Retail $4.29

Tommyco® Premium Soft NBR Foam Kneeler
Built with high quality NBR foam that is water 
resistant for easy cleaning and easy to carry. 
Thicker and larger than most kneelers.

10.5in x 1in x 17in
TOM12000-711 UPC 055816120008
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $8.29

Tommyco® Molded SAFEFOAM™ 
PVC Latex Free Garden Kneeler
High quality molded enviro friendly foam for 
superior comfort and durability

10in x 1in x 18in
TOMOP888-1211 UPC 055816009884
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $13.99

Tommyco® KNEE ARMOR® GELite™
Small Cap Kneepads
Criss cross straps to secure kneepads in place 
without binding behind the knee with a 
patented pressure dispersing cover redirects 
pressure away from the knee.

6in x 4.5in x 7.5in
TOMGAR227-2137 UPC 055816222276
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $24.89

Tommyco® KNEE ARMOR® T-FOAM™ 
Superlight Garden Kneepads
Extremely lightweight; comfortable to wear all day 
with a single strap with hook and loop fastener.

5.5in x 3in x 7in
TOMGR220-570 UPC 055816112201
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $6.69

Tommyco® All Purpose General
Purpose Fabric Kneepads
Built with heavy-duty polyester fabric for 
added durability. Tough high density closed 
cell foam padding for all day comfort. Injected 
plastic button/clip strap connectors provide 
easy adjustment and secure fit.

6.5in L x 3.5in W x 9in H, 6.4oz
TOM50090-1067 UPC 055816500909
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.49
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Hand Tools & Kneelers

Radius™ NRG™ Hand Tools
The Natural Radius Grip minimizes hand and wrist stress while 
maximizing power and comfort. Lightweight, super strong and 
ergonomically designed. The uniquely shaped handles are perfectly 
shaped to provide extra leverage and comfort for your hands. Made of 
diecast aluminum and polypropylene. Designed for transplanting small 
perennials and bulbs, the extra-long blade of the Radius Ergonomic 
Transplanter has depth markings to aid you in finding the proper 
planting depths. The end of the blade has the perfect shape to pop 
tender plants out of the plastic six-pack planters 
that you find in flats at the nursery. This product 
is so versatile you can substitute it for an all 
purpose trowel and a weeder.

Transplanter - 12pc Mixed Color Pack: Black 
with Blue, Red & Green / 9in x 2.5in x 14.75in
RAD10123-8630 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $11.69

Radius™ NRG™ Hand Tools
The Natural Radius Grip minimizes hand and wrist stress while 
maximizing power and comfort. Lightweight, super strong and 
ergonomically designed. The uniquely 
shaped handles are perfectly shaped to 
provide extra leverage and comfort for 
your hands. Made of diecast aluminum and 
polypropylene.

Trowel - 12pc Mixed Color Pack: Black 
with Blue, Red & Green / 6in x 3in x 11.5in
RAD10023-8630 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $11.69

Radius™ NRG™ Hand Tools
The Natural Radius Grip minimizes hand and wrist stress while 
maximizing power and comfort. Lightweight, super strong and 
ergonomically designed. The uniquely shaped handles are perfectly 
shaped to provide extra leverage and comfort for your hands. Made 
of diecast aluminum and polypropylene. The Radius Ergonomic 
weeder is every bit as mean as it looks. It won’t bend. It won’t break. 
And, best of all, it won’t leave any root behind. Experienced gardeners 
know that dandelions are stimulated when their tap root is snapped 
and will produce two or three replacement dandelions for the one you 
were trying to remove. The ineffective weeders that most companies 
sell either pinch or break the roots, leaving 
enough in the ground to insure you will have 
to fight much harder next time as the weeds 
multiply.

Weeder - 12pc Mixed Color Pack: Black with 
Blue, Red & Green / 9in x 2.75in x 14.75in
RAD10223-8630 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $11.69

Radius™ NRG™ Hand Tools
The Natural Radius Grip minimizes hand and wrist stress while 
maximizing power and comfort. Lightweight, super strong and 
ergonomically designed. The uniquely shaped handles are perfectly 
shaped to provide extra leverage and comfort for your hands. Made 
of diecast aluminum and polypropylene. One of the most useful tools 
in any garden is a hand full of fingers! The Radius Ergonomic Cultivator 
is almost like and extension of your arm, with three pointed fingers 
out at the end ready to rip through soil, scrape up weed seedlings, 
and pull out roots. Many people don’t realize it, but the whole class of 
small hand garden tools can be called “scratch” 
tools, and this cultivator is the quintessential 
scratching tool. It even works as a back scratcher!

Cultivator - 12pc Mixed Color Pack: Black with 
Blue, Red & Green / 6.75in x 3.125in x 13.5in
RAD10323-8630 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $11.69

Radius™ NRG™ Hand Tools
The Natural Radius Grip minimizes hand and wrist stress while 
maximizing power and comfort. Lightweight, super strong and 
ergonomically designed. The uniquely shaped handles are perfectly 
shaped to provide extra leverage and comfort for your hands. Made 
of diecast aluminum and polypropylene. Use the Redius Ergonomic 
Scooper like a giant trowel for working garden soil and in raised beds. 
Use it for mixing soil in the potting shed. The 
serrated edges were designed to rip open soil 
bags, but serve many purposes in the garden.

Scooper - 12pc Mixed Color Pack: Black with 
Blue, Red & Green / 8.75in x 4.5in x 14in
RAD10623-11819 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $14.99

Radius™ DIG Lifetime Hand Tools
Lightweight hand gardening tools. More traditional in their design, 
the DIG tools feature sleek blades and a comfortable, thermoplastic 
grip that conforms to the shape of your hand. Featuring a simpler, 
streamlined grip.

Cultivator - 12pc Mixed Color Pack: Black with Blue, Red & Green
RAD15320-6617 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $7.99

Multi-Purpose Tool - 12pc Mixed Color Pack: Black with Blue, Red 
& Green
RAD15220-6617 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $7.99

Scooper - 12pc Mixed Color Pack: Black with Blue, Red & Green
RAD15620-8755 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $11.69

Trowel - 12pc Mixed Color Pack: Black with Blue, Red & Green
RAD15020-6617 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $7.99
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Digging Tools

Radius™ Garden Pro Lite Shovel
This one has a larger blade than most, as well as a slightly cupped 
shape. The shape of the blade is indeed quite useful when working In 
sand and sandy soils. The real beauty of this 
shovel is that it works well in all conditions, 
can be used all day long by professionals, and 
won’t break. Contains the following - 1 each 
Blue, 2 each Green and Red.

5pc Mixed Color Pack - 11.25in x 9.5in Blade 
- 44.25in Total Length
RAD25223-12406 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $37.99

Radius™ Pro Lite Floral Shovel
Ideal for flower gardens, transplants and raised 
garden beds. The patented, ergonomic Radius 
O-handle grip balances perfectly with the small 
round head for a shovel no gardener should 
be without. Carbon steel blade, fiberglass shaft 
and polypropylene and TPE grip. Contains the 
following - 1 each Blue, 2 each Green and Red.

5pc Mixed Color Pack - 8.25in x 6in Blade - 
41.75in Total Length
RAD25823-12406 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $37.99

Radius™ Garden Pro Lite Transplanter
The patented Pro-Lite Transplanter blade is narrower and longer than 
a conventional shovel blade, with a cutting edge more like a nursery 
spade. This versatile tool is great for planting large liners, transplanting 
and separating perennials, and working around 
existing plantings In established gardens. You 
can easily and cleanly chop through the roots of 
perennials such as hostas. We use every spring 
and fall to make the most out of our planting 
beds. Contains the following - 1 each Blue, 2 each 
Green and Red.

5pc Mixed Color Pack - 11.5in x 8in Blade - 
44.5in Total Length
RAD25023-12406 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $37.99

Radius™ Root Slayer
The Award Winning Root Slayer is a multi-purpose shovel that can 
eliminate the need for other tools, such as hatchets, pry-bars, and saws, 
when simply digging around the home. If you’ve ever hit roots while 
trying to plant a perennial, been stymied by roots when trying to dig 
up a shrub, or tried to divide hostas with a spade only to have them 
slide away from your shovel, you’ll know what we’re talking about. 
You can use the Root Slayer as your go-to shovel. You can also use it 
to replace your nursery spade. Think of it as a shovel, root hatchet, and 
root saw all in one tool. Certified to be more than 150% stronger than 
comparable tools by Intertek, an independent 
testing laboratory. Patented ergonomic Natural 
Radius O-Handle Grip with four times the 
gripping surface of traditional D-Handle tools 
provides additional leverage while reducing hand 
and wrist stress. Made from a comfortable non-
latex, thermoplastic elastomer over-molded onto 
polypropylene. Lifetime guarantee.

13in x 10.5in Blade - Total Length 44.5in
RAD22011-3494 UPC 817085014993
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $49.99

Radius™ Root Slayer Trowel
Featuring a flared handle for extra comfort with the adapted Root Slayer 
Shovel as a trowel, added twine cutter notch that doubles as a bottle 
opener and a durable nylon holster to carry it in. The trowel works like 
a dream, not only for gardening, but also for opening craft IPA’s. You’ll 
never find a sturdier trowel to rip through roots 
and difficult soil. Strap the holster over your belt so 
you always have access to this handy tool. Lifetime 
guarantee. Blade Length - 6.75in, Blade Width - 
3.5in, Total Length - 12.75in
RAD16011-1298 UPC 817085016785
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $19.99
With Holster
RAD17011-1880 UPC 817056017249
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $24.99

Radius™ Root Slayer Soil Knife
Based on original Japanese designs for the Hori Hori, but updated with 
modern materials and style, the Root Slayer Soil Knife can perform the 
functions of almost any hand tool in the garden. Use it as a substitute 
for a trowel, transplanter, cultivator, or most importantly, a weeder. This 
handy digger will cut through root-filled, heavy clay soil with surprising 
ease. When in the lawn, garden, or potting shed, we never like to be 
without this versatile garden tool. Strap the holster over your belt so 
you always have access to this handy tool. Delivered with an enamel 
powder coating, the Root Slayer Soil Knife features an array of a dozen 
saw-like cutting teeth on one side, a long sharp blade on the other side, 
the signature Root Slayer inverted V blade tip, and a combination twine 
cutter and bottle opener near the ergonomic grip. 
Feel free to sharpen any or all of the high-carbon 
steel cutting surfaces for a very long lasting edge. 
Lifetime guarantee. Blade Length - 7.75in, Blade 
Width - 2in, Total Length - 13.5in

RAD16211-1298 UPC 817085016792
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $19.99

With Holster
RAD17211-1880 UPC 817085017256
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $24.99

Weeding & Edging

Radius™ Garden Pro Lite Edger
A high quality, old fashioned edger with our 
patented O-Handle grip  that cuts In a nice 
edge on a bed and maintains a nice trim 
appearance along the edges of sidewalks 
and driveways. Contains the following - 1 
each Blue, 2 each Green and Red.

5pc Mixed Color Pack - 5in x 9in Blade - 
40.25in Total Length
RAD25623-12406 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $37.99
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Sprayers, Spreaders & Dusters

Solo® 425® Backpack Sprayer
Since its introduction to the US market in 1964, Solo’s popular 425® 
backpack sprayer has been the standard by which all backpack sprayers 
are measured… and for good reason! High-density polyethylene tank 
with ultra-violet inhibitors allows for unmatched durability and ultra-
violet protection. Large 4.25in opening for easy filling and cleaning. 
Shut-off valve and wand with an overall length of 28in for hard-to-
reach places. 4ft high-pressure hose. Padded shoulder straps for greater 
comfort. Chemically resistant Viton® seals ensure long life and durability. 
With its connecting rod-activated piston pump, 
the 425® is capable of producing a wide pressure 
range of up to 90 psi, and is capable of performing 
virtually every spraying task. Easily and effectively 
handles disinfectants, fertilizers, herbicides, 
pesticides, and formulations for tree, shrub and 
plant protection and wood and concrete finishing 
and treatments.

4gal with Piston Pump
SOL425-10801 UPC 720343425000
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $144.99

Solo® NOVA 424 Backpack Sprayer
Rugged SOLO® backpack sprayers are flexible and ergonomically 
designed for virtually any spraying task both large and small. Built for 
comfort. Built for convenience. Built to last. SOLO’s ergonomic design 
contours to your back for greater comfort. A low number of wearing 
parts and sturdy technology ensure a long service life and minimum 
maintenance. The simple and effective design of the new Solo® Nova 
424 Backpack Sprayer results in a reliable and comfortable product. 
The sprayer fulfills the basic requirements of demanding use around 
the home and on the farm. Large 4.75in tank opening. The large filter 
basket is easily removed. Integrated carry handle for comfortable 
transport and easy maneuvering. Stable tank base ensures that the 
sprayer will not tip over when filling. Pump lever can be repositioned 
vertically to save space. 28in unbreakable wand and shut-off valve 
assembly provides excellent reach. The wand can be stored neatly in 
a wand holder, protected from dirt or damage by a special opening 
integrated in the tank base. Speed Tip Nozzle: multi-pattern spray. 
Sprays with 3 different settings with a turn of 
the dial: jet stream, flat spray and full cone mist. 
Durable shut-off valve with lock-on / lock-off 
feature reduces operator fatigue. 48in nylon-
reinforced high-pressure hose for extended reach. 
Internal pump system incorporates an effective 
mixing system. While pumping, the liquid in the 
tank is constantly agitated.

4gal Capacity
SOL424NOVA-7356 UPC 720343004243
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $99.99

Solo® Hose-End Sprayer
Adapts to fit bottles of most popular brands. 
No measuring, pouring or mixing. Quick-to-
connect hose coupler.

SOL405HE-1089 UPC 720343911923
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.99

Solo® Multi-Purpose Sprayer
Full featured consumer sprayers in an economical package. These 
sprayers are perfect for the homeowner and ideal for general purpose 
spraying, gardening applications, and pest control. These sprayers 
feature durable 24” poly wand and shut-off valve assembly, 45” PVC 
hose, easy-to-fill funnel top, large pump handle 
with a built-in wand retainer, and a pressure relief 
valve. Plastic adjustable and flat nozzles included, 
T-jet compatible.

1gal
SOL405US-1878 UPC 720343004052
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.99

2gal
SOL406US-2219 UPC 720343014068
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $30.99

Solo® One-Hand Sprayer
One hand sprayer incorporates all the easy pump, easy fill, easy clean-
up characteristics found on Solo sprayers. Features a unique fully 
adjustable nozzle, a drip/drift guard and a hinged, multidirectional 
wand assembly and a locking trigger for reduced user fatigue. With 
durable components and Viton® seals, repair and maintenance is easier 
than ever.

1L
SOL418-1362 UPC 720343418101
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $18.69

2L
SOL420-1914 UPC 720343418200
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $25.99

Solo® One-Hand Sprayer
This unique, one hand sprayer incorporates all the 
easy pump, easy fill, easy clean-up characteristics 
found on Solo sprayers. Features locking trigger 
for reduced user fatigue.
1L
SOL415-749 UPC 720343415001
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $10.29

Solo® Pressure Sprayer
Chemical resistant Viton® seals in key locations 
withstand harsh chemicals for long service and 
durability. Commercial quality shut-off valve 
with lock-on/lock-off feature reduces operator 
fatigue. Funnel top for easy fill and large 
secondary opening for easy clean-up. Four-nozzle 
assortment: adjustable, flat fan, jet stream and 
hollow cone. TeeJet® compatible. Unique storage 
compartment for extra nozzles. Adjustable 
webbed nylon carry strap makes carrying easy.

2gal
SOL4302G-3521 UPC 720343432008
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $48.99

Solo® Multi Purpose Sprayer
Full featured consumer sprayers in an economical 
package. These sprayers are perfect for the 
homeowner and ideal for general purpose 
spraying.

1gal
SOL4001G-1166 UPC 720343040012
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.99
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Truper® Classic Gardener Round 
Point Shovel With Long Handle
Smaller, lightweight tools, ideal for working In 
tight, close-up garden spaces.

45In
TRP31214-1131 UPC 755625507693
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $17.39

Truper® Tru Pro Garden Spade
0.110in wall thickness fiberglass handle. Rivet 
less steel ring that connects the shovel neck 
and handle making it one solid unit. Steel insert 
provides up to 400lb of handle strength in 
dynamic load tests. 14 gauge blades for maximum 
toughness. Lifetime warranty.

29in Fiberglass D-Handle with Extended Steps
TRP31202-2142 UPC 755625523297
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $32.99

Truper® Tru Pro 16in D-Handle Drain Spade
Pro grade North American white ash handle with 
d-grip for balance and control. White ash handles 
give optimum ratio of resistance and flexibility. 
Heavy duty 14-gauge steel blade for maximum 
toughness. Heavy duty riveted extended socket 
for solid handle connection. D-grip handle 
assembled with double riveted braces.

32in Handle, 16in Drain Spade
TRP31253-2163 UPC 755625000118
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $31.69

Truper® Tru Pro Garden Spade With D-Handle
Pro grade garden spade with North American 
white ash handle providing optimum ratio of 
resistance and flexibility.  Heavy duty 14-gauge 
steel blade for maximum toughness and riveted 
extended socket for solid handle connection.  
Includes turned steps and D-grip handle 
assembled with double riveted braces for balance 
and control.
30in Handle
TRP31211-2239 UPC 755625542861
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $33.49

Truper® Tru Pro Professional Grade Long Handle Tools
Premium North American Ash hardwood handle 
with double riveted extended socket. 14 gauge 
blades for maximum toughness. Tru Pro products 
feature the heaviest gauge heads available, tab 
sockets or steel collars, along with a select choice 
of white Ashwood handles for the optimum ratio 
of resistance and flexibility. Lifetime warranty 
backs all Tru Pro tools.

Round Point Long Handle Shovel - Turned 
Steps, Extended Socket, 48in Handle
TRP31207-2044 UPC 755625128591
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $28.29

Square Point Long Handle Shovel - Turned 
Steps, Extended Socket, 48in Handle
TRP31208-2044 UPC 755625338471
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $28.29

Garden Spade - Turned Steps, Extended Socket, 
48in Handle
TRP33174-2220 UPC 755625010902
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $30.59

Truper® Tru Pro Long-Handle Shovel
0.110in wall thickness 48in fiberglass handle 
with 9in grip. Rivet less steel ring that connects 
the shovel neck and handle making it one solid 
unit. Steel insert provides up to 400lb of handle 
strength in dynamic load tests. 14 gauge blades 
for maximum toughness. Lifetime warranty.
Round Point 
TRP31198-1828 UPC 755625124913
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $27.99
Square Point 
TRP31199-1828 UPC 755625323699
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $27.99

Truper® Tru Pro Round Point D-Handle Shovel
0.110in wall thickness fiberglass handle. Rivet 
less steel ring that connects the shovel neck 
and handle making it one solid unit. Steel insert 
provides up to 400lb of handle strength in 
dynamic load tests. 14 gauge blades for maximum 
toughness. Lifetime warranty.

29in Fiberglass D-Handle with Extended Steps
TRP31200-2198 UPC 755625124845
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $31.99

Truper® Tru Tough ABS Poly Scoop
Tru Tough Size #12 ABS Poly Scoop with American 
hardwood 29in long handle with D handle grip.  
Scoop measures 14.25in at its widest point.

Medium Duty Grade - 29in Handle
TRP31349-1909 UPC 755625006011
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $29.39

Truper® TruBuilt Utility Grade 
Round Point Shovel
Lacquer coated American hardwood handle 
provides long lasting durability and a great value. 
Powder coated 16 gauge blades for medium to 
light duty. Five year warranty.

Round Point Shovel - 45in Handle - Turned 
Steps - Smaller Blade
TRP31173-753 UPC 755625124159
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.59

Truper® TruBuilt Utility Grade 
Garden Spade
Lacquer coated American hardwood handle 
provides long lasting durability and a great value. 
Powder coated 16 gauge blades for medium to 
light duty. Five year warranty.

Garden Spade - 28in Handle with D-Handle 
grip - Rolled Steps
TRP31177-1061 UPC 755625524041
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.29

All Tru Tough Tools Include 10yr Warranty
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Truper® True Pro Forged Sod Lifter
Tru Pro products feature the heaviest gauge 
heads available, tab sockets or steel collars, along 
with a select choice of white ash wood handles 
for the optimum ratio of resistance and flexibility. 
Lifetime warranty backs all Tru Pro tools.

Professional Grade - 9in x 5in Head / 37in Ash 
Handle with Steel D-Handle
TRP30038-3982 UPC 755625006349
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $54.89

Extended Steps - 48in Handle with 6in Cushion 
Grip
TRP31184-1221 UPC 755625101211
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $18.79

Truper® Tru Tough Landscaper Grade 
Round Point Shovel
American ash hardwood handles. Ten year 
warranty. Durable 16 gauge blades.

48in Handle - Turned Steps
TRP33037-1103 UPC 755625016812
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.99

Truper® Tru Tough 
Medium-Duty Garden Spade
Steel and wood d-grips feature seamless 
electronic weld for improved strength and 
cosmetics. D-Grips are assembled with double 
riveted heavy-gauge braces. Steel collar reinforces 
assembly. Handles are made with American Ash 
hardwood.
30in Handle with D-Handle Grip, 16 Gauge 
Blade
TRP31189-1473 UPC 755625502025
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $22.59

Truper® Tru Tough Medium-Duty 
Round Point Shovel
Steel and wood d-grips feature seamless 
electronic weld for improved strength and 
cosmetics. D-Grips are assembled with double 
riveted heavy-gauge braces. Steel collar reinforces 
assembly. Handles are made with American Ash 
hardwood.
30in Handle with D-Handle Grip, 16 Gauge 
Blade
TRP31185-1255 UPC 755625101075
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.29

Truper® Tru Tough Square Point 
Shovel With Long Handle
A seriously long lasting tool at an affordable price, 
good for digging and gardening In tilled soil. 16 
gauge, American Ash wood handle, extended 
steps for added comfort and control, 6in 
cushioned grip for added  comfort and control.

48In Handle
TRP31188-1221 UPC 755625305251
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $18.79

Truper® Tru Tough 
Manure/Bedding Fork
American ash hardwood handles. Medium 
duty grade. Ten tines.

30in D-Handle
TRP30330-2733 UPC 755625004215
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $37.69

Truper® Tru Tough Spading Fork
Medium duty spading fork with four tines. 
American ash handle with D-grip. Steel and 
wood d-grips feature seamless electronic weld 
for improved strength and cosmetics. D-grips 
are assembled with double riveted heavy-gauge 
braces.

Medium Duty Grade, 30in Handle
TRP30293-1885 UPC 755625500281
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $28.99

Truper® Tru Pro Manure Fork
0.110in wall thickness fiberglass handle. Rivet 
less steel ring that connects the shovel neck 
and handle making it one solid unit. Steel insert 
provides up to 400lb of handle strength in 
dynamic load tests. 14 gauge blades for maximum 
toughness. Lifetime warranty.
5 Tines - 50in Fiberglass Handle with 9in Grip
TRP30323-2575 UPC 755625125453
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $39.49

Truper® Pick Mattock
36in Wood handle featuring shock absorbent poly 
guard.

TRP31615-1985 UPC 755625306487
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $29.99

Truper® Railroad Pick
36in Wood handle featuring shock absorbent poly 
guard.

TRP31621-2079 UPC 755625306005
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $31.49

All Tru Tough Tools Include 10yr Warranty
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Truper® Tru Tough Poly Leaf Rake
Medium duty grade. Durable poly leaf rakes 
featuring a ten year warranty. Lacquer coated 
wood handles for years of durable use.

Leaf Rake - 24in Head - 48in Wood Handle
TRP30458-703 UPC 755625500809
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $10.79

Leaf Rake - 30in Head - 48in Wood Handle
TRP30476-1009 UPC 755625006318
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.49

Truper® Tru Tough Poly Shrub Rake
Medium duty grade. Durable poly leaf rakes 
featuring a ten year warranty. Lacquer coated 
wood handles for years of durable use.

Shrub Rake - 8in Head - 48in Handle
TRP30465-364 UPC 755625004550
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $5.59

Truper® Tru Tough Steel Leaf Rake
Durable lacquered handles are made with 
American hardwood. Powder coated metal heads. 
Medium duty grade.

22in Head - 48in Wood Handle / Heavy-Duty 
Bolt-Through Construction with Nylon Nut
TRP30452-741 UPC 755625500731
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.39
24in Head - 54in Wood Handle / Heavy-Duty 
Bolt-Through Construction with Nylon Nut
TRP30480-1159 UPC 755625006219
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $17.79

Truper® Classic Garden Poly Leaf 
Rake
Smaller, lightweight tools, ideal for working In 
tight, close-up garden spaces.

15 Tines - 54In Ash Handle
TRP30459-1131 UPC 755625507143
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $17.39

Truper® Tru Pro Steel Leaf Rake
The lightweight, rust-resistant rake is perfect 
for long use in your yard or garden. 26in Head, 
fiberglass 54in handle, 9in grip. Heavy duty bolt 
through construction with nylon nut.

26in Handle
TRP32401-1741 UPC 755625010827
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $26.99

Truper® Tru Tough Welded Bow Rake
Durable lacquered handles are made with American hardwood. Powder 
coated metal heads. Medium duty grade.

16 Tines - 54in Handle
TRP33038-1039 UPC 755625016829
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.99

16 Tines - 54in Handle with 6in Grip
TRP31356-1103 UPC 755625503015
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.99

14 Tines - 48in handle
TRP31353-753 UPC 755625522689
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.59

Truper® Tru Pro Forged Bow Rake
Tru Pro products feature the heaviest gauge 
heads available, tab sockets or steel collars, along 
with a select choice of white ash wood handles 
for the optimum ratio of resistance and flexibility. 
Lifetime warranty backs all Tru Pro tools.

16 Tines - 60in Fiberglass Handle with 9in Grip
TRP31380-2199 UPC 755625503183
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $30.29

Truper® Tru Tough Level Head Rake
Durable lacquered handles are made with 
American hardwood. Powder coated metal 
heads. Medium duty grade.

16 Tines - 60in Handle with 6in Grip
TRP31383-1602 UPC 755625101525
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $24.59

Truper® Tru Pro Level Head Road Rake
Tru Pro products feature the heaviest gauge 
heads available, tab sockets or steel collars, along 
with a select choice of white ash wood handles 
for the optimum ratio of resistance and flexibility. 
Lifetime warranty backs all Tru Pro tools.

16 Tines - 60in Ash Handle
TRP31390-2418 UPC 755625003515
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $33.29

Truper® Tru Tough Forged Cultivator
Durable lacquered handles are made with 
American hardwood. Powder coated metal heads. 
Medium duty grade.

Medium Duty Grade - 4-Tines / 5in Head / 54in 
Handle with 6in Cushion Grip
TRP30024-1269 UPC 755625527707
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.49

Truper® Tru Tough 
Welded Cultivator
Durable lacquered handles are made with 
American hardwood. Powder coated metal 
heads. Medium duty grade.

4-Tines - 5in Head / 48in Handle
TRP30029-857 UPC 755625004543
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.99

All Tru Tough Tools Include 10yr Warranty
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Rakes, Hoes & Cultivators

Truper® Tru Tough Welded Warren Hoe
Durable lacquered handles are made with American 
hardwood. Powder coated metal heads. Medium duty 
grade.

4.75in Head - 54in Handle with 6in Cushion 
Grip
TRP30002-1347 UPC 755625004239
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.69

Truper® Classic Gardener Forged 
Warren Hoe With Ash Handle
Long handle gives exceptional balance, ability to 
really swing hard at a weed when needed. Use it 
to dig holes, yank out stubborn weeds, pull dirt 
back into holes, shove mulch out of the way.

15in Handle
TRP30647-523 UPC 755625000231
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $7.39

Truper® Tru Built 
Welded Garden Hoe 
Welded 6in garden hoe. Premium grade 
waxed hardwood handle for strength and 
economy. Matte-black painted head.

48in handle, 6in head
TRP30003-753 UPC 755625525659
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.59

Truper® True Pro Forged Garden Hoe
Tru Pro products feature the heaviest gauge 
heads available, tab sockets or steel collars, along 
with a select choice of white ash wood handles 
for the optimum ratio of resistance and flexibility. 
Lifetime warranty backs all Tru Pro tools.

6in Head / 60in Fiberglass Handle with 9in Grip
TRP30012-1691 UPC 755625522375
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.99

Truper® Tru-Tough 
Welded Garden Hoe 
Hoe weeds up by the roots.

54In Wood Handle, Cushioned Grip
TRP30006-1103 UPC 755625500113
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.99

Weeding & Edging

Truper® Lawn Weeder
Lawn weeder with a V-notched blade and a 38in 
ash handle.

TRP30306-1350 UPC 755625007711
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.69

Truper® Tru-Tough Two-Prong 
Weeding Hoe With Wood Handle
Hoe weeds up by the roots.

54In Handle, 6in Grip
TRP30014-1269 UPC 755625001337
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.49

Truper® Tru Pro Handle Forged 
Head Half Moon Edger With Ash 
Handle
Tru Pro Half Moon Edger is the contractor’s choice 
the professionals use. White ash handles give 
optimum ratio of resistance and flexibility. Ideal 
for landscape pros or homeowner/residential use.

48in Handle
TRP34953-2100 UPC 755625041326
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $30.99

All Tru Tough Tools Include 10yr Warranty
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Hand Tools & Kneelers

Truper® Hand Tools
Durable hand tools with 6in ash handles.

Transplanter
TRP30627-206 UPC 755625531735
Min. Buy 24EA Retail $3.29

Trowel
TRP30621-206 UPC 755625531803
Min. Buy 24EA Retail $3.29

Cultivator
TRP30624-206 UPC 755625531667
Min. Buy 24EA Retail $3.29

Weeder
TRP30633-206 UPC 755625531599
Min. Buy 24EA Retail $3.29

Wheelbarrows & Carts

Truper® Wheelbarrow
5/32in thick poly tray for lightweight 
durability. 1-3/4in diameter wooden handles. 
Three blade rim design for greater impact 
resistance. Block tires with inflation pressure 
from 20 to 25 PSI.

6cu ft Capacity Poly Tray
TRP30355-8830 UPC 755625000811
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $120.99

Kid’s Tools

Truper® Kids Wheelbarrow
Fun kids wheelbarrow just right for youngsters. 
Keep active minds busy with garden know-how. 
Plant, water, feed, harvest, munch on yummy 
garden produce. 

1cf
TRP30347-2053 UPC 755625005113
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $30.49

Digging Tools

Protech® Bulb Planter / Earth Auger
Made of strong steel. Works well for planting bedding plants, grass plugs 
and nursery stock seedlings. It an easy, quick, clean and professional 
way to deep root feeding. Fits any 3/8 inch or 1/2 inch electric or 
cordless drill.

1.75in Diam x 24in H
JISJL24-1786 UPC 726447158240
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $26.39

1.75in Diam x 9in H
JISJJB9-1088 UPC 726447175094
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $15.99

2.75in Diam x 24in H
JISJB24-1947 UPC 726447275244
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $28.89

3.25in Diam x 24in H
JISJBB24-2333 UPC 726447325246
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $30.99

Protech® Earth Auger
Fits any electric or cordless drill. Made of strong 
steel. Easy and quick way to dig holes and is ideal 
to use for deep root feeding.

1-1/4in Diam x 18in H
JISJR18-1465 UPC 726447125181
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $21.69

Other Tools

Sharpal® All-In-1 Knife, Pruner, Axe & Tool Sharpener
All-In-1 Knife, Pruner, Axe & Tool Sharpener is the most versatile 
sharpener in the market! The sharpener features 3 sharpening slots of 
preset optimal sharpening angle, one carbide bar, and one ceramic 
bar to restore and hone all sorts of knives, garden implements, scissors, 
tools edge, etc. Use it for touching up your pocket knives, scissors 
or poultry shears. Out in the garden you can restore a good edge to 
axes, pruners, hedge shears, loppers, hoes, spades, scythes, machetes 
etc. Sharpen chisels, scrapers and other professional tools in your 
workshop. It comes with large handle to allow for use with gloves and 
oversized safety hand guard. Rubber over-
molded handle and base provide secure and 
comfortable grip.

8.46in L x 2.95in W x 1.34in H
SHP103N-1768 UPC 814744020022
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $28.59

Sharpal® 6-In-1 Knife Sharpener & Survival Tool
6-In-1 Knife Sharpener & Survival Tool features pre-set crossed carbides 
for quick edge setting and ceramic blades for fine honing. A fold 
out, tapered Medium 400 Grit diamond coated rod with grooves is 
designed to sharpen serrations, gut hooks & fishhooks. And built-in fire 
starter, high-pitched whistle are for outdoor emergency use. Useful for 
hunters, fishermen, campers, fire & rescue, 
cooks. Compact body with lanyard hole fits 
in your pocket, hunting pack, tool box.

3.54in L x 1.46in W x .51in H
SHP101N-902 UPC 814744020015
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.59
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Contact your BFG Sales Consultant or visit www.bfgsupply.com today!

For More Information

A BFG Supply Co. Exclusive Brand. 


